Beautiful towels . . . in the gayest new colors, the most exciting new designs in years! Each new color has been inspired by the subtle, limpid shades in or around the sea. Each new design is smartly distinctive. From Martex to you — beautiful presents to give someone you love!

A PRODUCT OF WEST POINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Christmas Wishes Come True...

Left window—top to bottom: Italian iridescent glass birds, $29 and $14.50. Silver-plated candle holders, $23.50*. 13-inch Florentine candles, red or white, $3 pair. Hand-made angel music box, $14.95. Gold-flecked crystal Murano bowls, $8.50 and $12.50. Sevres "Ecuelle" circa 1863, $225; Sevres cup and saucer, circa 1822, $60. Combination Game, $22.50 set. Replicas of Houdon busts, white or terra cotta, $9 pair.

Right window—top to bottom: Old overlay Bohemian decanter, $62.50; modern English crystal sherry bottle, $14.50; old silver-plated coaster, $24.75*; sterling liquor labels, $2.25*. Crackle enamel bowl, $12.50; candy dish, $25. Old scent bottles—a collection, variously priced. Sparkling book-ends—flowers carved into plex-glass, $43.50 pair... paper-weights to match, $12.95. Antique Staffordshire lustre jugs, $78.50 and $75. Sewing chest and jewel box from a collection of boxes covered with old damasks and brocades.

*Subject to 20% federal tax
Versatility in Crystal

AS ILLUSTRATED BY
IMPERIAL CANDLEWICK

Here is illustrated how a variety of table settings in shimmering crystal can be achieved simply by adding a few pieces to an Imperial Candlewick Punch Set. Smart hostesses will readily appreciate and welcome the versatility of this fine crystal.

ABOVE: Here is the "starter set" from which can be developed the succeeding array of table settings in crystal. This Imperial Candlewick Punch Set consists of fifteen matching pieces.

RIGHT: Use the cups from the punch set, add the plates and saucers, and you have this informal crystal group so ideal for those sudden guest gatherings.

LEFT: Just three more pieces added to the above group result in this charming setting that is perfect for bridge luncheons. The pieces added are the pastry tray, and the cream-and-sugar set.

RIGHT: The tray from the punch set doubles as a sandwich tray in this beautiful buffet group in gleaming crystal. The addition of the matching candleholders, the compotes, and the cigarette box and ash trays results in a table beautiful for formal or informal occasions.

The versatile Imperial Candlewick Crystal is hand-crafted by The Imperial Glass Corporation, Bellaire, Ohio, and is available at fine stores everywhere.
Willett Golden Beryl Maple

Simple Charm for Modern Living

Let the warm beauty of Willett Golden Beryl Maple set the theme for your entire home.

The simple lines borrow their charm from the Colonial era with an eye toward utility, so essential to modern living. Individual pieces for dining room, living room and bedroom available in open stock. At Sanger's in Dallas, the Southwest's center for homemaking talent.

Complete price list available to out of the city patrons.

Sanger Bros. Texas

Forward with Texas Since 1857
Hearts reveal new depths of warmth and feeling when bread is broken together. The "staff of life" becomes an expression of genuineness—in our search of fuller, more expansive living.

When you are filled with the heart hunger... common to all women... for love, for a home of your own and the means of furnishing it, you naturally look for just such expressions of genuineness. The artificial is no answer—only the real thing will do. You want your happiness rooted in such reality as you find in solid, time-defying State House Sterling Silver. For here is silver whose beauty is further emphasized by use... whose worth makes it a precious legacy to others, following your joy-filled years of ownership. In all the world you cannot find a truer expression of genuineness than your cherished set of State House Sterling.

State House Sterling

THERE IS NO FINER STERLING SILVER SERVICE MADE THAN STATE HOUSE STERLING
Shut your eyes and dream a moment. You can just feel the excitement when your gift comes out of the wrappings . . . and morning glories pop through clearest crystal. Of course, you'll steal the show . . . for what could be nicer, more practical or beautiful. Every petal is hand-carved by skilled American craftsmen. The Morning Glory pattern is but one of many Fostoria selections found at better stores everywhere.
You can almost feel the atmosphere of goodness that surrounds you everywhere at Hathaway’s. It is more than loveliness and style correctness or excellence of material and craftsmanship, for here quality is simple, subtle but recognizable integrity in every element of home furnishing beauty, style and structure. Creative Home Furnishing at Hathaway’s can capture the very spirit of a style to give your home this same atmosphere of charm. See it in the Provincial room above, featuring dual dressers, dual beds and a chest from the extensive Orleans Collection in beautifully grained solid magnolia wood. See it in everything at Hathaway’s. Then enjoy this same atmosphere of charm in your own home. Write for the new booklet on “Creative Home Furnishing,” sent free on request.
The sketched building in the foreground is the famous Governor’s Palace, one of the several buildings of Colonial Williamsburg which has been completely restored and decorated with fabrics authentically and skillfully reproduced from the originals, by Scalamandre.
At fine stores throughout America you may listen to the world's great music as reproduced on the magnificent new Magnavox. Here are brilliant post-war models, each a masterpiece of furniture craftsmanship. Magnavox not only opens new horizons of musical enjoyment... it is built to hold its fine tonal qualities over the years. If you seek a lasting investment in gracious living, choose the best... choose Magnavox.

Three generations of the Cecil B. de Mille family enjoy the Magnavox Regency Symphony in their Hollywood home.

Combining all the wonders of radio science and musical reproduction, including F.M. and automatic record changing, with the best in furniture styling, Magnavox is designed to grace the finest homes. You'll find a wide choice of models available for early delivery. Prices from $225. See, hear and compare Magnavox with other radio-phonographs. Once you do, you'll never be satisfied until you own one. Look for the name of your nearest Magnavox dealer in the classified telephone directory. The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.
WISHMAKER LIVING ROOM — A Grouping from the American Provincial Ensemble

Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago
Mrs. Smith is the living image of her decorator—naturally. For, as you have undoubtedly surmised, Mrs. Smith is her own decorator. Carson’s Wishmaker (seasoned well with Mrs. Smith’s own personal talents) is the unfailing recipe for her home’s decorative distinction . . . just as it can be for yours.

It’s as simple as this . . . Wishmaker sets the pace for you with three home-furnishings themes—American Provincial, Traditional, and Modern. In each group the wall papers, floor coverings, furniture, and fabrics have been faultlessly co-ordinated in period. But the pattern selection, the color choice—your home’s real self-expression—is entirely in your hands.

Let Carson’s Wishmaker Shop guide you. You will enjoy its great shopping convenience. But more than anything else, you’ll enjoy your home, its new beauty, and the proud privilege of saying "I did it myself . . . with Wishmaker."

Wishmaker Shop, ninth floor
This year, a man’s dream comes true

In almost every life, there is a secret ambition; a dream.

Not all ambitions are fulfilled, nor all dreams realized. But this year a dream came true for a man in California.

His ambition to make the very finest wine produced in this land did not come upon him suddenly. For this had been a family hope... it had been the dream of his father before him.

And at long last, the dream of generations of proud vintners becomes a reality.

From the far-reaching vineyards of the Petri family now comes a wine so rich, so filled with mellowed flavor that connoisseurs acclaim it the most superb wine our soil can give birth to. It is called Angelo Petri Signature Bottle.

Today, in this month of celebrations, Angelo Petri Signature Bottle is ready to add even more graciousness to your holiday table, and distinction to your name as a host.

How thoroughly you and all your guests will enjoy the flavor, bouquet and clarity of the king of wines—Angelo Petri Signature Bottle—in any of many types.

Whether your palate prefers tart, dry wines or full-rounded mellow wines, Angelo Petri will satisfy your demands to the fullest.

Wines, sparkling burgundy, champagne and brandy—all bearing the signature of the man whose dream came true—can be had at any outstanding dealer. By all means, try them if you are a lover of superior wines.

PLEASE NOTE: Because a wine of this outstanding character requires the utmost care in its production, it naturally cannot be marketed in great volume. If you have difficulty in finding this grand wine, please write us. We will be happy to send you promptly the name of the dealer nearest you who carries ANGELO PETRI SIGNATURE BOTTLE.

California: TAWNY PORT • GOLDEN MUSCATEL • PALE DRY SHERRY • CREAM SHERRY • SAUTERNE • BURGUNDY • RHINE WINE • ZINFANDEL • ALEATICO

IN ADDITION, CHAMPAGNE • SPARKLING BURGUNDY • BRANDY, 84 PROOF.

COPR. 1946, PETRI WINE CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Ring in the old, together with the new...

An original Willard clock
Victorian tea service
Wing chair by Baker
 Delicious aids to modern entertaining ...and their name goes back 250 years de Kuyper Cordials

A suave luxury for the table! A mixer’s delight for cocktails and long drinks! These world-esteemed liqueurs by de Kuyper give to your entertaining a lively versatility, enriched by quality famous the world over. De Kuyper Cordials, for twelve years, have been made in America exactly as in their ancient home in Holland. By the same treasured formulae, the same secret, costly methods, you and your guests will enjoy them! Ask for de Kuyper Cordials at any good dealer’s.

12 Popular Varieties of Cordials

CREME DE CACAO, 60 PROOF; APRICOT, 74 PROOF; BLACKBERRY, 70 PROOF; TRIPLE SEC, 80 PROOF; DELECTA, 86 PROOF; CREME DE MENTHE, 60 PROOF

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, DEPARTMENT H16 • POST OFFICE BOX 12, WALL STREET STATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Smart Planning for Small Home Planners

What could be more convenient... more comfortable or more gracious than this delightful junior size dining room by Drexel? Its distinctive styling... its cozy, comfortable charm and its sound, beautiful construction highlight sophisticated dining. Keynote of this New Travis Court Group is the handsome dual-purpose hutch-china. This brilliantly styled piece contains a roomy desk with three drawers and a convenient fold-away writing surface.

For gracious living plan your room settings around Drexel masterpieces. There are beautiful and practical collections to fit any budget. Look for the famous "by Drexel" seal carefully branded on each distinctive piece. Ask for Drexel at leading department and furniture stores the country over.

Write today for colorful new booklets "Traditional" and "Touraine". Send 10c for each to 572 Huffman Road, Drexel, North Carolina.
How beautiful glass is near candlelight turning a little tune of flame into a blazing symphony. Someplace in your home the circle of candlelight waits to be filled by this fine simple bowl, twin ash trays and glass candlesticks by Viking—one moment they flash silver ... the next surprises you with a sudden song of golden light!

There's a place in your home for glass by

Treasured American Glass from New Martinsville, West Virginia

Viking Glass Company
Gaily set for Yuletide breakfast, this LuJo Craft ensemble looks as dainty as a Christmas card etching—as bright and cheerful as new-fallen snow. Lucky you—if you are the happy recipient!

With its simple, graceful lines, LuJo Craft Furniture is appropriate anywhere in your home—in living room, dining room, entrance hall, or even in your streamlined kitchen. And, being weather-proof, LuJo Craft can be enjoyed out of doors, too—season after season—and still retain its beauty for interior use. Every set of LuJo Craft is guaranteed against rust and breakage for 6 years.

LuJo Craft—America’s most versatile furniture—is created from fine metals by craftsmen known for their work on luxurious, custom-designed interiors. Yet, LuJo Craft is priced lower than any comparable furniture. See the generous selection of designs and ensembles at your dealer’s. If you hurry, there’s still a chance to have your set delivered for Christmas.

- Guaranteed against rust and breakage for 6 years
- Mar-proof seats can be washed with soap and water
- Seats removable; choice of attractive colors
- Heavy glass table tops proof against spilled liquids
- All pieces light weight and easy to handle
- All LuJo Craft weatherproof; can be used outdoors

Illustrated: Ensemble No. 700

Merry Christmas to a lovely lady who likes lovely furniture

Illustrated: Ensemble No. 1000

JOHN PARKS NEWSOME, INC. • BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA • NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
Where life at home is an art in itself—most often, the upholstered furniture is Valentine-Seaver.
THE SHEFFIELD GRANDSON

Displayed at
W. & J. Shane
Beverly Hills,
California

Here, at last, is the remarkable new clock you’ve heard about...the clock that combines the antique beauty of yesterday with the precision accuracy of tomorrow.

The Grandson's cabinet, fashioned of solid mahogany by master cabinet craftsmen, is an authentic table-size reproduction of a rare old English grandfather model, faithful to the original even to its swinging brass pendulum.

Yet, inside this antique exterior is a modern electric synchronous movement that assures you an accurate timepiece for years and years to come.

Barely two feet in height, the Sheffield Grandson is equally suitable as a table or mantel clock. Wherever used, the charm of its original period design adds grace and beauty to the home.

Your Grandson clock will be a prized family possession. Reasonably priced, it is on sale at leading stores throughout the United States.

Sheffield
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

3907 SAN FERNANDO ROAD • GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA
China & Silver

Doulton Patterns and graceful figures are illustrated in a booklet which considers Doulton china from an historical standpoint. Bone china and earthenware patterns date back to the earlier English potters. Figures and china animals, faithful to each small detail, make choice gifts. 10c to Doulton & Co., Inc., 12, 212 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

China & Silver Patterns

The Art of Ceramics, by progressive development, has produced the strong type of ware known as American Vitreous China. This china is illustrated, and a selection of China patterns is shown in the book. This book is a real guide for china buyers. Vitreous China Association, Inc., 12, 1010 Shoreham Bldg., Washington, D.C.

Entertaining the Sterling Way

The Sterling Silver Association, Inc., 12, 500 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

Fine China—To Have and to Use

By L M. Russell and J. E. B. Hildreth. Illustrated with photographs and diagrams. This book is a real guide for china buyers. The famous Kling furniture is also illustrated. To Kling Furniture Co., Inc., 12, 117 West 33rd St., Chicago 1, III.

CARVING TECHNICAL

By Clara Duller, which shows how to decorate rooms with coordinated color harmony in rugs and carpets. The booklet contains detailed formulas for a group of rooms, which are beautifully illustrated, as well as color schemes suggested for use with many of the new rugs and carpets. Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co., 12, 265 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Food & Wines

Curring Techniques are explained in a booklet, "How to Carve." A group of flavored meat cuts, plus the utility knife, are pictured, and Mr. Arnold explains and illustrated how to carve with ease. 10c to Ekko Products Co., 12, 1219 North Cicero Ave., Chicago 39, III.

Little Wine Cellar suggests clever ways to turn your extra space into a practical wine cellar, in the basement, closet, or under the stairway. Illustrations and a list of materials, plus detailed plans, will prove invaluable construction aids. Care and arrangement of wines are discussed as is the collecting of specially fine wines. Wine Advisory Board, 12, 83 Second St., San Francisco 5, Calif.

Two Little Booklets discuss de Krooper cordials and recipes, and interesting and correct ways to serve Merit. A history of the de Krooper, from its original product to the outstanding list of cordials made today, is interesting reading, and the formulas for mixing will improve your imagination as a confectioner. The Merit booklet discusses the varieties of sherries and ports, and a recipe list is also included. National Distillers Products Corp., 12, 120 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Decorating

A Match Book of color harmony is a clever aid to home decorators. Match the color schemes with which help you to harmonize your rugs, walls, draperies and upholsteries. 10c to Bingley Weavers, 12, 110 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

The Romance of Hooked Rugs is a history of this art and its origin. Hooking similar to that of modern rugs was discovered on fabric made in Egypt from the 5th to the 7th centuries. Sizes available in Windthorst and Oakwood rugs are given, and special gaspassers are devoted to care and cleaning of the rugs. 10c to Masterkraft Inc., 12, 295 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Styling a Bedroom discusses the meaning of colors and various color schemes. Room harmony and arrangement for Colonial or contemporary bedrooms will help you decide on the points you wish to emphasize in your own room. The famous Kling furniture is also illustrated. To Kling Factories, 12, Mayville, N.Y.

Colorama is a color Idea book, written by Clara Dudley, which shows how to decorate rooms with coordinated color harmony in rugs and carpets. The booklet contains detailed formulas for a group of rooms, which are beautifully illustrated, as well as color schemes suggested for use with many of the new rugs and carpets. Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co., 12, 265 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Wood is decorative for accessories, for frames, wall brackets and figurines. It will enhance the beauty of your home. A wide selection of both period and modern objects, for formal or informal settings which will put the finishing touch to your room. Syracuse Ornamental Co., 12, Syracuse, N.Y.

Mirror Recipes, 77 of them, show you how to use them as part of the decorative scheme of modern interiors. Full-color illustrations prove what mirrors can do for your house. A list of do's and don'ts is given. Clever ideas make this book an essential for your decorating scheme. 25c to Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 12, Toledo, O.

Garlands and Centerpieces so essential to the Christmas spirit are offered in a booklet as festive as the season. The Christmas colors are displayed in sprays, wintry evergreens, frosty centerpieces, and Christmas decorations. Another section of the book plans the floral decoration of your house. Emkay Candles, 12, Syracuse 1, N.Y.

Glass gives your home a special appearance if you use it wisely. A 24-page booklet shows new and colorful ways mirror and glass can bring out hidden beauty in your home. If you want this booklet whether you are remodeling decoratively or architecturally, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 12, 233 West Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

Building

Camera Views is a 24-page booklet with over 70 illustrations which depict uses of Western Pine in home building and attention to the storage of exteriors and interiors of houses, there is a section devoted to close-up views of various interesting pine inns. The booklet has a wealth of architectural and decorative ideas, presented attractively, many of them applicable to your house. Western Pine Association, 12, 510 Yon Bldg., Portland 4, Oregon.

Color Harmony, from the melting chocolate colors to bright, spicy reds, is the subject of the Gildeen company's booklet. Remodeling suggestions will provide incalculable joy. Combination of interior and exterior combination you desire, are attractively displayed. Wall and ceiling colors and woodwork are illustrated opposite each other. One section deals with an explanation of Gildeen's paints, enamels and varnishes, and another tells you how to paint for painted walls and floors. 25c to The Gildeen Co., 12, Cleveland 2, O.

Today's Idea House will influence your choice of woodwork. The use of pine for storage space, closets, doors, windows will enhance the beauty of your home as well as its comfort. Illustrations show how to decorate, and the idea in the front will get you started quickly on solving your immediate problem. 10c to Ponderosa Pine Woodwork, 12, 111 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.

Heating & Insulation

Modulated Heat is explained in a booklet which describes how you can have continuous warm air at whatever temperature you prefer. Control systems, for heating or air-conditioning equipment, can be adapted to either old or new houses. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 12, 2371 Fourth Ave., South, Minneapolis 8, Minn.

An Equipment Publication for heating, winter air-conditioning and plumbing for every type of house, is printed by American-Standard. Hand-fired or automatic equipment can be used with any type of architecture. Colorful plumbing fixtures to brighten your bathrooms are also illustrated. American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corp., 12, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Penna.

Metal Insulation and its advantages are described in a booklet which lists specifications for installing. The insulation material is delivered to the job site in a cardboard case. No cardboard case needs, which are then cut to fit. American Flange & Manufacturing Company, Inc., 12, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL STREIT "SLUMBER" CHAIR AND IT'S JUST FOR YOU

DARLING, YOU COULDN'T HAVE FOUND A FINER GIFT. I'M ALL SET NOW FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE!

WHAT a wonderful gift... what a wonderful Christmas... for that wonderful husband of yours!

No man can resist the temptation to relax in the Beautiful Streit "Slumber" Chair. Those soft spring filled cushions invite you to lounge and stretch out your legs to full length on the cushioned, matching footstool... for the REST of your life. Man alive—that's real comfort!

Try it... See the Streit "Slumber" Chair at your favorite dealer's today. Discover for yourself why it's called "the most comfortable chair in the world".

The Beautiful Streit "Slumber" Chair

SOLD BY LEADING FURNITURE DEALERS FROM COAST TO COAST
The warm hand of friendship, an inviting table, pleasant conversation —
this is gracious hospitality. And the art of entertaining is enhanced when you
surround yourself with beautiful appointments such as Reed & Barton sterling
flatware, or a lovely Reed & Barton tea service in solid silver. With each
succeeding generation, among people of taste, Reed & Barton sterling
becomes more and more a cherished symbol of cordiality and gracious hospitality.

THE COMPLETE BOOK ON TABLE SERVICE AND CARE OF SILVER:
Send 100 for "How To Be A Successful Hostess", to Reed & Barton, Box 990, Dept. HC, Tuxton, Massachusetts.

Reed & Barton
Sterling Silver
America’s Own

exquisite translucent china, produced in California by the makers of famous Franciscan Ware. The pattern WOODSIDE is delicate in coloring yet has enough strength of design to set a distinguished table... open stock... dinner plates... sixty dollars the dozen.

Titch & Goettinger
DALLAS
Announcing

KENSINGTON CHAIRS
Made of the same beautiful, silvery metal as the famous Kensington Gift Ware

For the rest of your lifetime you'll be proud of these charmingly designed chairs.

Made of Kensington metal, they'll never warp, chip or corrode. They're unaffected by heat, cold, dryness or dampness. Will not snag precious nylons. The lovely, strong Kensington metal will retain its rich, silvery lustre. Won't even show finger-marks. For upholstery, you have your choice of smart "tailor-made" colors, in a remarkable fabric development. They are so comfortable to sit in, too; just try them!

You'll always be happy about the perfect way in which Kensington chairs harmonize with either modern or classical pieces—in your dining room, or as occasional chairs anywhere in your home. They are so versatile and so light to lift that they'll do double duty—at telephone table, in bedrooms or recreation room. And your guests will exclaim over their new beauty and comfort for bridge.

See these charming Kensington Chairs at leading furniture and department stores; or write for literature. Kensington, Inc., New Kensington, Pa.
"G-EE-RONIMO! .. WE'RE HOME!" The home you planned together during the long war-separated years is yours at last. Yours for keeps. To be proud of, to fill with happiness, treat with loving care. Masland broadloom rugs and carpets were designed with your new home in mind... woven right out of love's young dreams. In eye-filling, bride-styled patterns. In deep-napped textures that sing a welcome from the floor. Masland Argonnes for the penny-wise; Masland Wiltons for that *extra* note of luxury. You'll find them both in your favorite stores... in B. H. F. colors, too. C. H. Masland & Sons, Carlisle, Pa.

**MASLAND**

Rugs and 

Carpets

**MASLAND**
GOOD CHEER

Holiday Drinks Made With SOUTHERN COMFORT

Holiday hospitality is enriched and enlivened when the drinks are made with SOUTHERN COMFORT—The Grand Old Drink of the South. The superbly distinctive flavor of this versatile old favorite makes just about all drinks taste better. Holiday or any day, SOUTHERN COMFORT means good cheer.

SOUTHERN COMFORT EGG NOG

Beat separately the yolks and whites of 6 eggs. Into the beaten yolks slowly beat 1 cup of sugar. Add 2 cups of milk or cream (cream’s better) stirring well. Then add, still stirring, 1 pint of Southern Comfort. Finally fold in beaten egg whites, dust with nutmeg, chill in refrigerator until ready to serve.

There’s Only One SOUTHERN COMFORT

100 PROOF LIQUEUR
America’s Most Versatile Drink

SERVED ON MANY OF THE NATION’S FINEST TRAINS

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS 2, MO.
Fashion Touch For Your Home...

Curtains in color—adding new significance to your windows. Extra wide, extra fine, yarn-dyed cotton Priscillas by Kenneth—with big, plump, cushion dots ... deep, 6" baby-headed ruffles. Choose yours in peach, blue, dusty pink, yellow or green—with an extra pair that can be made into the billowy, beautiful dressing table skirt we show here. Each side of curtain, 44" wide; 90" long. Around $6.00 the pair.

AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE STORES:

AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE STORES:

Members of the Home Furnishings Institute
tell her on Christmas—she's heaven-sent

Ethereal, sky-bound fragrance—captured by Helena Rubinstein. Scintillating bouquet blend that lends enchanting innocence to the most worldly woman.

HEAVEN-SENT PERFUME, 8.50, 7.50, 4.50, 1.00
HEAVEN-SENT EAU DE TOILETTE, 3.25, 1.75, 1.00
HEAVEN-SENT COLOGNE COMPACT, 1.50

helena rubinstein
PARIS • 715 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK • LONDON
The pleasure of writing
—the joy of giving are enhanced by Crane's Papers

Papers by Crane are made for you from cotton and linen fibres—those choice materials of enduring quality that give distinction to every sheet and grace to all your correspondence and social uses.

And the pleasure you enjoy in using Crane's Fine Papers may be shared with others by giving Crane's at Christmas, on anniversaries and birthdays, and in acknowledgment of hospitality and favors received.

All Crane's Papers are admirably suited to air-mail correspondence. Your letter on any Crane Paper may now be sent anywhere in the United States by air mail for five cents; regular mail, three cents.

CRANE'S FINE PAPERS • MADE IN DALTON, MASSACHUSETTS • SINCE 1801
ROYAL CLIPPER VELOCIPDE

The King of Tricycles! Sturdily built of heavy steel—it will take all your little "toy smasher" can give it! Has full ball bearing, solid rubber tired, wire wheels, [Front 16", back wheels 10"]. Frame and moving parts beautifully finished in maroon, royal blue and nickel plate. Put this beauty under the Christmas tree for your youngster. You'll be the grandest Dad or Mom any kid ever had! Large stock—your order shipped day it is received $28.95 postpaid. (West of Miss., add $1.00)

“PRINCESS” DOLL COACH

All-Steel... the finest model!
Here's the doll pram that will make any little girl's heart leap with joy when she sees it under the tree Christmas morn! Sturdily built of cold-rolled steel. Baked enamel finish in royal blue with contrasting trim. 9" steel spoke, rubber-tired wheels with real brake. Collapsible leatherette hood. $19.95 express prepaid. (Add $1.00 west of Miss.)

The perfect last-minute gift

Distinguished and lovely gifts for the fastidious—Crane's ruffled Quartered Oak letter and semi-note paper with matching envelopes in delicate Moss Green, Rose, and White, plain or hand bordered in white or blue.

An Album of Memories...

This charming miniature album of rich leather with gold-tooled design by Laura Lee Linder holds fourteen 3½" x 2½" photos in stiff slip-in frames... lifetime protection for your favorite snaps... or a cherished gift for anyone! $5.50, Delivered.

Remembrance of things past can be permanently recorded in this handsome scrap book, indexed to cover the stages of your entire life. Truly a lifetime gift, it comes bound in aluminum, $30; brass, $35; leather, $45 incl. 3 initials—other lettering if desired. Benedia Selections, 306 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Md.

An heir of distinction can identify his carriage or toy chest, his chair or closet door with a nameplate of silver. We can't decide which is the cuter—pussy or the squirrel—but each one costs $5 plus 20% tax. With name, add 10c for first letter; 5c for each following. B. Altman & Co., Fifth Ave. at 34th St., N. Y. C. 16.
AROUND

**Angel children** can do much to brighten a Christmas party table. White plaster cherubs, with gold or silver hair and wings, clasped candles set in gold- or silver-dusted stars. The angels are $5 a pair, ppd.; $10 buys angels, holders and candles (red or green). From Carole Stupell, Ltd., 507 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C. 22.

We’re all keyed up over this one! A gold master-key occupies the place of honor on a gold chain so that its owner’s fingers can identify it in a jiffy. Send a sample of the one to be made out and the blank will be cut to match. Lesser keys can be strung on chain. 14K. $45.50 incl. tax and post. Carrier, 653 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

The Chippendale mirror pictured is an exact reproduction of one in Windsor Castle, except that it’s only 3” high. The peewee hurricane lamps copy Early American originals. All sterling, the lamps are $20 pr.; the mirror, $30 incl. tax. Write for booklet of other miniatures. Plummer, Ltd., 734 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 19.

Those Famous **BARCLAY JAMS**

Assortment A:
- Red Raspberry
- Pomegranate
- Orange Marmalade (Tart)
- Pin
- Blackberry
- Pine-O-Cut
- Orange Cherry
- Peach

$5.55

Assortment B:
- Strawberry
- Orange Cherry
- Marmalade Ponset
- Pine-O-Mint
- Orange Marmalade (Tart)
- Grape
- Orange Pineapple

$5.65

Combination only as listed. Prepaid in 48 states on receipt check or money order. No C.O.D.’s. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**BOYS! GIRLS!**

**New Aluminum Rubber-Tired ROLLER SKATES**
The newest thing in skates. Noiseless, light, strong, rust-proof! You can “go like sixty” on these wonderful skates race silently along as if your feet had wings and never make a sound! Wheels have double race ball-bearings packed in hard rubber tires that will outwear steel! Adjustable to any shoe. The gift supreme. $9.50 postpaid, including tax.

**“First Name” CALENDAR BANK**
The bank that forces children (and grown-ups!) to save. It keeps you up-to-date if you keep it up-to-date! If “nags” until you shell out the coins that put the calendar-right. Takes nickels, dimes and quarters. Any one of these coins will change date ... a quarter changes the month. Large slit on top takes bills and 50¢ pieces. Made of heavy, ivory-colored, shock-resisting plastic. Pick-proof lock. With first name hand painted on it $2.50; plain $2.25. Postpaid.

**SUSIE THE PELICAN**
When there’s a rip or a tear—Susie’s right there . . . Susie is an intriguing practical sewing compact and comes complete with—Genuine Kleencut Scissors, Thimble, tape measure and 5 spools of colored thread on revolving rack. Wings are pincushions.

Only $2.00 postpaid
Linnwood P2 Seward, Nebr.

**SHERATON CIGARETTE BOX**
Sheraton knife box, reproduced in perfect scale, and astonishingly perfect detail. Both the collector and the decorator will love this. Beautifully grained dark wood. 5” high, 1¾” wide. $15.00 prepaed.

**Epicure’s Delight**
a sterling silver pepper mill, unusual gift for the host or hostess who realizes the superior flavor of freshly ground pepper. $18.00 (tax included)

**HOLIDAY HOUSE**

**Cayce-Ost Co.**

5 Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
2-in-1 Step Table Sewing Cabinet

Designed by Caswell-Ryan. Bringing you finer furniture in design and workmanship, this new combination step table and sewing cabinet in fine mahogany is an item to be used in any home.

$27.95 plus express

WARNER FURNITURE
4620 Sheridan Road Chicago 40, Illinois

Name-sake Dolls
For Small Fry

Joe wears sturdy cotton twill overalls, pastel knit pullover, smart beret and shoes. Jane models warm flannel snowsuit trimmed with real fur, working zipper and shoes. Choice of either sleeping doll in pink or blue outfit—18" tall.

YOUR CHILD'S NAME HAND-EMBROIDERED FREE
Send child's name with check or money-order.

$4.95

PLAYMATES
P. O. Box 1727-G Springfield, Mass.

Victorian Student Lamp
A reproduction of an original Victorian student lamp made of polished solid brass by the original makers of B & H oil lamps. Adjustable height 10 inch, ribbed glass shade in choice of white or pink rose. Chimney takes up to a 75 watt bulb. Height (overall) 19 1/2", width 18".

Price $49.50 Express Collect

Old Lantern Shop
91 Post Road Darien, Conn.

Glo-lite Christmas Tree
Ablaze with color and so realistic you'll think it's a fresh-cut Minnesota balsam. One light inside radiates through twelve glass candles that never burn out—for a very beautiful effect. Ventilated white ceramic base. 18" tree. Choice of snow-white or Christmas-tree green many- branched foliage. Complete with lamp and cord. Lasts for years.

$6.95 POSTPAID

Write for Big Catalog... Free
Miles Kimball
100 BOND ST., OSHKOSH, WIS.

Old-Fashioned European Type
CHAINE THIMBLE
A truly exotic gift!

This hand-made work of art is both useful and ornamental. Genuine pre-war old Dresden China flower designs of colorful roses, forget-me-nots, butterflies, doves. Brass忍受gold plating. Shell-shaped and unusual beauty and value. Great for sowing, quilting, cutting paper, sewing. 1 3/16" diameter. $3.90 each

HALLIDAY'S
1750 Broadway Oakland 12, Calif.

A present to boot. Gala wrappings for a bottle of wine are these wool felt boots designed by Peter Hunt in Christmassy colors. Or fill them with goodies for a child; with gourmet delicacies for a connoisseur. Left: $3.50; right: $1 ppd. (a pair would look well on the tree). House of Gifts, 112 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 18.

Musical prodigy. Pee-wee portable that provides music wherever there is an AC outlet. 12 1/2" x 10" x 5", it weighs only 7 1/4 lbs. Excellent performer for 10" or 12" records. Leatherette-covered in brown or blue, $34.95 ppd. $2.50 extra buys ruby-tipped needle (5,000 playings). Marog Products, 80 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 11.

Here's how to delight the discriminating traveler. Four sterling shot cups fit into a case of buffalo grain seal (brown or black). Silver disc on cover suggests a monogram. Ideal for glove compartment or overnight bag. Case 2" tall, 2" diam. Set, $19.50 including tax. Black, Starr & Gorham, Fifth Ave. at 48th St., N. Y. C. 19.
AROUND

Hand-painted, signed tiles, white on blue, are set in bright copper to make pleasing bookends and a matching ashtray. Non-smokers can hang the tray as a wall plaque. The tiles come in two sizes: 4½" sq. and 6½" sq. Bookends or tray with the smaller tile are $10, ppd.; larger, $15. Americraft, 903 1st Ave., N.Y. C. 22.

Briefly—this brief case is a knock-out. Although the interior is as capacious as any V.I.P. could wish, the genuine Morocco is so supple and so thin that the whole thing folds like a glove. Open, it's 16" x 11"—big enough for legal documents or music. $69.50 incl. tax and post. Dale, 719 Fifth Ave., N.Y. C. 22.

Rugged individuality stands out all over this hand-made copper pitcher, with its handle of walnut. It's a signed original, modeled after the heavy copper pieces of Colonial days. Use it as an ice bucket, a flower container or convert into a lamp. $30 ppd. S. W. Hinds, 2213 E. Lemon Avenue, Temple City, California.

"Puss 'n Boots" KITTEN CARAVAN!
COOKIE JAR • CREAMER • SALT AND PEPPER
Now, no C.O.D.'s

"The Greatest Show on Earth" Circus set with Clown Mug. "Big Top" covered dish and matching bowl. Your child will love hosting the Clown's ears while finishing up the last drop of milk. The Clown with his trick dog on the bottom of the dish is an incentive to lick the platter clean. 5 pc. set with flag. $11.50 postpaid. (Matching bowl not shown).

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of other unusual gifts.

PAGE & BIDDLE, Inc.
(The Page Shop)
21 Station Rd., Haverford, Pa.

Colored Flame Fireplace Logs
Native Wood Logs—18" long, 2" or more in diameter. Treated to burn slowly, silently, with beautiful multi-colored flames of blue, green, purple, etc. Odorless. Relax in comfort before the constantly changing hues. Burn one log at a time on top of ordinary wood. Low wholesale price—
$5 for 50 $35 for 500
$8 for 100 $60 for 1000
with freight prepaid
(West of Rockies $10 for 50)
Tell your friends about these fascinating logs. Perfect Christmas gifts.

Danny Corcoran Co.
24 LAKESIDE DRIVE
SHREWSBURY, MASS.

Canvas Log Carrier
Saves hands, clothes and home from splinters, bark and dirt
Easiest way to tote firewood. Holds at least two armfuls of logs. Attractive, wooden carry-all. Heavyweight canvas, double stitched. Handles won't pull out. 28" x 27". Colorful mail order stripe design. $2.50 postpaid.

Write for Free Gift Catalog
AFCO GIFTS
Dept. G-3
LEXINGTON 73, MASS.
**SHOPPING**

**Superman** himself would get a hang out of this new automatic pistol. True, it shoots only water, but fifty shots from one filling should take care of quite a few enemies. It’s made of brass and other non-rusting materials; costs only $1.98 plus 25c postage. Bleazby’s, 31 East Adams, Detroit 26, Michigan.

**Give him the works.** Watch a motor-minded youngster’s eyes light up when he unwraps the making of an electric motor that really runs. The book explains the theory of electricity, tells how to build the motor and suggests uses. $3.95 plus 25c postage. From Flora-Dora Inc., 1 Canfield St., Orange, New Jersey.

**1947 models** can be sold or serviced at this toy garage. It is sturdily built of wood with transparent show windows. The door, when closed, bears the legend: “Sound Your Horn.” Complete with 8 small plastic cars and a raised platform for lubricating jobs, it’s $10 exp. col. The Block Shop, 38 Wall St., New Haven 11, Conn.

**IT BROILS! IT COOKS! IT FRIES! IT WARMs!**

**NEW ROYAL MASTER ELECTRIC BROILER**

A splendid Christmas and wedding gift, or buy it for your home. Modern homemakers will appreciate its many practical features and simple operation. She can prepare delicious soups, snacks, tasty sandwiches, serve piping hot buns, and even make griddle cakes right at her table with Royal Master. Saves steps ... saves time ... takes drudgery out of cooking. Cast aluminum top and tray elimination heat loss. Removable top and heating element for easy cleaning. Complete with sandwich tray, broiler rack and cord. Heats high, medium and low. 120-120 Volts AC-DC. $18.85 incl. Tax. Order now for prompt delivery! ROYAL GIFT DISPATCH 835 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7

**PHILLIPS book-shelf PHOTO ALBUMS**

... beautiful ... functional ... handmade

14 in. genuine gold stamped. Pages lie flat. Prints are more beautiful because at new brodband Spring-Ring binder. Loose-leaf ... insert or take out pages at will. Mail orders filled.

**MODEL AC-810** ... 15 acetate envelopes for 8x10 prints, with space between the covers for 30 double-weight pictures. Precision set for all other sizes up to 8x10 (holds 180 size-120 prints, makes ample space for more) ... $8.00

**MODEL AC-57** ... 15 acetate envelopes for 5x7 prints, with space for 30 double-weight pictures (more single-weightes) ... $6.00

**MODEL P-810** ... 40 sheets, 8x10, suitable for 480 prints in the 120 size, proportionate quantities of other sizes ... $5.00

DANIELL ART BINDERS
P.O.Box No. 36, Maplewood, N.J.

**IT BROILS! IT COOKS! IT FRIES! IT WARMs!**

**NEW ROYAL MASTER ELECTRIC BROILER**

A splendid Christmas and wedding gift, or buy it for your home. Modern homemakers will appreciate its many practical features and simple operation. She can prepare delicious soups, snacks, tasty sandwiches, serve piping hot buns, and even make griddle cakes right at her table with Royal Master. Saves steps ... saves time ... takes drudgery out of cooking. Cast aluminum top and tray elimination heat loss. Removable top and heating element for easy cleaning. Complete with sandwich tray, broiler rack and cord. Heats high, medium and low. 120-120 Volts AC-DC. $18.85 incl. Tax. Order now for prompt delivery! ROYAL GIFT DISPATCH 835 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7

**INSULATED ICE TUB**

only $12.95

keeps ice cold—not food hot from 4 to 8 hours!

You’ll love its pleasing beauty—
the way itским, stylish ... perfect... unduly... efficient... effortless... fabulous... for ice, sauces, canned... classic... kind of food hot or cold. Heavy gauge, double-wall Fiberglas fiber. Non-rusting, non-browning, non-crumping. 2% of capacity, 8” high, 14” dia. For you and your Christmas shopping list. Prompt service—orders promptly! Money back if not delighted! MARIG PRODUCTS, Dept. HG-129

805 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 11, N. Y.
AROUND

Little ladies—of say ten to fourteen—do quite a bit of traveling these days, and naturally they like to look their best. Cosmetics in the "Little Lady Traveling Kit" are chosen with care and taste. "Alligator" over-the-shoulder case is dark blue. $10.75 ppd. Add 20% tax. Krebs’ Town Shop, 45 Broad Street, Westerly, R. I.

Hold the pose! And this obliging pup does! Handmade of wool on a wire frame, he will out-clown the craziest pup that ever begged for attention. He's 10" long, washable, mothproof and comes in black, white, pink or blue. Give second color choice. $5.95 ppd. No c.o.d.’s. M. C. Flynn, Inc., 43 E. 59th St., N. Y. C.

Truly mural. There's nothing teenty-went by about these stencils. They're big and bold, 24" x 18", for walls or floors in nursery or game room. Box includes 6 jars of washable paint, 3 brushes, 5 stencils—elephant, giraffe, clown, dog, horse. Reverse for pairs. $5.95 exp. col. Paint-A-Mural, Inc., 875 Ave. of Americas, N. Y. C.

Sterling & Turquoise
FOR CHRISTMAS

See how the ancient art of the Southwest Indian silversmith has been captured in these gleaming sterling bracelets set with luminous genuine turquoise.

Shell look upon you as a very knowing and fashionable Santa when she receives one or more of these handsome sterling and turquoise bracelets. Satisfaction is guaranteed at the sign of the Thunderbird.

BARREL HEAD TRAY
AND
TAVERN GLASSES

A perfect gift for the host! A handsome gift that will surely please. Tray is made of mahogany veneers on hard wood with glass holders to match. A hand-hammered, brass-studded rim simulates a tavern barrel head. The handles have heavy copper rims to hold the glasses. $15.00 complete with 4 glasses.

Hand in Alcohol and Heat Proof Lacquer

Handmade of divided pewter with mahogany wood base. A Merry Christmas gift from Merry England to the man who likes the best. $10.00 postpaid. Write for Free Christmas Catalogue.

ALL-PURPOSE UTILITY SHELF

At last—a lovely colorful three tiered shelf made of sturdy cold rolled steel with a neat baked enamel finish and colored decals of floral design. Protective ledges to prevent sliding. Hang this shelf in your kitchen for nicknacks or small plants. Ideal in the bathroom to supplement your overcrowded medicine chest. The shelf is 13" x 16" x 6½" and is available in white, red, blue, yellow, ivory or pink.

$3.95 EXPRESS COLLECT
No C.O.D.’s

SYLVAN GIFTS

30 Avenue B New York 9, N. Y.

ThUNDERBIRD
32 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 2

PEWTER TANKARD

Beautiful magnum mugs of hammered Sheffield pewter. A Merry Christmas gift from Merry England to the man who likes the best. $10.00 postpaid.

Write for Free Christmas Catalogue.

Attractive Imported HAMPERS

Expertly Handwoven
The Most Useful of Gifts, for Your Own or Your Friend’s House Made in 3 sizes for many uses, from Laundry Hampers to Waste baskets. The large one is 22" high, the smallest 16". All have lids and handles. Woven of fresh, sweet, split cane with gay bands of color. You will enjoy just having these good-looking baskets around.

All Three Prepaid Anywhere $7.45

3-Piece Sugar and Creamer Set $6.75

Barrel Head Tray

And Tavern Glasses

A hand-hammered, brass-studded rim simulates a tavern barrel head. The handles have heavy copper rims to hold the glasses.

$15.00 complete with 4 glasses

Extra Glasses and Handles $1.50 ea.

$5.00 Set of Four

HANDCRAFT HOUSE
Route 25A
Huntington, N. Y.

Electric Lamps Custom-made from Vases, Urns, Statuaries.

How would you like to have your prized possessions such as figurines, vases, figurines, candlesticks, urns, pitchers, oil lamps or other antiques converted into permanent electric lamps that you can use and enjoy every day?

Ship us the article, whatever it may be, and we will tell you how our expert lamp craftsmen will fashion it into an attractive table lamp, quoting you the cost. Any object sent will be returned upon request. No obligation!

An Ideal Christmas Gift

There is plenty of time still to have your lamp made and shipped to you before Christmas. But send the article as soon as possible. Prompt service. Quality craftsmanship.

Lamp Craftsmen Studios
2031 Caniff Ave.
Detroit 12, Mich.


C Daughters like a lot of these and don’t care if they are chipped. Only $3.50. All prices include tax and postage.

BARREL HEAD TRAY

AND

TAVERN GLASSES

All-Purpose Utility Shelf

At last—a lovely colorful three tiered shelf made of sturdy cold rolled steel with a neat baked enamel finish and colored decals of floral design. Protective ledges to prevent sliding. Hang this shelf in your kitchen for nicknacks or small plants. Ideal in the bathroom to supplement your overcrowded medicine chest. The shelf is 13" x 16½" x 6½" and is available in white, red, blue, yellow, ivory or pink.

$3.95 EXPRESS COLLECT
No C.O.D.’s

SYLVAN GIFTS

30 Avenue B New York 9, N. Y.

Foreign Traders
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO

Electric Lamps Custom-made from Vases, Urns, Statuaries, etc.

ALL-PURPOSE UTILITY SHELF

At last—a lovely colorful three tiered shelf made of sturdy cold rolled steel with a neat baked enamel finish and colored decals of floral design. Protective ledges to prevent sliding. Hang this shelf in your kitchen for nicknacks or small plants. Ideal in the bathroom to supplement your overcrowded medicine chest. The shelf is 13" x 16½" x 6½" and is available in white, red, blue, yellow, ivory or pink.

$3.95 EXPRESS COLLECT
No C.O.D.’s

SYLVAN GIFTS

30 Avenue B New York 9, N. Y.

BARREL HEAD TRAY

AND

TAVERN GLASSES

A perfect gift for the host! A handsome gift that will surely please. Tray is made of mahogany veneers on hard wood with glass holders to match. A hand-hammered, brass-studded rim simulates a tavern barrel head. The handles have heavy copper rims to hold the glasses.

$15.00 complete with 4 glasses

Extra Glasses and Handles $1.50 ea.

$5.00 Set of Four

HANDCRAFT HOUSE
Route 25A
Huntington, N. Y.
MYSTERY FLOWERS
Dainty bouquets of REAL FLOWERS, suspended in fine cologne, or perfumes—of rare fragrance. Colognes are in graceful, crystal-clear 4 oz. vanity bottles—Sweet Pea, Rose or Esprit d'Amour.

Send Check or Money Order
THE WINTER CORP.
2714 S. Parkway
Chicago 16, Ill.

Unique Dutch
CARVED COOKIE BOARD
The Hollanders of a century ago who migrated to these shores brought with them the unique custom of making wooden molds for festive occasions. A fine example of the carved wooden mold used in forming the holiday cookies is a collector’s item. In the Netherlands Museum, from which this exact replica has been made, the mold is 22" x 3½" x 9¾", with old world cookie recipe, expressed postpaid. $9.50

dutch crafters
Room B, Netherlands Museum
HOLLAND, MICH.

FISHERMAN’S WHARF
A replica of San Francisco’s quaint fishing boats riding the swells of the blue Pacific, handmade of California pottery finished in white and cerulean blue trimmed in the exciting colors of the fishing fleet, romantic Monterey and the city by the Golden Gate. The removable cabin top makes it a gay container for flowers or whittles. 9” long, 4” high. Boat lovers will treasure this one...Postpaid 7.50

Send Check or Money Order
FIRE-OAK POTTERY
OLD COUNTY ROAD
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

The Gift of Good Taste
TEA
A pound of the finest China Congou (English Breakfast) Tea. A full bodied tea of universal appeal in an attractive and useful hand-blown, amethyst glass jar. $5.50 postpaid as a gift to anyone in the United States. Regular packaging at $3.50 the pound.

HENRY F. SEMKE
Purveyor of Fine Teas
OCEANSIDE, N. Y.

Eight to the bar. Numbered high-ball glasses make it easy to keep track of the drinks. The convivial gentleman who figures on these is of fired enamel, in red and black, $8 for the set of 8. The modern tray is laminated bentwood, $2.50. Both exp. col. from Designed for Living, Inc., 131 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

An obliging ruler provides a pocket in front for a letter opener and another behind for a blotted. The ruler is reinforced leather in red, green, blue, tan or white. $4 per set ppd., incl. 5 extra blotters. Initials 50c. Space-saver for library table or office desk. Froelich Leather Craft Co., 43-47 W. 16th St., N. Y. C. 11.

Knee-high to a hostess and just right to hold coffee cups, cocktail glasses or whatever, this little gem of a table is an adaptation of an old parlor bench. Solid cherry; the top, glass-inlaid. 29” x 19” x 18” high. $19.95 ppd. to nearest express office. Carl Forslund, Fulton Street East, Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

Camellias OF THE OLD SOUTH
Among the most beautiful Camellias (and who doesn't?) will be threshold by these unusual studies of the blooms against nostalgic landscapes and the historic old mansions in whose gardens they flourished long ago. Reproduced in 3 colors on forest heavy 100% rag paper from originals by one of the South’s leading artists, Claud J. Bernard. Suitable for framing or just to cherish. Set of 4 subjects, handsome blue art paper gift portfolio, $25. a set. Overall size 11” x 15”. Postpaid. No C.O.D.

ART PRINTS ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 1094, Grand Central, New York 17, N. Y.
DECEMBER, 1946

AROUND

Green-winged teal decoy lamp to set a sportsman dreaming. Fit companion for the prints on his wall, the memories in his heart. The decoy, beautifully modeled and painted, sits on a 9½” polished hardwood base. Paper parchment shade is easy on the eyes. 18” tall. $37.50. Crossroads of Sport, 15 E. 54th St., N.Y.C. 22.

Attention please! Salt and pepper shakers are always welcome gifts. These, shaped like little javelins, are unusually attractive. They are made of polished aluminum, with a soft, satiny finish, and the design has all the charm of simplicity and good line. Only $3 a pair from C. D. Peacock, State and Monroe, Chicago, Illinois.

Handsome hideaway for logs, kindling, cannel coal, for phonograph records, maps or magazines. The richly embossed English brass needs no cleaning. 18” x 13½” x 13” high: $32; 20” x 13½” x 15”: $44; 22” x 15¾” x 19”: $63. All exp. col. No c.o.d.’s. The Eldridge Shop, Inc., Box 670, Port Washington, New York.

Christmas Tree Hi-Ball Glasses

The colorful spirit of the season applied to the outside of tall, tingly hi-ball tumblers. An unique yet not costly Christmas gift (and you will want some for serving up your own holiday hospitality).

The dozen — $3.75

Add 60c for Gift Wrapping and Mailing

ADLER’S
New Orleans’ Fine Jewelers
722 Canal Street
New Orleans

FOR A GOOD CHILD!

NEW ENGLAND MONTH BY MONTH
IN BRILLIANT KODACHROME

New England speaks for itself in true natural color — ski-ing, auctions, mountain, sea, Fall foliage, covered bridges — they’re all there. Good as a visit, best of all — it solves a Christmas problem. Besides, we’ll mail it from Vermont to all your friends. Spiral binding, Easel back. You’ll frame the pictures — they’re treasures. Add 10c for postage. No C.O.D.’s please.

ORDER BY MAIL FROM THE VERNON
CROSSROADS STORE
WATERBURY, VERMONT

SAY IT WITH MUSIC

This hard-to-get, beautifully constructed electric phonograph is in a simulated leather case. Its 6 inch speaker employs a 4-tube high fidelity amplifier. The superb tone has a three-stage control. Sapphire needle included. Comes in many colors — Rowtex, Lizagato, Red, Eggshell, Saddle, Wine and Bufflo. When ordering, please state second color choice.

Only $49.95 including taxes and shipping charges. Sorry no C.O.D.’s.

Order direct from:
Wooody-Beekmon Radio, Inc.
205 East 37th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

NEW ENGLAND MONTH BY MONTH
IN BRILLIANT KODACHROME

New England speaks for itself in true natural color — ski-ing, auctions, mountain, sea, Fall foliage, covered bridges — they’re all there. Good as a visit, best of all — it solves a Christmas problem. Besides, we’ll mail it from Vermont to all your friends. Spiral binding, Easel back. You’ll frame the pictures — they’re treasures. Add 10c for postage. No C.O.D.’s please.

ORDER BY MAIL FROM THE VERNON
CROSSROADS STORE
WATERBURY, VERMONT

A Wonderful Christmas Gift!

A Companionable Cocker
A KAY FINCH CERAMIC

Once you’ve seen Vicki you can’t resist sending this lovable companion to your favorite friend for Christmas. Life-like Cocker, 11 inches high, in the beautiful Kay Finch pastels. Mail Orders Promptly Filled. $35.00

The Whistling Oyster
Orlando, Florida

Krown-Kraft

Leather-Bound * Gold-Tooled DICTIONARIES

Webster’s latest Collegiate International Dictionary was selected for these exquisite hard-bound volumes in Genuine Horween Calf or soft Morocco leathers. Twisted in 2k. Katar Gold Leaf on covers, backband and inside covers. Brilliant, soft ornament pages. Ideal for home, school or office. Only $20.00. Shipment prepaid. Head check, or money order. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

ASH PRODUCTS COMPANY
1319-A Merchandise Mart Chicago 4, Ill.

Our Gift Catalogue is Yours for the Asking

Surprise in Silver

ONLY $5.00 PLUS TAX

Attractive BONBON DISH makes a useful gift... one to be enjoyed throughout this year. Bowl measures over six inches across on a four inch base. It is beautifully proportioned and an exceptional value at the low price of $5.00 plus $1.00 tax. Add 10c for postage. You'd be wise to order this scarce item NOW.

BENDINES of Baltimore
3417 Greenspring Ave. • Baltimore 14, Md.

Our Gift Catalogue is Yours for the Asking

The WORKSHOP CALENDAR

SAY IT WITH MUSIC

This hard-to-get, beautifully constructed electric phonograph is in a simulated leather case. Its 6 inch speaker employs a 4-tube high fidelity amplifier. The superb tone has a three-stage control. Sapphire needle included. Comes in many colors — Rowtex, Lizagato, Red, Eggshell, Saddle, Wine and Bufflo. When ordering, please state second color choice.

Only $49.95 including taxes and shipping charges. Sorry no C.O.D.’s.

Order direct from:
Wooody-Beekmon Radio, Inc.
205 East 37th Street
New York 22, N.Y.

A Wonderful Christmas Gift!

A Companionable Cocker
A KAY FINCH CERAMIC

Once you’ve seen Vicki you can’t resist sending this lovable companion to your favorite friend for Christmas. Life-like Cocker, 11 inches high, in the beautiful Kay Finch pastels. Mail Orders Promptly Filled. $35.00

The Whistling Oyster
Orlando, Florida
Hello, hello, hello! Here we are again! Jack-in-the-box draws squeals of delight from today’s children just as he did from their parents and grandparents. He’s as much a part of childhood as a ball or top. This one has a strong spring construction. Box 5" sq. $2.95 ppd. Salt and Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., N. Y. C. 28.

Portraits, Inc. What wouldn’t you give for a portrait of your child, wife or husband? But if you could have one made, what artist would you choose? Could he work from photographs? Portraits, Inc., 460 Park Ave., N. Y. C. 22, have all the answers. Consult them in person or by mail. To give you an idea, this pastel, from life, by Hester Miller, cost $250.

Flower arrangement for a girl who “lives in suits.” The sterling silver lapel pin is a thing of beauty. Filled with tiny buds or flowers (a few drops of water in the bottom keep them fresh), it makes an eye-catching accent for a tailored outfit. Price, $9.15 including tax and postage. Daniel’s Den, 141 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.

FLOWER ARRANGEMENT

Add sparkling color and charm to your table—with Fishe Party Lites. Those low, tapered candles twinkle with soft flattery around a flower centerpiece; reflect a more romantic glow in your mirror plateaus. Unusual for gifts too! Beautiful gift box of 6 colored candles, crystal candlesticks, $1. 12 refill for 51. Check or M. O. No C. O. D. Dept. 20.

WALL BRACKET

Now, beautiful, aluminum wall bracket finished in Pompeian green, sea-fog green, white or dusty pink. Hold 6 flower glass pieces or candles. Price Includes Postage. $8.00

Mail orders promptly filled

FOR MAIL ORDERS: Send check or money order, add 50c for postage. C. O. D. orders sent postage collect.

FISKE

Shopping

MUSICAL TEA POT

 действительно something new... something differ.
REALLY something new... something different. It is this enchanting musical tea pot. Designed to make your tea time more successful. It plays a tuneful melody as you pick it up and while you serve. You’ll receive many, many compliments from your delighted guests. Made of fine English pottery with an overall raised flower and leaf pattern, it comfortably holds a full quart. Your choice of four lovely shades: pink, yellow, green or blue. Genuine Swiss Thalens musical movement. The ideal gift. Give second color choice when ordering. $15.00 Postpaid

SUSAN JAY NOVELTY CO.
MUSICAL GIFTS OF DISTINCTION
635 BANNER AVE., DEPT. E-10
BROOKLYN 24, NEW YORK

Send for Free Illustrated Catalog of Musical and other Items

NEW! A TABLE FOR YOUR EASY-CHAIR

The D-Lite Folding Table

This industry foldable table is actually a novelty-smart table top—base. Ideal to-fold-when not in use. Made of easy-care with pop-ups, legs, base and leaf. Folds flat for reading, writing, playing cards, sewing... also fine for convalescents while you write, lytie, study, ... also able to relax in your favorite chair. Suitable for a Nardi day, smooth Ublv top—beautifully finished in natural mahogany. Fold easily from computer tray to table or chair. Provides solid base for children and invalids. Can be folded and unfolded easily while at the table. Non-marring pads hold tabletop in place. Provides solid base for personal desk, gift or present for any friend.

ORDER DIRECT. The D-Lite COMFY TABLE is a D-Lite gift, ship prepaid in ample time, delivery in ample time, postpaid—

6 for $12; 8 for $16
12 for $24

JOHN JARRELL, Inc.
Gift Dept., 94 Broad St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

For Your Brass Rail Nimrods

If he’s a man who hunts—or one who yearns to, but never gets to—catch the Bogue Hunt. Delivery in ample time, postpaid—

Please send name and address of reipient. Indicate size

Specification color desired with order

Mail orders promptly filled

JULIA RAMPONE
BOX 63
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y.

WALL BRACKET

New, beautiful, aluminum wall bracket finished in Pompeian green, sea-fog green, white or dusty pink. Hold 6 flower glass pieces or candles. Price Includes Postage. $8.00

Mail orders promptly filled
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AROUND

The Empress of Liliput

surely took tea from such a set.

The tilt-top mahogany table is

barely 2½" high. The china is

perfect to the last detail of its

lovely French floral design. A

find for a collector. Table,

$7.50, tea set, $13 complete

(pièces can also be bought sepa-

rately). Crawford Miniatures,

Box 12, Pleasantville, N. Y.

"Silent Night" is exactly the

right tune for this angelic mu-

sic box to play. And that's all

it does—no hidden tricks—just

"Silent Night" played sweetly

as if little angels were per-

forming. Box and angel are

painted wood. Designed and

made by American artist Eve-

tine. $15.50 ppd. Young Books,


New England stoneware

from the oldest kiln still oper-

ating in the United States. The

covered sugar bowl and the

creamer are handmade, hand-

decorated in the Blue Straw-

berry pattern. If you don't take

sugar, use the bowl for jam or

marmalade. 3½ high. Both for

$5 ppd. The Vermont Cross-

roads Store, Waterbury, Vt.

FOR THE SOPHISTICATED

LADY OR THE DEMURE

YOUNG THING

LA CERAMICS combines charm

with originality—and that "some-

thing different" in Christmas gifts.

Delicate lace on white china with

printed floral decoration, in pink

or blue:

the corset 7¾ high $20.75 postpaid

the wall pocket $13.25 

the slipper $5.50 

THE CHRISTMAS CORNER

Route #3, Box 213, Vista, Calif.

RANCH HOUSE Nut Bowl

from Texas, 9 inch pottery bowl hand painted by

Mexican artists, having folk traditions, soberly

overflowing with selected pecans, walnuts, hazelnuts,

almonds, filberts—about 2 lbs. Luxuriously gift wrapped,

gift card. $3.00 each, postpaid Tr. R. Send check, money

order today to

THE RANCH HOUSE

Box 27X Fort Worth, Texas

Write for Free Brochure of Unusual Gift

"Florida's Most Beautiful

CITRUS FRUIT Gift

Boxes"

"Our store is cherry finish. 3½" x 1½. $7.00.

DELUXE HALF BOX

Choose tree-ripened, sun-colored

oranges, grapefruit, tangerines and

kumquats combined with taste-thrilling

citrus candies, tropical fruit cake,

marmalades and pecans to make a gift

of supreme beauty and goodness. We

guarantee safe arrival and satisfaction.

About 50 lbs. Shipped by fast express.

Send check or M.O. prepaid East of Miss. R.

Add 10 cents per box for Western states. Correct

ship to Calif., Ariz., Texas. Send us your gift

order today.
...for your flowers and statuettes!

Lovely, whimsical bird cages to be filled with flowers, vines or statuettes. Suspend them from the ceiling or fasten them to the wall. Of white "lacquote" finished metal.

For the Wall—Half-round cage, 20 1/2" high x 17" wide x 9" deep $4.95
For Table or Ceiling—Full round cage. 20 3/4" high x 17” wide x 17" deep $4.95
Mail orders filled. We pay postage. No. C.O.D.'s.

GOTHAM STUDIOS
106 S. Oxford St. Brooklyn 17 N.Y.

Side by side. A coaster-and-ashtray combination masters the situation wherever drinks are served and cigarettes are passed. Made of natural mahogany or walnut with the coaster part lined with cork. A set of four, $6 postpaid, makes a nice, useful gift. H. A. Milton, P. O. Box 95, Westfield, New Jersey.

With all sails set, a spanking top'sl schooner rides the waves in this shadow-box half model, right into a sailor's heart. It's accurately scaled; hull and waves are hand-carved wood; sails are treated cloth. Natural or maple-stained frame. 11 3/4" x 13 1/2", $10 ppd. LeBaron-Bonney Co., 117 Merriam St., Newburyport, Mass.

A coaster-and-ashtray combination masters the situation wherever drinks are served and cigarettes are passed. Made of natural mahogany or walnut with the coaster part lined with cork. A set of four, $6 postpaid, makes a nice, useful gift. H. A. Milton, P. O. Box 95, Westfield, New Jersey.

Now You Can Buy This Safer, Faster UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

Increased supply permits us to offer it for sale for the first time. Exactingly made to specifications, used by famous interior decorators on finest fabrics. Wipe it on, wipe it off—leaves no circle. Order Today While Available $1.25 PINT POSTPAID Hancock House Interiors 1664 UNION MEMPHIS, TENN.
**AROUND**

**Grandson**—and a credit to the family! This mantel-size replica of an old English grandfather model is a newcomer to the clock world. It is handmade of solid mahogany, has a swinging brass pendulum and an electric movement. 211/2" x 71/2" x 3/4". $39.50 exp. col. Add 20% tax. W. & J. Sloane, 575 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

**Beer und vine.** Don’t blame us for that one. Malcolm, the irrepresible, said it and he’s glad! He’s also glad to sell you a pair of these glass boots, in green, blue or amethyst. Amusing filled with beer or vines, or just plain decorative when empty. $3 each postpaid. Malcolm’s, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

**The spacious days** of old Virginia inspired these table mats of spongeable, linenized paper. Photographs of eight historic kitchens draw a pict-quant contrast to the kitchenettes of today. Nice enough to frame. Spice brown with green borders. Set of 8, $1.50 p.p.d. The Dietz Press, 112 E. Cary St., Richmond 19, Va.

**BON BON and ASH TRAY SET**

A gleaming set that will stand out attractively in any room. Beautifully designed down to the feet. Chrome plated, they can be had in red, green or blue. A wonderful Christmas gift!

$3.65 each, postpaid
$7.30 the pair, postpaid
No C.O.D.’s, please

**NOMMEL NOVELTIES**

CORNWALL BRIDGE, CONN.

**EVERYONE WANTS THESE RARE BRASS GIFTS!**

- **Toasted Almond** nutcracker, cast of solid brass, 6½" tall. Ad- dRESSED with your name in Old English.
  - Price: $2.95 plus 25¢ postage.
- **Indian Trader** nutcracker, She- duled with your name in Old English.
  - Price: $2.95 plus 25¢ postage.
- **Old West** candy container, 5½" on top, 3½" wide. En- gIned with your name in Block type.
  - Price: $1.45 prepaid.
- **Old West** serving tray, 18" long, 13" wide. En- gIned with your name in Block type.
  - Price: $9.75 prepaid.
- **Shade Not Included.**

ART COLONY INDUSTRIES

18 Fifth Freest, New York 1, N. Y.

**QUAIN'T AMERICAN Solid Cherry**

Below, Lily Max Lee Lamp Table, designed from an original discovered in a 90-year-old home­stead. Spool-turned pedestal, hand-fitted drawer, inset glass top. Built of solid Cherry in rich Cherry finish. Dimensions: top 14 x 18; height 28 inches. Price includes shipment to your nearest freight office. Fashionable to use as a PAIR. $27.15

**CARL FORSOUD**

EAST FULTON

GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

**"KINGS OF THE TURF"**

Life portraits of six of turfdom’s all time greats by America’s foremost sporting artist—Lynn Bogue Hunt—reproduced in full color on man-sized hiball and old fashioned glasses. Beautifully cut and polished, heavy, fluted bottoms.

Man O’ War Coast Fleet

Souvenir Twenty Grand Colarina Fox

Per Set $12.00

Express Charges Collect

**BOB TOTMAN**

“Indian Trader”

Sheridan, Wyo.

**GOOD NEIGHBOR IMPORTS**

16 East 50th St., New York 22, New York

**FROM THE DEEP SOUTH**

old-fashioned open kettle syrup made from pure juice of Louisiana sugar cane. No sugar extracted, no chemical added. Xmas orders must be in by Dec. 10. Please Send Check With Order.

$2.25 for No. 10 Con
$1.60 for No. 5 Con

Delivered Write for case lot prices

JOHN R. MURPHY

P. O. Box 2597, Q. Sta., Shreveport, La.

**ST. FRANCIS in your Garden**

Christmas for your Birds:

And they will flock to the bowl of their Guardian Saint for their baths all Summer. Figure, light terra cotta, 26 in. high. Bowl, turquoise plate lined, 6½ in. wide, 285.00 L.&b. New York.

Write for illustrated Catalogue of lovely garden ornaments: $5 to $7000. 10 cts., please, for mailing. Visit our galleries.

**ERIKS STUDIOS**

38 West 40th St. New York City 18, N. Y.
Hold it! Forestall the wanderings of the Christmas turkey or holiday roast with an EZ carving holder. A lifesaver for table linen and adjacent laps, it makes carving a sure thing instead of a gamble. Chromium, $9.75; silver plated, $11.75. Both ppd. No tax. No c.o.d.'s. Bertram Shrier, Ltd., 1147 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C.

18th Century elegance is recaptured in the design of this Buckingham wall bracket. A striking setting for a fine figurine or bowl, it is hand-finished in mahogany or antique gold, with marbleized shelf. 14 3/8" x 16" high. $14.95 exp. col. No c.o.d.'s. From Henry Rosenzweig, 723 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Order a Holmesmade FRUIT CAKE

LAVISHLY PACKED WITH OLD FASHIONED GOODNESS

Order at Once for a Christmas Thrill

A CITY FAMOUS FOR GOOD THINGS TO EAT HAS BAKED A FRUIT FILLED MASTERPIECE

The texture and taste of this cake is superb. Holmesmade Fruit Cakes are baked with the rare skill of Creole chefs, lavishly using the finest ingredients. In beautiful souvenir tin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 lbs</td>
<td>$2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 lbs</td>
<td>$3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 lbs</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free delivery within 150 miles of New York. Beyond that express collect.

LEWIS & CONGER

New York's Leading Housewares Store
Ave. of America's at 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Toss another log on the fire—and do it with minimum exertion and maximum efficiency with this handy tool. It eliminates splinters, ruined mantles, scorched fingers, strained backs and tempers. A real fireside companion. 32" high. Made of black, hand-wrought iron. $4.95 ppd. Rupert Rhodes, Chelmsford, Mass.

Clean sweep. Here's a clever idea for a table crumber. It works like a miniature carpet sweeper, is comfortably hand-sized and opens up for cleaning. Order it in Chinese red, sapphire, onyx or orchid plastic, but please give second color choice. $2 plus 10c post. The Show Window, Box 87, Bathbeach St., B'klyn 14, N.Y.

Christmas Gift!

Porta-Pit

Makes DAD most popular COOK in neighborhood

Most men enjoy cooking outdoors. Give your Dad a Porta-Pit and see him beam with joy. He'll get a lot of fun from it and you'll enjoy a lot of good food. Burns wood or charcoal. Can be used anywhere outdoors, even in small courtyard. Does no damage to fence, building or shrubbery.

Broils, Barbecues, Roasts, Bakes

Cooks anything in any way you could cook on your kitchen range, when portable outdoor cookers having a practical oven. Easy to clean, does not rust. All aluminum, light and easy to handle. Folds up for easy transportation in car, boat or train. Ideal for camping, picnicking.

ORDER BY MAIL—PRICE $29.95 (Express Collect)

No C.O.D.—Make check or money order to PORTA-PIT, P. O. Box 1072, Birmingham 1, Alabama

PEAK-OF-THE-SEASON CLUB

Give friends, customers, Magic Valley oranges and grapefruit as they ripen—such variety picked at its fully matured best. Three-box Membership (Christmas, January 15, February 15), $13.50. Six-box Membership, a beautiful supply of deluxe, tree-ripened grapefruit and oranges to last the average family for three winter months (Christmas, January 15, February 1, February 15, March 15), $26.75.

IN YOUR GIVING!

MAGICAL YALE DELUXE CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX

MAGICAL YALE DELUXE CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX

Magnificent oranges and grapefruit, hand-picked when fully ripe, express prepaid in U.S.A. (add 65c for Canadian express delivery), (about 30 pounds) $4.60

MAGIC VALLEY DELUXE CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX

Send names, addresses. We enclose engraved gift certificate with your name. Order immediately for Christmas delivery. Please enclose cash in full. No C.O.D.'s... Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for color catalogue.

LEWIS & CONGER is a corner on Imaginative Gifts

No-Jax saves tires—saves the driver! No wrecking tires by driving on "flats"! Merely drive the ailing wheel up the "ramp" into self-locking "cradle" of No-Jax and drive safely to garage. Rugged enough for heavy cars yet light enough—30 lbs.—for a woman to handle. 17.50

Vallet Rack—to keep his clothes in apple-pie order. Holds suit, shirt, tie, undies, socks and shoes in perfect readiness. Saves time and temper in the early morning scramble, Mahogany finish. 10.95

Lovable Doll of Three Moods—Trudy's a temperamental darling—with three turns of her head she weeps, sleeps or smiles. While smiling, her weepy and sleepy faces are hidden by her pixie bonnet and blond curls. Trudy, dressed in a pink and blue snow suit is 14" tall. Her expressive head is unbreakable. 5.79

LEWIS & CONGER, 19, N. Y. D. 19, N. Y. 19, N.Y.

Free delivery within 150 miles of New York. Beyond that express collect.

New York's Leading Housewares Store

LEWIS & CONGER, Ave. of Americans at 45th Street

New York 19, N. Y. Dept. HG-12

Send me the following: Enclosed is $ or charge to my account. or C. O. D. .

Name______________________________________________

Street & Number： ________________________________

City__________________________________________

State________________________________________

Free delivery within 150 miles of New York.

Beyond that express collect.
House of cards. A handsome box, in tan or red-tweed leather, houses four decks of washable "Daratone" playing cards. Removable partitions suggest many alterations. $15 plus 55c post. (50c west of Miss.). No c.o.d.'s. Personalized with 3-letter monogram, $1 extra.

Chelton, Inc., 106 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Plum pudding hot, plum pudding cold, plum pudding in the pot should be this one. It's made from an old-time English recipe, heartened with ale and cognac brandy. There's a full 3 lbs. of it in the crock and it costs $3.95 postpaid. Comes in a gay, green gift box from Charles & Co., 340 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

(Continued on page 51)
"...all's right with the world" and blithely you're on top of the planet yourself! That's the spirit that sings within you when you know you're dressed by an artist—completely, beautifully RIGHT...the focus of eyes tonight! So with your table, too, when Heirloom Sterling sets it apart with shining rightness all its own. That's a gift with this sterling...For here are designs brought to life by a master craftsman's way with silver—an artist's genius with line. Go now to your favorite store...see...decide on your Heirloom Sterling pattern. But...if you find you must wait a little longer for all this loveliness—don't be too disappointed. It won't be too long before your Heirloom Sterling is all yours—for all your tomorrows.

Heirloom Sterling

Photograph by Anno Bruehl

Trade-mark Copyright 1946 Ovisa Ltd.
What better time than the gay holiday season for a gentleman to indulge the happy whims of his guests—and to teach them some tricks of his own? It's easy with Balzac.

Here are five tempting taste treats...each drop a liquid jewel, each sip a rare delight. But that's only the beginning...for in just eleven Balzac Liqueurs are the secrets of scores of delicious cocktails. In Balzac, created of exotic essences drawn from four continents, you have the what-it-takes of a truly clever host.

Start your Balzac "cellar" now...to please your holiday guests...and to please yourself.
**El Grande FRUIT BASKET**

Breath-taking array of world's rarest, most exquisite fruits

Imagine the excitement when your friends open this beautiful basket—handwoven in old Mexico—heaped high with almost 25 lbs. of huge Du Cornice pears, giant "Delicious" apples, mammoth oranges, rare dates, and other marvelous treats.


**La Bonita BASKET**

Approx. 15 lbs. of same rare fruits—carefully selected and lovingly arranged in handwoven Mexican basket.


**For Christmas!**

Let us ship your friends these

**FINEST OF RARE FRUITS**

So welcome! So easy to give! Gorgeous fruits from Oregon's lush STAGECOACH ORCHARDS.

No matter how far and wide you may search, we don't believe you will find more deeply appreciated gifts than these rare luxury fruits from Stagecoach Orchards.

For ours are family orchards, devoted strictly to the culture of the most superb type of fruit. And at harvest time, I personally set aside only the finest beauties—connoisseurs' specimens—for our Stagecoach gift package recipients.

So tonight, make out your Stagecoach Christmas list. Include Mother and Dad, your favorite friends, your valued customers. There is an unusual, truly welcome Stagecoach fruit gift for everyone you hold dear.

But airmail your list now.

Nature limits our rare fruits—and Christmas is near!

**Huge world-famed Du Cornice Pears**

Once the exclusive luxury of French nobility! Pears so big and luscious, so dripping with fragrant juice...you eat them with a spoon. Gift box No.1—10 to 14 beauties. Express prepaid.

**King of Apples! Giant "Delicious"**

You won't find these huge Stagecoach "Delicious" in stores. Crisp and crunchy from our own glacier-fed orchards... laden with sweet, tangling juice. Gift box No. 2—10 to 14 giant apples. Prepaid.

**Enroll your favorite friends and loved ones in our exciting year-round STAGECOACH Fine Fruit Club**

Here's the ultimate in rare fruit gifts. Magnificent fruit packages shipped to Club Members every month throughout the year.

Christmas—"El Grande" basket, pictured above
Jan.—Prize Texas Grapefruit
Feb.—Giant "Delicious" Apples
March—Race D'Anjou Pears
Apr.—Luscious Jams & Jellies
May—Candied Fruit Treats
June—Big black Bing Cherries
July—Dates
Aug.—Giant "Delicious" Apples
Sep.—Mammoth Blue Pears
Oct.—Giant "Delicious" Apples
Nov.—Immense Du Comice Pears, world's rare fruit

All Club Memberships include beautiful "El Grande" basket (above) at Christmas and handsome Certificate announcing you as donor.

Full 12 months. All packages above.
6 mos. (Basket and 2 pkgd. you select). $28.50
9 mos. (Basket and 3 pkgd. you select). $36.50
12 mos. (Basket and 4 pkgd. you select). $45.00

**FULL COLOR BROCHURE FREE ON REQUEST**

Box 55, Old Stage Road, Medford, Oregon.
A great American museum has the original needlework design, "Princess Feather," which inspired this Needletuft Bedspread. In re-creating such a document, Needletuft craftsmen worked with the traditional skills of that earlier time, but used today's clear, inviting colors. The result is a "Needletuft heirloom" of beauty and distinction, always a memorable keepsake. One of many new Needletufts, for every style of decoration, all craft-made in fine quality materials, preshrunk, colorfast, safely washable at home or laundry. At better stores everywhere. Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dalton, Georgia.

For a charming ensemble, choose Needletuft Rugs in harmonizing colors and patterns to blend with Needletuft Bedspreads and with other fine accessories. They are craft-made of deep-tufted cotton, luxuriously soft, washable, easy to keep fresh and lovely.
As if the summer sun
Were stroking your shoulder—
No chill to touch you
As the night grows colder.

Under beauty soft as a cloud
Under color delightful as song—
Light as a South wind . . . St. Marys
And gentle, and lasting, and strong.

St. Marys — isn’t it a pretty name
. . . and so easy to remember!

ST. MARYS BLANKETS • ST. MARYS, OHIO
Here's a gift to bring "Oh's" and "Ah's" on Christmas morning! Great, luscious Callaway "Label of Luxury" towels. Inviting to the eye, lovely to touch—and they always will be, for their fine yarn texture, stays soft and fluffy! ABSORbenized*, specially treated to dry you faster. The complete ensemble includes "Label of Luxury" cotton bath and hand towels, wash cloths, terry mats and tufted rugs.

Callaway Mills, Inc., 215 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
SHOPPING AROUND

DECEMBER, 1946

Fireside chatter. Tea for two is doubly gay when you toast the muffins over the open fire. Then, of course, the hearth must be swept and the fire replenished. Toasting fork, 20" long, $2.75; broom, $4; coal grab (for all coal sizes), $8. All solid brass. Postpaid from The Brass Mart, 10 Park Place, New York 7, N. Y.

It's a portable. With a Porta-Grill along, a camper or picnicker can whip up a meal in no time. It barbecues as well as broils (notice the spit?) and there's lots of room for the coffee pot, too. It burns charcoal; folds into a 19" x 153/4" x 5" metal case, $14.95 exp. col. No c.o.d.'s. Gwendolyn Mahmey, 170 E. 51st St., N. Y. C. 17

Walt Disney Films
THE SPECIAL GIFT BOX!
Just the thing for that gift you have been wondering about. The children love this wonderful package! The Gift Box contains a beautiful plastic Mickey Mouse Viewer and 13 world famous Walt Disney condoned various items with tags in full color. Send check to Dept. HG12

CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD
6916 Romaine Street • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

It's a portable. With a Porta-Grill along, a camper or picnicker can whip up a meal in no time. It barbecues as well as broils (notice the spit?) and there's lots of room for the coffee pot, too. It burns charcoal; folds into a 19" x 153/4" x 5" metal case, $14.95 exp. col. No c.o.d. Gwendolyn Mahmey, 170 E. 51st St., N. Y. C. 17

HAND-PAINTED GLASSWARE
Your guests will admire these highball glasses—Friends will cherish them as a gift. Clear crystal and foiled. Four pastel shades: yellow, white, blue, and pink. Blossoms hand-painted in Nature's true colors—delicate details in baked enamel which will not come off.

Eight highball glasses...$10
Eight Old Fashioned glasses to match...$9
Eight 2-oz. whiskey glasses to match...$8
Send us your gift card...we ship prepaid and assure safe delivery in the U. S. Add 7c, on New York City orders. No c.o.d.'s.

Mortar mixers, Bowls, Decanters. Other fine, clear crystal items to match, Prices upon request.

AERO SALES COMPANY
"Merchandise of Merit"...since 1914
Dept. BC12 • 227 Canal St. • N. Y. 13, N. Y.

RARE California CACTI AND POTTERY

GERMAIN'S
625 S. HILL ST. DEPT. G-2 LOS ANGELES 21 CALIFORNIA

RARE California CACTI AND POTTERY

NEW KEY-CHAIN PENCIL
Smart, trim, beautiful—a must for every woman. Ideal for motorizers and shopaholics. Handy key-chall for car and house keys combined with precision made all-metal collapsible mechanical pencil. Cer­e­d with fine genuine leather. Almost priceless in appearance. In beautiful gift box, postpaid $1.00. Gold anodized with reptile leader, $2.00. Initials 25c extra.

CHIP-CHOP
The gift no home should be without. The miracle gadget of the season. Crushes ice safely instantly right in the glass—in 10-sec. or better. Ideal for frozen festive drinks. A necessity item for every home bar. Deluxe model packaged in gift box—$2.00. Initials 25c extra.

First Presentation
"TWO FACE" GRIDDLE-GRILL

A Gift for Gourmets CHEF SPICE MILL and Peppercorns
Grind your own full-flavored, pungent pepper, freshly as needed, in this hand­some hand-turned wood spice mill. Similar to fine old French mills, but with improvements. Course or fine ground. Made of all natural finish, with whole peppercorns...in Gift box, $8.50. With 2 spice mills and peppercorns, $10.50.

ELY CULBERTSON'S OWN BRIDGE SCORING PENCIL
Every bridge player, man or woman, will want one of these. Every bridegroom will be glad to have one. An instant hit. Ely Culbertson authority. A super mechanical pencil. Culbertson says so with Ely author­ity. A must for bridge scoring. The finest pencil ever made. Only $1.00. Gold anodized with reptile leader $2.00. Initials 25c extra.
At Last! A Real
VACUUM ICE TUB
of Solid Cast Aluminum

Haven't you often wished for an ice tub as efficient as your vacuum bottle? A truly handsome tub big enough to hold ice for a large party? Well, here it is! A real vacuum ice tub of heavy aluminum—the kind that will hold more ice and keep it from melting longer than any tub you ever used! Or it will keep hot food hot for hours and hours! Furthermore, it's just about "the most handsome thing" you ever saw—glistening, highly polished cast aluminum topped by a beautifully grained hardwood lid. Capacity 3 full liquid quarts. $15.50 postpaid.

Send check or money order,
Mayfair Gifts
72-08C AUSTIN ST.,
FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

SHAKERS AND TRAY
"So charming and beautiful" you'll say when you see these "Lose" hand-painted salts and peppers. Novel and handy tray holds them smartly. Adding a floral décor to your table, they are daintily painted with a rose and lily-of-the-valley design. Without tops as miniature vases, they're adorable! Shakers, glass. Tops and tray, lace. A delightful gift for only $3.75. Without tray, $2.20. Postage Paid. No C.O.D.'s.

Add 10c extra West of Mississippi

"La Palette"
P. O. Box 173 ANTONIA SIT.
N. Y.-23, N. Y.

Rare CHEESE Assortment
Aged in Old Brandy and Wine
Combination gift package of 3-ounce pottery jars in different colors containing Stilton Cheese in Port Wine, Cheddar Cheese in Sherry Wine, and Blue Cheese in Brandy. Place your order now for these hard-to-get, fine cheeses, while they last. Card enclosed in gifts, or your own card. Postage paid $4.00. Send check, money order, or cash, no C. O. D.

DUTCHESS FOOD SPECIALTIES COMPANY
1945 Park Avenue, New York 35, N. Y.

FOR XMAS GIFTS
Or to Enjoy!

Luscious
CHOCOLATE COVERED
TOASTED ALMONDS

Here's a delightfully different gift for sweethearts, family or friends . . . or to enjoy yourself. We choose California Jumbo almonds to a crisp, golden-brown perfection . . . and hand-dip in rich, pure, creamy chocolate. Mmm. They are truly delicious. Only $2.00 per lb. In distinctive 1 or 2 lb. boxes . . . postpaid anywhere in the U. S. Gift wrapped and card enclosed on request. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for Gift Catalog.

Order today. Envelope check, cash or money order. (No stamps please.)

The Country Store
of Beverly Hills
DEPT. G-12 P.O. BOX 551, BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.

Moppets and their young friends will go for these place mats, decorated as they are with nursery characters. Mothers will go for them too, because they are white, washable. Vinylite that won't curl or break. Colors are permanent. $3.50 for a set of four. The Sea Chest, Beach Haven, N. J.

For the crib set—a crib set designed especially for them. Baby sheet and pillow case of finest white percale with engaging appliques in washproof color. A bed-time story literally to sleep on. Happy dreams to the lucky recipients! The set, $10.75, exclusive with Leron Inc., 745 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

For beginners only. There comes a time in a person's life when a feeding bottle becomes definitely démodé. So will someone please provide a spoon and fork of suitable size? This pair is sterling silver and it will set the giver back just $4.95 postpaid, plus 20% tax. Rochelle Gifts, 481 Main Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.

For all your gift problems, we can help! Send the order, money, or checks now.

Order COLORTRUE HANDKERCHIEFS BY MAIL!

Money-Back Guarantee!

Dear Mr. or Mrs.

COLORTRUE HANDKERCHIEFS

6 different fashion-right color combinations . . . packed 12 to a box. Hand to duplicate at $3.95 per dozen.

Order a few boxes and be ready for all gift-giving occasions.

Send money with order. Money back if not delighted.

ARTCRAFT ODDITIES COMPANY
DEPT. H-3, 1 WEST 37th ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

SILVER PLATES—the perfect gift for people who like to eat, but not to wash dishes. Handsome 8-inch hammered metal holders with gay paper refills. The smart plate for informal entertaining, lunches, or Sunday suppers—just discard the refill, insert a fresh one, and the plate is ready again. Box of 4 metal holders and 100 gay paper refills $4.95 or 3 boxes $13.95 del.

No c.o.d.'s, please.

COLLINS CRAFTSMEN, inc.
Dept. G
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
AROUND

America's children are pictures of innocence framed in mahogany-finished shadow boxes, 5 1/2" x 7 1/2" deep, with gold inner line. Delicately colored and completely unabashed, the demure little girl and wide-eyed little boy are an endearing pair for a child's room. $2 each. D. H. Holmes Co., New Orleans 3, La.

For Fido with love. Hang it on the tree, next to his Christmas bone, and later fasten it to his collar in case he should ever get lost. Dog's name, your name, address, telephone number deeply stamped into the tag. Can also be used to identify golf bags, luggage, bicycle, aluminum. $1.00 postpaid. Meredith Inc., Evanston, Ill.

That's my bone! says Nippy the Pup—and promptly grabs it when you put it near his nose. It's all done with magnets. It's all done with magnets.

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT BOX CATALOG

New Revolutionary! The Amazing "MIRACLE" FREEZER
Makes ice cream or any frozen dessert in 90 seconds! Beautifull streamlined design—made of Cast Aluminum, finished in gleaming white enamel. Put it on the dining table—a few turns of the handle and you have a delicious frozen dessert equals in flavor and texture to any you can buy!
Simple, old-fashioned principle brought up-to-date. Safe, Sure, Easy. Quick! Makes sherbets, and 100 other frozen desserts. $20.95 postpaid. (West of Miss., add 50c)

At Last! A Burn-Proof IRONING BOARD COVER and PAD
This amazing ironing board cover is made from "Ashleton"—a new burn-proof fabric developed during the war to protect fighters from flame throwers. It is light-in-weight and unbelievably strong, Smooth and almost impervious to water—will last for years. Washable in soap and water, Elastic edge holds cover firmly in place. Fits all standard boards. Cover and heavy "waffle knit" pad—$4.50 postpaid. (Send check or money order)

mauffair Gifts
72-03 CUSTIN ST., FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

A GIFT FOR MEN MEN . . . who like useful gifts, will be glad, for SHINEMASTER holds the shoe for easy shining. ZIP . . . the shoe goes in or out, self-adjusting spring takes any size shoe, either right or left. Neoprene rubber clamps hold the shoe in a bulldog grip without marring.

DETACHABLE . . . out of the way when not in use, this handsome gift will give pleasure for many a Christmas to come. $2.50 ppd. from

ROGER H. DAVID, INC.
2011 1st Nat. Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.

LAMP SHADES Recovered!
Want your lamp shades recovered? Send us the frames and we will quote you prices before proceeding with work. Rayon or taffeta—many colors available. Or we will use material you send.

New Shades Custom-Made Cleaned
Tell us the height. Price ranges, $1.50 to $14.50 according to size, and we will quote price. Frames Made to Order

Any size or style, covered or not, just as you wish. Prices on request. No obligation.

Lamp Craftsman Studios
2811 Caniff Ave.
Detroit 12, Mich.

LIKE AN ENGLISH GARDEN . . .
Your bathroom will be a place of gay enchantment. Your husband will sing in the shower, and the kids won't have to be coaxed to brush their teeth. The magic is in the Towels, of course. They're appliqued . . .

A GENUINE FAN-CRAFT PRODUCT
INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN FOR QUALITY

The Ideal Christmas Gift Built by Master Craftsmen of the fourth generation, FAN-CRAFT POST LAMPS will serve year in and year out as a memorial of distinctive beauty.

Shown: Model 110 DULL BLACK FINISH.
$14.75 19½" square, 29½" high; collar to fit a 4" post.
f.o.b. Heavy rust-resistant material.
FAN-CRAFT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
EAST STREET, DEPT. A, PLAINVILLE, CONN., U.S.A.
"KIDDY PONY" THRILL OF A LIFETIME
FOR CHILDREN FROM 2 TO 10

YOUR YOUNGSTERS WILL THRILL TO A ROMPING GALLOP ON THIS LIFELIKE KIDDY PONY
IT'S BIG, 40 IN. HIGH TO TOP OF HEAD—28" IN. HIGH TO TOP OF THE SIMULATED LEATHER SADDLE
TESTED FOR SAFETY

$19.95
NO C.O.D. PLEASE

CARLETON HOUSE
3312 LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO 13, ILLINOIS

OPTICAL ILLUSION
created in ARTISCOPE (A) allows girl
ARTISCOPE. It's done with mirrors.
ject becomes simple trflcing with an
atural color. Drawing any scene or ob­

A most useful and attractive Christ­
as gift for both ladies and gentle­
men.

A DISTINCTIVELY STYLED
CIGARETTE BOX
Made in fine opaque plastics, trimmed
with gold-plated metal bands, available
in beautiful red, black or ivory colors,
2 1/2" dia., 3 1/4" high, packed attractively
in a special gift box, $2.25 postpaid.
No C.O.D.'s please.

NORMANDY NOVELTY CO.
7222 Burrwood Drive, Normandy
St. Louis 21, Mo.

COPPER WALLPOCKET
Hand-wrought solid copper wallpockets—watertight to protect your walls and with a highly polished tarnish-proof lacquer finish to enhance them.

$7.95 each or $15.00 pair postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please

J. P. SMITH
Handwrought Copper
1315 Arlington St., Houston 8, Texas

bri3- up for an executive's ice-water. The smartly-designed vacuum bottle is corrugated al­
uminum. 10" tall, and holds a pint. The aluminum tray has a leaf-and-vine motif. The tum­bler is thumb-cut crystal. It's an equally good set-up for your bedside table, $13.50 ppd. Pratt Hewes, 39 Tulip Ave., Floral Park, N. Y.

It's good to know that quality glass is once more available. "Glamour", an entirely new de­sign, comes in the following: goblet, sherbet (shown); parfait, hollow-stem champagne, cordial, wine, cocktail (not shown). Each $15 a doz. Salad plates, $22.50. All exp. col.

Lycett, 317 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

It's been a long, long time since you could buy silver-plated flatware by the five-piece setting. So we point with pride to (L. to R.) "Surf Club," "Capri," "Del Mar"—all brand new designs. Dinner knife and fork, salad fork, soup spoon, teaspoon, $1.50 ppd. No tax.
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A PLEASANT WAY TO Slenderize
Now (c.o.d.'s.) mailed $5.00. (Sorry, no mail - anywhere post.)
THE MARGO ROLLER
unsightly bulges and fat from the exact spot where you
your hand like a military brush and helps you eliminate
new
The Margo Roller is n
and Increases the circulation of tho blood.
provides an easy and effective way tu administer a body
HLus, thighs, ankles and arms the way it Is done in
many of our better beauty salons. Ths Margo also pro­
minutes a day it will helii you to work ofl not-so-illm

THE CUP THAT CHEERS after a
too-festive evening is a king-
size coffee cup filled to the
with a good, strong brew
and drained to the fmal motto.
This one is hand-painted—evid­
ently by someone with a fel­
low feeling. $2.75 postpaid. No c.o.d.'s. From the Gift Stall.

FLAT-PERTY. For business or
sports wear, a man's watch
should lie thin and snug against
his wrist, which is just what
this one does. A fine, 15-jewel
movement assures accuracy;
only $41 postpaid, including tax. E. Gubelin, Inc., 336 Park Ave­
uue, New York 22, N. Y.

What to Know to Be a 
BARMAN OR GOOD HOST
Answers
The Encyclopedia for Home and Bar
Sellers
1,000 questions 10,000 arguments
With over 350 mixed drink recipes, proeedurs on
wines, beers and spirits. 144 pages. Cross indexed.
Illustrated. Published by OSCAR HAIMO, famous
BAR CHIEF of the Hotel Pierre. N. Y. 0.

Horse fires start easily and
burn brightly with this tradi­
tional Cape Cod lighter. It does
away with messy newspapers
and small kindling. The stone,
when impregnated with oil,
burns for 10 minutes. Of solid
brass, polished and lacquered,
it's $10 exp. f.o.b. The Detroit
Maniel and Tile Co., 1431
Farmer St., Detroit 26, Mich.

DOLPHIN SILENT BUTLER
"A truly distinguished piece, serves admirably also as candy nut dish. Flat
chased design based on true, Re­
movable turned hardwood handle, 6" in

DOUBLE-SHELL FOOTED CANDY DISH
A truly distinguished piece, serves admirably also as candy nut dish. Flat
chased design based on true, Re­
movable turned hardwood handle, 6" in

MARGO SPECIALTIES, Box 507B, Lancaster, Pa.

HOME fires
WHAT TO KNOW TO BE A 
BARMAN OR GOOD HOST
Answers
The Encyclopedia for Home and Bar
Sellers
1,000 questions 10,000 arguments
With over 350 mixed drink recipes, proeedurs on
wines, beers and spirits. 144 pages. Cross indexed.
Illustrated. Published by OSCAR HAIMO, famous
BAR CHIEF of the Hotel Pierre. N. Y. 0.

FLAT-PERTY. For business or
sports wear, a man's watch
should lie thin and snug against
his wrist, which is just what
this one does. A fine, 15-jewel
movement assures accuracy;
only $41 postpaid, including tax. E. Gubelin, Inc., 336 Park Ave­
uue, New York 22, N. Y.

What to Know to Be a 
BARMAN OR GOOD HOST
Answers
The Encyclopedia for Home and Bar
Sellers
1,000 questions 10,000 arguments
With over 350 mixed drink recipes, proeedurs on
wines, beers and spirits. 144 pages. Cross indexed.
Illustrated. Published by OSCAR HAIMO, famous
BAR CHIEF of the Hotel Pierre. N. Y. 0.

Horse fires start easily and
burn brightly with this tradi­
tional Cape Cod lighter. It does
away with messy newspapers
and small kindling. The stone,
when impregnated with oil,
burns for 10 minutes. Of solid
brass, polished and lacquered,
it's $10 exp. f.o.b. The Detroit
Maniel and Tile Co., 1431
Farmer St., Detroit 26, Mich.

DOLPHIN SILENT BUTLER
"A truly distinguished piece, serves admirably also as candy nut dish. Flat
chased design based on true, Re­
movable turned hardwood handle, 6" in

DOUBLE-SHELL FOOTED CANDY DISH
A truly distinguished piece, serves admirably also as candy nut dish. Flat
chased design based on true, Re­
movable turned hardwood handle, 6" in
 headaches of heavy rubber—hence their
heat is almost soothing. Anyhow, all Big
Chief Williams like ‘em heap much for Christ­
mas or birthday presents.  $1.50 P.P.D.

Pour-Aid Liquor Pourers
Smart, brilliant red plastic FOUR-ADS with special
spout to home bars . . . heightens every entertaining
occasion. FOUR ADS make pouring easy, prevent spills and
waste. Unique, durable, practical and sanitary.

ORDER BY MAIL NOW...
for prompt Christmas delivery. Prices only $2 for six, $5 per dozen thereafter. Attractively gift boxed. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s; all 6 delivered in Ohio.

GIFTS OF TRUE DISTINCTION

Pour-Aid Boxing for $2.50, 

$9.85 the pair
(express charges collectible)

SHIMMERING SHOWERS
The radiant beauty of these post war electric showers will lend a dramatic

touch to the far corners of your room. Each lamp has 25 scintillating crystal pen-
dants cascading over a heavy gold plated base. When lit, their soft sparkles and
loveliness will be reminiscent of the luxurious chandeliers; and will bring to you a touch of the old world. Heights over all 17".

THE PERFECT GIFT
Delightfully DIFFERENT!

The Fairfield Hardware Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 537, FAIRFIELD, CONN.

Thank you will be more than a pleasure to write, when you use this white notepaper with a charming scenic design in soft, jade green. A box of 25 single-


planes and matching

Just love this ab so precious pink baby

elephant with the knowing smile. Pinky

stands about 6" high and is a genuine

"Glo-Ball Night Lite" with soft glowing

fluorescent bulb that lights up in color.

stands about 6" high and is a genuine

elephant with the knowing smile. Pinky

just love this oh so precocious pink baby

and beauty to your fireplace. 13'/2"

over all 15".

An aristocrat among desk

sets is made of porcelain in

white, turquoise or peach, with

hand-painted gold roses and

stands about 6" high and is a genuine

configured rings of ceramic. Made

with 8 different fruit patterns.

Assorted fruits in natural
colors lend individuality to

napkin rings of ceramic. Made

with 8 different fruit patterns,
rings are four-sided and won't

roll, $1.10 each. Sold in two

sets of 4, one set for the break-

fast table and the other for

house guests. Set of 4, $4 pre-
paid. Blue Boy Shop, 136 State

St., Albany, N. Y.

SET OF 8 "NICE-CUBES" del'd in U.S.A.

6777 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., Dept. A. HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA

Collected by Sybil Nash Hogan

The Fairfield Hardware Mfg. Co.

CONTINENTAL DESIGN
SOLID BRASS ANDRONS
Beautiful solid brass andirons which
combine the charm of the Old World
with the design of today. Lend them-

selves to Colonial as well as modern

homes. Add that exquisite distinction

with the design of today. Lend them-

selves to Colonial as well as modern

homes. Add that exquisite distinction
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Something for the boys. Are you at your wits' end to know what to get for some man on your list? Here's a matched set that can be bought complete or separately. All in sterling: belt buckle, $16.50; cufflinks, $14.25; money clip, $10; tie clip, $8.75 including tax. Georg Jensen, Inc., 667 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

In bed we cry for a pillow to eliminate kinks in our necks when we're trying to lose ourselves in the realm of fantasy. This soft, roll pillow is just that pillow. Covered with pink, blue or white rosebud material or plain peach, it fits comfortably at the back of your neck. $7. The Artisans, 5 E. Hamilton St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Fruitful splendor, heaped high in a beautiful, handwoven basket, includes Du Comice pears, ruby-red and golden apples, huge oranges, candy-like dates and figs, giant nuts and other rare treats. $14.95 ppd. The Artisans, 5 E. Hamilton St., Baltimore 2, Md.

COPPER ASHRAYS for a pretty home
Luxuries, yes—big, solid copper all-purpose trays with particularly beautiful embossed roses. Antiqued copper, in a glowing color! Set of two $3.50 ea. roses. Antiqued copper, in a particularly beautiful embossed per all-purpose trays with par­luxuries, yen—big, solid copper. For AU Who Wear Glasses!

PERFECTION IN CHRISTMAS GIVING

Baby's Waterproof CARRY-ALL and BOTTLE PILLOW
Two wonderful gifts for mother and baby! Traveling or visiting, baby's needs store compactly in the convenient, waterproof carry-all. Made of soft quilted Kaylon—the wonder fabric. Has special holders for milk and water bottles. Separates compartment for wet and dry diapers. Durable and strong. Diamond stitched with nylon thread, drawing close. Completely sanitary. May be cleaned with damp cloth. Blue or pink with contrasting lining. $4.00 postpaid including tax.

THE BOTTLE PILLOW is a worthy companion to the carry-all and is made of the same way of the same material. Enables mother to give baby his bottle, then go about her other duties. Blue or pink $2.50. Both for $6.25 postpaid.

BABY'S BOOTY-SOX
Kick and pull as he may baby won't be able to bare his "piggies" if he has on these patented booty-sox. The "drawstring" ribbon around the ankle keeps firmly in place. A sock and soft shoe combined in blue and white. Made of brushed rayon and soft, close knit cotton. May be washed with soap and water. Two sizes; small: new babies to six months. Large: six to fourteen months. Pair $1.75 postpaid.

For All Who Wear Glasses!

EyeGLASS CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent misting. These handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them! 12 BOOKLETS (Year's Supply) Send $1 10 BOOKLETS Gift-Wrapped Send $1 or THE SWANKY-MOST GIFT with 10 Deluxe Gold Monogrammed Booklets. Send initials and $2.50

CLEAN-OMIST BOX 704. ORADELL. N. J.

Here is an EXTRAORDINARY Christmas Gift!

4-Minutes Fresh ORANGE and GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

NEW remarkable process keeps fresh juice fresh—ONLY 4 MINUTES FROM SQUEEZING TO SEALING IN CAN! No "canned" taste! No "pre­servatives"! You have never tasted its equal except in fresh-squeezed juice from the tree. A New Christmas idea! With your card! For men or women. For your home or for travel. For your family or for friends. For your neighbors and others in your home town. Mail order. Mail orders filled promptly.

GINNA BALDWIN
Box 28 Quincy, Mass.

BABY'S BOTTLE PILLOW

To carry things for a cute little nursery by a cute little pair! WANTED—to share a cute little nursery by a cute little pair! PINKY 'N KINKY Fifth Avenue Gift Shop Inc. 220 Fifth Ave. New York 1, N. Y. (Note: Please send along your check or money order for $5.00 so that we can get them packed up and shipped off to you at once. These delightful full-color reproductions of Marion Maxfield's original PASKEL water colors will come to you in the finest shadow box frames we've ever seen; 5 x 4, with mirrored borders—equipped with hooks ready to be hung.)

Write for LAMP & GIFT catalogue

For All Who Wear Glasses!

EyeGLASS CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent misting. These handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them! 12 BOOKLETS (Year's Supply) Send $1 10 BOOKLETS Gift-Wrapped Send $1 or THE SWANKY-MOST GIFT with 10 Deluxe Gold Monogrammed Booklets. Send initials and $2.50

CLEAN-OMIST BOX 704. ORADELL. N. J.

Here is an EXTRAORDINARY Christmas Gift!

4-Minutes Fresh ORANGE and GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

NEW remarkable process keeps fresh juice fresh—ONLY 4 MINUTES FROM SQUEEZING TO SEALING IN CAN! No "canned" taste! No "pre­servatives"! You have never tasted its equal except in fresh-squeezed, fresh-picked fruit—because that's just what it is! Christmas case (with your card) of 12 cans; 6 oz. in each, sent fast express, contains 4 of orange, 4 of grapefruit, 4 of "half & half". $6.30 express paid anywhere U. S. A. Send check, your name, address, and where to send gift case. You will get one sample can free. If you want 10, send $2.50. Petter Pan Associated Growers, Dept. H, Coral Gables, Fla., P. O. Box 807 (Fla. U.S.A.).
**The Gift Hangs High!**

So smart, so handy! Good Spirits Hi-Jacs stop the drips, start the party! Assorted gay colors, assorted Scotch, Rye, Bourbon labels. Real terraknit lastex, washable, colorfast, snug-fitting. Set of 6, gift-boxed, $2 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please. Prompt shipment from Killinger Company, 93 J Street, Marion, Va.

**Killinger Hi-Jacs**  
Reg. U. S. Patent Office

---

**FORE!**

The du-r has no form but he makes a hit as one of the cleverest ash tray novelties ever seen.

This amusing character is causing much comment wherever displayed in office, den, playroom or as a golf prize. Makes an ideal Christmas gift for the golfer on your list yet costs only $4.89. Figure star a 3" above to left. Made of terraknit lastex, washable, colorfast, snug-fitting, Glass ash tray easily removed.

SEND NO MONEY. Order today and upon receipt of your order Ask Tray pay postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please. Satisfaction guaranteed. Full purchase price refunded. Don't delay. Order today.

LAKE SHORE STUDIOS  
Dept. 115-5, 1937 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.

---

**DINKUM THE PLATYPUS**

In Australia DINKUM means "GOOD PAL." Give your child a gift that will help him to be CONTINENT-MINDED—to understand his world neighbors.

DINKUM is made of cuddly real lambskin (white, "14" washable), brown leather boll and feet . . . eyes embroidered for safety—and comes attractively boxed with a booklet telling all about himself.

Three live Platypus are coming to America with an Australian lecturer. Watch for them in your home-town. Be the first to give this unique, beautiful gift. $9.90 postpaid. Check or Money order.

**WORLD IDEAS**

10 E. 42 St.  
New York 17, N. Y.

---

**TASTEFUL PLYWOODPLATE EASELS AND HANGERS**

**DeLuxe Lacquer Finish**  
Plate & Platter Holders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Engraved Plate</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Small Platter</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Medium Plate</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Large Plate</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Average Plate size</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Larger Tray and Board</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Average Platter size</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gold Plate & Platter Holders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Engraved Plate</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Small Platter</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Medium Plate</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Large Plate</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Average Plate size</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Larger Tray and Board</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Average Platter size</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cap & Saucer Holders**  
7. | Rooster size | $1.25 |
8. | Dining-size size | $1.50 |
9. | Miniatures size | $1.75 |

**Picture Enamel Stand**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Picture Enamel Stand</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Personalized Stationery**

30 W. Wisconsin St.  
Dept. G, Chicago 2, Ill.

---

**MERRY-BABE**

The Toy Mother and Baby Enjoy

*The Perfect Gift for Babies!*

Merry-Babe's lovely spring action, tinkling bells, cheerful color fascinates babies, keeps them playing contentedly for hours! Firn rubber doll with hard plastic skirt provides perfect teething surface. Babies can't drop or lose it. Sanitary, safe. Nothing to get out of order. Gift packaged in clear plastic container. Guaranteed with every toy.

**ANTIQUE CORNER**  
17th & Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**SHOPTING**

**Personalized Stationery**

3 LINE NAME AND ADDRESS ON 100 LETTERHEADS, 50 ENVELOPES

Dignified gothic type, printed in blue on 20 lb. white Hammermill Bond. Monarch Size (71/4 x 101/2). Envelope printed on pointed flap. Send us your Christmas gift list! We'll enclose a card from you and mail direct!

**MERRY-BABE**

THE TOY MOTHER AND BABY ENJOY

**THE PERFECT GIFT FOR BABIES!**

Merry-Babe's lovely spring action, tinkling bells, cheerful color fascinates babies, keeps them playing contentedly for hours! Firn rubber doll with hard plastic skirt provides perfect teething surface. Babies can't drop or lose it. Sanitary, safe. Nothing to get out of order. Gift packaged in clear plastic container. Guaranteed with every toy.

**ANTIQUE CORNER**  
17th & Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
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The lap of luxury is all ready to receive this dainty, lightweight tray. It’s a cheerful eye-opener for anyone who breakfasts in bed, with or without the excuse of a cold. The legs fold snugly underneath when not needed. Colors: white, blue or green. $5.75 ppd. Edith Chapman, 169 East 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

When is a trifle not a trifle? When it’s a cute little cup and saucer to hold an after-breakfast, fast food or just to be loved for itself alone. Each one comes cellophane-wrapped and ribbon-tied, with its own gift card attached. Price $2.50 postpaid anywhere in the U. S. from The Wm. Hengerer Company, Buffalo, New York.

Florida bound or snowbound, a girl would get a lot of pleasure out of this finely-detailed compact. Magnify the photograph with a glass and you’ll see what we mean. Better still, send $5.50 (ppd., no tax) to Selden Cooper, Whitehall, Palm Beach, Fla., and admire the real thing. 3” sq. Silvery metal with a gold-colored map.

Something New...Centuries Old!

Rare, mysterious Cypress Knee! Centuries-old Masterpieces of Nature! Wreathed from depths of Florida’s Cypress swamps and given strange, decorative nature. Definitively for those who appreciate the unusual. Most items from $3 up. Price, photos on request.

THOMAS GASKINS
Box 200, PALMDALE, FLORIDA

Originator of Cypress Knee Products

Something New...Centuries Old!

Rare, mysterious Cypress Knee! Centuries-old Masterpieces of Nature! Wreathed from depths of Florida’s Cypress swamps and given strange, decorative nature. Definitively for those who appreciate the unusual. Most items from $3 up. Price, photos on request.

THOMAS GASKINS
Box 200, PALMDALE, FLORIDA

Originator of Cypress Knee Products

ROYAL MASTEX PORTABLE Electric SPACE HEATER

A SPLENDID HOLIDAY GIFT FOR ANY FAMILY, OR BUY IT FOR YOUR HOME.

A new room heating appliance that combines the three main elements of good scientific heating...air circulation, heat radiation and protection (the heating element is enclosed and out of reach). Balanced design and styling, 110-120 Volts. Underwriter’s Laboratory Approved. Plastic trim-Nichrome A Heating Element. Height 15”-Width 13”-Depth 7½”-$9.40 postpaid, no C.O.D.’s.

ROYAL GIFT DISPATCH
835 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7

BEAUTIFUL IVY TRAYS

For any family, or buy it for your home. When is a trifle not a trifle? When it’s a cute little cup and saucer to hold an after-breakfast, fast food or just to be loved for itself alone. Each one comes cellophane-wrapped and ribbon-tied, with its own gift card attached. Price $2.50 postpaid anywhere in the U. S. from The Wm. Hengerer Company, Buffalo, New York.

Florida bound or snowbound, a girl would get a lot of pleasure out of this finely-detailed compact. Magnify the photograph with a glass and you’ll see what we mean. Better still, send $5.50 (ppd., no tax) to Selden Cooper, Whitehall, Palm Beach, Fla., and admire the real thing. 3” sq. Silvery metal with a gold-colored map.
COOK'S NUT CRACKER AND SHELLER

Ideal for Christmas

Now you can get the whole nut meat out of the shell easily, quickly and whole. Made of stainless steel—

$1

COOK SALES
1212 Lowerline St.
New Orleans 18

LAZY SUSAN Is A Christmas Prize!

What a happy way to say Merry Christmas! Superb Lazy Susan of gleaming birch with natural or mahogany finish. Fine ball-bearing insides make it turn with the slightest movement. $11.50 postpaid.

Mail orders? Indeed! Sorry, no c.o.d.'s.

Brinsmaid's
Established 1886
61 BEDFORD STREET, STAMFORD, CONN.

EASY-TO-APPLY FURNITURE REJUVENATORS
—as used in our own STORES

BUNDLE CLEANER—With these effortless rods that float dirt away, you can change upholstered furniture CLEAN-AS-NEW in just a few minutes — right at home. Gentle on hands. Used by railroads, airlines.

POLISH—Amazing polish for cleaning and preserving fine furniture — developed after seven years' experimentation — lasts for months on our floor samples.

Polish or Cleaner $1 per quart: $1.25 W. of Miss., Postpaid.

"Good Furniture deserves the best of care."

LAZY SUSAN

Wall Type Aluminum JUICER $295

Specially designed REAMER blades zip out every bit of juice; automatically push aside pulp and seeds. You get all pure juice without bitter rind taste. Easy to clean. Attach anywhere. Guaranteed by GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. Add 15c for postage and packing. (25c W. of Mississippi R.) No C.O.D.'s.

$5.95 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s, please

EUNICE NOVELTIES Dept. B, 5th Floor, Women's Exchange Bldg.,
541 Madison Ave. New York 22, N. Y.

SNO-FLAKE Coating Pan

Slide on a SNO-FLAKE...completely new, completely different, a safe, thrill-a-second guide for youngsters 5 to 56. Steers like a toboggan by shifting weight; spins and rolls when wanted. One to four can ride at once on light weight saucer shaped steel disc with rolled edge. Finished in red or blue baked on enamel—a gift fun-loving youngsters will always remember as coming from you. Send $7.00 now—money order, cash or personal check. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Buehrens Mfg. Co.
306 Main St., Dorchester, Wis.

S N E W I N G O S E A L)

To Boys and Girls
From Winter Long Fun
A dainty rogue in porcelain makes a base for this charming lamp for dressing table or bedside. The flowers and filigree brass mounting are hand-made, as is the taffeta shade in white or pale rose. 21" overall. Delivery 4-6 weeks, so order early. $60 exp. col. An original from Fay-Huber, 16 East 54th St., N. Y. C. 22.

A hand-forged bowl of highly-polished aluminum makes a stunning container for pretzels, potato chips, fruit, candy—or you name it. This one has bent aluminum handles for easy passing. 9" diameter. It's an excellent buy for only $3.50 postpaid from the Studio Shop, 557 Boylston St., Boston 16, Massachusetts.

Rare woods—lazecwood and curly-maple, magnolia and holly, from the West Coast, go into these distinguished cigarette boxes. They are models of fine workmanship, handmade by a Chinese artist; take both regular and king-size cigarettes. Single box, $10; larger, $15 ppd. Baker's, 1517 Walnut St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

A Par-Tee Apron—Little girls will love this Par-Tee Apron, complete with all the utensils needed to cook cookies—egg beater, rolling pin and pastry board, cookie cutters, metal dish, measuring spoon, 2 knife and fork sets, pot holder. $4.75 postpaid.

AСAll's APRON—A young boy is never happier than when building something. He'll be proud of this carpenter's apron with a set of sturdy tools, nails, pencil, ruler and pad, sandpaper. So professional—All $4.75 postpaid.

CANDYFIXTURE CATALOG

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Complete cocktail set............. 25.00
Tray only (10" x 20").............. 15.00
Set of 8 coasters (3½" square)........ 10.00
Shipped express collect (No C.O.D.'s)
Please send check or money order to
J. HERBERT NEWPORT, JR.
Dept. HG, Montezuma, Ga.

For Lovelier Interiors

CANDYBECES
Add Cheer to Every Room

Showering every setting with the gay, graceful charm of a colonial scene, Candybences Lamps in candyfloss and wall fixtures turn every occasion into a festive event. The bright but mellow sparkle of Candyfloss makes crystal sparkle, polished surfaces reflect a glow that seems like dancing candle flame.

They're beautiful!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

(Minimum Order $6)

Candiebro Base, Cheer 50c, Freshet 55c ea.
Adaptors for candiebro base lamps 25c ea.
Add 3.75% excise tax for lamps only.
SEND 25c FOR NEW LIGHTING FUTURE CATALOG

McKenzie Farm Specialties
Dept. HG, Montezuma, Ga.

M. C. FLYNN, Inc.
Est. 1901
43-B East 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.
"We're $500 ahead..."

"We thought our plan was perfect—until we made a PLAN-A-HOME model of it. That model became a proving ground for our ideas—saved us at least $500 in 'eleventh hour' construction changes."

Mr. & Mrs. Bessmer

A scale model is easy to make with a PLAN-A-HOME Model Kit. Lay out your plan with the slotted wood footings, insert wall sections—and there's your model! No tools needed. Plan as you go, change room sizes easily, quickly. Furniture cutouts for every room included in kit.

Send today for your complete 315-piece kit. 3-day inspection privilege. Postpaid, $4.75 (S5 west of Rockies and Canada). PLAN-A-HOME Model Co., Elkhart 8, Ind.

"Man Friday." The 1947 edition of this aid to executives is off the press. Besides ample diary space it contains up-to-the-minute data on hotels, mileages, fares, the stock market, hunting and fishing seasons and other valuable information. Hand-bound in fine leather, $7.50. Dartnell Corp., 4658 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

Pipe dream. The Royal Lighter is one that pipe smokers have dreamed about for a long time. When it's tilted, the flame conductor drops towards the bowl of the pipe. Upright, it behaves as an ordinary cigarette lighter. It carries a lifetime guarantee, for $3.75 ppd. from Layco Products, 41 Mill St., Springfield, Mass.

"Look at America" is a magnificent interpretation of America—her people, industry, traditions and natural wonders—prepared by the editors of Look magazine. Divided into 7 regional sections, it has color and black-and-white illustrations. Cloth-bound. 9" x 12", $12.50. Houghton Mifflin, 432 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C. 16.
DEPARTMENT OF PREEMAN LOEB & CO., BOX 995, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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Visibility good. By night or day this house marker will guide friends peer-lessly to your door. Phosphorescent paint does the trick, plus clear block printing. It's a remarkable value—only $1.50 ppd. for panel and stake; 25¢ for each gleaming letter. Abbey Decorative Products, Moore's Mills, Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

Garden clippings from magazines, not plants, find a home within the plastic covers of this book. 66 large, blank pages for records, comments or paste-ups alternate with pockets for pamphlets and loose clippings. A gift for the garden enthusiast, 83 p.p.d. Home Service Publications, 421 Elvira Drive, Glendale 6, Cal.

Wake up to Chanticleer's possibilities as a practically imperishable gift. He's artist-designed, made of strong metal, finished in black lacquer, 27" wide, 32" high and bound to excite admiration whichever way the wind blows. $16.50 exp. col. Shipment assured for Christmas. Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, Wheeling, Ill.

Say MERRY CHRISTMAS with WISCONSIN CHEESE

Send Pack 70 to your many friends . . . 5 choices: American, Gouda, Larch, La Gourmet and Smoked. Over 3 pounds, in a beautiful red and silver gift box, your card enclosed. Postpaid East of Denver West of Denver add 10c

DAIRYLAND PRODUCTS CO.
1019 Williamson St., Madison 3, Wis.

DAIRYLAND CHEESE IS THE OLD FASHIONED KIND • NOT PROCESSED

The Baby Gift

every Mother will love

Mary Lynn Jarettes $3.95

ORDER NOW WITH CHRISTMAS

DEPT. HD, FREEMAN LOEB & CO., BOX 995, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Make Music FUN for Your Child!

"Beethoven for Young People"
A Fascinating Introduction to the Classics!

Beethoven For Young People is the first in a series of albums especially created to help your child enjoy the classics. Produced under the supervision of Beatrice Landeck, noted music education authority, it fascinates youthful tastes. The music (from Beethoven's famous Septet opus 20) is superbly played by distinguished musicians and is accompanied by an entertaining, unteachable-like narration—based on a music-analysis by Edward Tatnall Convy. Under the direction of Malcolm Child, the delightful melody and the warm, friendly voice of radio's Richard Junaver capture your child's attention. He listens, learns, and loves it!

JEWEL-LIKE CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Jewel-like table model cigarette lighter, made of the finest crystal-clear plastic and with a durable Surefire lighter unit. An exquisite and appealing Xmas gift or bridge prize, beautifully cut and highly polished by expert artisans. Height, 2% inches in choice of red, green or blue. Delivery by return mail. We pay postage and tax. Please—no C.O.D.'s.

Price $2.00 each

KIRKPATRICK PRODUCTS CO.
204 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif.

NEW! 164 Amazing, Up-to-date Pages! Encyclopedic in Scope! Maps of every country and state! Physical and Resource Maps! U. S. and World Gazetteers! Races of Mankind! 96 maps and Illustrations in Full Color!

THE GREEKIAN URN
—becomes a cigarette holder. Its original and dignified appearance makes a handsome smoker's set when combined with harmonizing designed trays. Of TRIPLE SILVERPLATE on rich copper harmonizing designed trays. Its originality and dignity makes a hand- some smoking set when combined with harmonizing designed trays. Of TRIPLE SILVERPLATE on rich copper harmonizing designed trays. It's a remarkable value—only $1.50 ppd.

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
Never before offered! Complete as shown $3.95 Tax included Add 25¢ for postage Gift wrapped upon request Write for new catalog.

LOWY'S FREEHOLD NEW JERSEY

The NEW Illustrated LIBRARY WORLD ATLAS

This newest reference work will quickly become indispensable because in addition to those listed above, it is crammed with features you'd expect only in the highest priced atlas—illustrated World Geography; Global al-al-age maps; Airway, Railway, Highway maps and distances; Official picture history of the War; 356 Illustrations; 32 of them gleaming full-color photographs. A permanent investment in knowledge. Magnificently bound in rich maroon. 12½" x 17". A marvellous gift.

Just $5.00 Postpaid

C. S. HAMMOND & CO., Suite 403
30 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

ORDER NOW!

Ideal Christmas Gift -- Holiday Wrapping

NEW ORLEANS SEASONSING

Starts right now! Pre-packs the savory New Orleans touch into your life! Each box contains four (4) 4oz. bottles of preserves and seasoners.

LUSIANS DELICES CO.
3552 Frenchmen St., New Orleans 15, La.
for Christmas giving, our efficient & silent butler.
Hand-decorated flower top with black, dark green, maroon or turquoise background. $3.00, plus 25c postage.

Decorative Galleries
NEIMAN-MARCUS
Dallas

English holly, traditional symbol of the holiday season, can once more be ordered for Christmas delivery. This gift box is fairly bursting with glossy green, scarlet-berried sprays—three full pounds. $4.35 p.p.; shipped about Dec. 10th with your card included. English Holly Packers, P. O. Box 425, Portland 7, Oregon.

For CAFE BRULOT—a la New Orleans . . .

Sizzling steaks or humble hamburger will continue to sizzle on these new “Serve Hot” plates, until only a fragrant memory remains. Of polished, cast aluminum, the plates fraternize equally well with party chic or barbecue informality. Size, 10". Set of 8, gift-wrapped, $19.75 p.p. Aluminum Fabricators, Lage Grove, Oregon.

Jewelry Case of Silk

Beautiful quilted silk jewel case — zipper opening — pockets for ear rings and rings and pad to separate jewelry. Colors — fuchsia, pale blue, pale pink, dusty rose, beige, gold, and navy blue. Convenient to use at home and a “must” for travel. .............. $3.00

ADLER'S
NEW ORLEANS' FINE JEWELERS
722 CANAL STREET, NEW ORLEANS

Silver-plated brulot bowl, tray and ladle . . . but that isn’t all! We include a package of famous New Orleans coffee and the other ingredients (minus brandy) and original recipe for making this after-dinner delight — exactly as served in New Orleans’ famous French Restaurants. Gift Wrapped—Shipped Express Prepaid, including Federal Tax .................. $60.
Knocker knockout. Here is a pin for a girl who likes the out-of-the-ordinary. The tiny handle really raps. The owner's surname is engraved in the correct place. Made of sterling silver, $6 including tax and engraving of one name. Add 10¢ postage. Samuel Kirk & Son, 421 North Charles Street, Baltimore 1, Maryland.

Bar none this is the biggest, breath-takingest barrette that we've ever seen. It's fully 4" long; will do a marvelous job of curbing stray ends and at the same time provide the only accent a costume needs. In 14K gold, $75. In sterling, gold-plated, $35. Temple's Jewels, 732 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 19.

This gleaming copper coal scuttle makes a handsome ice bucket, $12 sent express collect only. Miniature copper coal scuttle cigarette container and two ashtrays, the set, $5 plus 15¢ postage.

Gold Appointments from Cartier are Valued Gifts

Cuff links for him, oval or waffle design, $32.75 each pair; for her, a cigarette holder, $42.00; and gifts both will appreciate—the engine turned lighter, $32.00, and key chain, $26.50. All prices include block initials... Federal Tax included.

A large selection of Cartier Christmas Gifts.

Distinctive Christmas cards... Gift certificates available.

Decorative and Efficient...

Salt and pepper shakers for everyday's festive table. Well made in sterling, 4'' high, with one large initial. The pair, including tax . . . . . . . . $24
The coming of spring will be even more impatiently awaited when a box of flower seeds arrives in the mail. Twelve old and new favorites come in a gift box with full directions. To order for friends, send their names, addresses and enclosed gift cards. $1 postpaid. W. Atlee Burpee Co., 77 Burpee Bldg., Philadelphia 32, Pa.

From Florida, by fast express, freshly picked gladioli with extra long spikes and tight buds, so you may enjoy their blooming a long time, are guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition. Send them as gifts—card with your name will be enclosed. One dozen, $3.75; two, $6.50 prepaid, except to Pacific Coast. Florida Flower Service, Box 970, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Science is wonderful! The gardener who uses these aids to bigger and better products. The kit contains 6 oz. Weedone, for weed-free lawns (enough for 1000 sq. ft.); Rootone, for more vegetables; Transplanter, for earlier flowers. $2.50 postpaid from Peter Henderson, 35 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y.

(Continued on page 73)
GIVE YOUR HOME A GRACIOUS PERSONALITY...

A little extra GLASS means a lot of extra charm!

WHEN YOU BUILD...

LIVING ROOM PERSONALITY: create it with a lovely unframed mirror over the mantel. Such a mirror reflects color, light and movement; makes the room seem twice its size.

VANITY SUGGESTION: try a beautiful framed mirror on the wall over your vanity, with a vanity top of sparkling, reflective Plate Glass. Smart? Definitely! And practical, too.

ANY WELL-GROOMED LADY...whether she's 7 or 27...can tell you how important full length Plate Glass door mirrors are in maintaining a winning personality! Not only for people, either. Such mirrors give personality to rooms, too. (Note: When you buy door mirrors, be sure they're at least 5 1/2 feet high.)

A FEW PC GLASS BLOCKS to give your front door that inviting 'warm welcome' look. They help to make your entrance hall bright and cheerful, too.

TWIN WINDOW, the window with built-in insulation, for picture windows, glass walls, etc. Twin window adds to health and comfort, cuts heating costs.

READY-BUILT CARRARA GLASS panels for bathtub recesses. Reflective, easy to clean, colorful, they protect walls, add to bathroom beauty.

A FEW FACTS: forgotten cigarettes, damp tumblers, upset ink, can't hurt your favorite furniture when it is protected by handsome Plate Glass furniture tops.

ANY WELL-GROOMED LADY...whether she's 7 or 27...can tell you how important full length Plate Glass door mirrors are in maintaining a winning personality! Not only for people, either. Such mirrors give personality to rooms, too. (Note: When you buy door mirrors, be sure they're at least 5 1/2 feet high.)

You can get these items at your favorite department or furniture store.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

LOOK FOR THIS MARK OF GOOD PLATE GLASS

Free Booklet

Want to beautify your present home? Build more beauty and usefulness into your new home? This book shows scores of ways to do so with glass and mirrors. Send the coupon for your free copy. Many suggestions illustrated in color.

Pittsburgh Plate-Glass Company
2096 Glass Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your new, free booklet entitled "Making Your Home More Attractive with Pittsburgh Glass."

Name:

Address:

City State

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass and Paint
For the happiest of holidays, make this page your shopping guide

**How to Pick the Perfect Gift Every Time**

"Problem people" on your gift list? Almost everybody welcomes wine... when the wine is of Cresta Blanca quality. Choose your types from the chart below: for an important business friend, perhaps Triple Cream California Sherry (the world produces none finer); or for a favorite cousin, ruby-red Cresta Blanca Port.

**How to Be the Perfect Host Every Time**

Planning holiday gatherings? They just won't be right without fine wines. To be known as a thoughtful, generous host, serve from the Cresta Blanca wine cellar: table wines (white with fowl and seafood... red with steak, roasts, and chops) for every gay dinner—sparkling wines for any festive occasion.

**How to Avoid That Last-Minute Rush**

Your wine merchant has prepared with care for the busy holiday season. His present stocks of Cresta Blanca Wines should fill your every need. To make sure of getting just what you want for both gifts and guests, place your order now, and avoid that usual last-minute fuss. Just make this page your shopping guide.

Hear "Hollywood Players" every Tuesday evening—CBS

---

**The Cresta Blanca Wine Cellar**

*Finest of every type... for every taste and occasion*

**Sherries**
- **Triple Cream**
  - Quality, consistently rich and smooth

**Dry Watch**
- Extra Dry—Supreme quality, very pale, light

**Palomino**
- Dry-Pale-sweet,入口 slight

**Souvenir**
- Reserve Dry—Golden, well-balanced

**Port**
- Sweet-Ruby red, velvety

**Muscatel**
- Extra Sweet—Amber, fine bouquet

**Table Wines**
- **Sauterne**
  - Dry-Pale, delicate

**Mout Sauterne**
- Medium Sweet—Chang, Golden Riesling, full-flavored

**Chablis**
- Extra Dry-Pale, delicate bouquet

**Yuless**
- Extra Dry-Pale, aromatic fruit

**Riesling**
- Dry-Full-bodied

**Burgundy**
- Dry-Full-bodied, rich flavor

**Claret**
- Dry-Light-bodied, fresh bouquet

**Sparkling Wines**
- **Champagne**
  - Extra Dry—Delicate bouquet, light flavor

**Pink Champagne**
- Delicate bouquet, light flavor

**Sparkling Burgundy**
- Medium Dry—Fragrant, robust flavor

**Vermouth**
- **Sweet**
  - For smoother cocktails

**Dry**
- For perfect Martinis

---

From the finest of the vines

**Cresta Blanca**

Copyright 1946 Cresta Blanca Wine Company, Inc., Livermore, California
LOOK YOUR YOUNGEST AND PRETTIEST...

Every Evening

You know in your heart that TAPERLITES make you look years younger!

Prettier, too! They add drama and elegance to your table, work sheer magic on crystal, linens and silver.

But don't save TAPERLITES just for company occasions. Use them every day...to create a cheerful and tranquil home atmosphere...a tasteful and beautiful evening meal. They'll make even simple menus seem gayer, more festive and full of poise. And they'll bring the children naturally and gracefully to an appreciation of background, atmosphere and quiet dignity. TAPERLITES weave golden memories in impressionable young minds...memories of a cultured and pleasant home...and of a lovely mother who always looked as fair as the king's youngest daughter.

WILL & BAUMER CANDLE CO., INC., SYRACUSE 1, N.Y.
For the King of Holiday Drinks...

Treat yourself and your guests to superlative holiday drinks, made with Brown-Forman's King Whisky—from KENTUCKY!

BROWN-FORMAN'S
KING
BLACK LABEL
From Kentucky
BLENDED WHISKY

The straight whiskies in this product are 57 months or more old. 35% straight whiskies, 65% grain neutral spirits. 86 proof.

BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION
At Louisville in Kentucky
Crisp tonic air . . . dry powder snow . . .
skiing at its glorious best at Lac Beauport
Snow Bowl and nearby Valcartier . . .
skating and tobogganing, too. And you

can spend fascinating hours just “seeing
the sights” and exploring quaint shops
for handicrafts and homespuns.

In the heart of this 17th century city, the
historic Chateau Frontenac offers everything
to make your stay complete. Gay social life,
blazing log fires—relaxation in an old world
atmosphere amid modern comforts, “It’s a
Canadian Pacific hotel.”
You may make this gift to your family but once in your lifetime. It’s the gift of a home that’s planned in every detail for their lasting health and comfort.

And most important in that home are the heating and plumbing. For the sake of your loved ones, you want them to be right. And they will be right if you look for the American-Standard mark of merit.

This mark guides you to the finest heating equipment for any type of fuel. It will also lead you to the best in plumbing fixtures.

So look for this American-Standard mark of merit when you make the important decision to buy heating equipment and plumbing fixtures. American-Standard products cost no more . . . but they assure you a lifetime of health and comfort for your family.

Hand Crafted Gifts

Prints

Hand Crafted Gifts

From the Little Finger Lakes District of New York

Weather Vane—Brass Numbered, Door Knockers, Lanterns; Foot Stands, Fireplace Equipments. From $1.50. Mercury $1.50. Glass $2.50.


Unshelled—large, machine-graded, natural color—$7.50 lb. Tasso’s Blend, a mixture of many varieties of seedlings—$5.00 lb. Packed in 5, 10, 25 lb. Boxes. Minimum order 5 lbs.

Fruit Cake

Made from famous old New Orleans recipe. Lavishly prepared with fruit, nuts. Mellowed with sherry and brandy. Wts. 3 lbs., Net $5.00.

Creole Pralines—Luscious pecans, Louisiana cane sugar, fresh cream, blended in a Deep South delicacy. In attractive Gift Box of 10. $1.40

Packages Holiday Gift Wrapped shipped anywhere in U. S., postpaid. Our card enclosed, please return postage charge.

Sweet And Salty Delights

Tasso's Blend, a mixture of many varieties of seedlings—$5.00 lb. Packed in 5, 10, 25 lb. Boxes. Minimum order 5 lbs.

Christmas Ideas

From the Christmas Ideas, A taste of the Deep South for Christmas.

A taste of the Deep South...

Pecans—New crop, Practically all mild. From the Mississippi Gulf Coast, home of the paper-shell. Shelled:


Unshelled—large, machine-graded, natural color—$7.50 lb. Tasso’s Blend, a mixture of many varieties of seedlings—$5.00 lb. Packed in 5, 10, 25 lb. Boxes. Minimum order 5 lbs.

FRUIT CAKE

Made from famous old New Orleans recipe. Lavishly prepared with fruit, nuts. Mellowed with sherry and brandy. Wts. 3 lbs, Net $5.00.

CREOLE PRLALINES—Luscious pecans, Louisiana cane sugar, fresh cream, blended in a Deep South delicacy. In attractive Gift Box of 10. $1.40

Packages Holiday Gift Wrapped shipped anywhere in U. S., postpaid. Our card enclosed, please return postage charge.

Sweet And Salty Delights

Tasso's Blend, a mixture of many varieties of seedlings—$5.00 lb. Packed in 5, 10, 25 lb. Boxes. Minimum order 5 lbs.

FRUIT CAKE

Made from famous old New Orleans recipe. Lavishly prepared with fruit, nuts. Mellowed with sherry and brandy. Wts. 3 lbs, Net $5.00.

CREOLE PRLALINES—Luscious pecans, Louisiana cane sugar, fresh cream, blended in a Deep South delicacy. In attractive Gift Box of 10. $1.40

Packages Holiday Gift Wrapped shipped anywhere in U. S., postpaid. Our card enclosed, please return postage charge.

Sweet And Salty Delights

Tasso's Blend, a mixture of many varieties of seedlings—$5.00 lb. Packed in 5, 10, 25 lb. Boxes. Minimum order 5 lbs.
LAST MINUTE GIFT PROBLEM?

For that Christmas gift which must be in good taste ... and not ex­
travagantly priced. A beautiful plain tray, with hammered surface and
eight coasters, all of aluminum with a permanent lustrous finish. The
coasters in charming fruit and flower design. The tray has a 14" x 9'/2"
serving surface and the complete 9 piece set is only

$2.95 (add 25c for postage)

In Ohio add 3% sales tax

Send for our illustrated catalog of smart gifts.

The Union, Columbus 15, Ohio

Indian Beaded MOCCASINS

WOMEN'S Only

IN WHITE FUR-
TRIMMED-COLORS RED, WHITE
OR BLUE LEATHER

ADULTS - SIZES 3 to 9

MISSES - SIZES 11 to 2

~~~POSTPAID~

S. V. TRADING POST - P. O. BOX 938
TUCSON, ARIZONA

I ENCLOSE CHECK MONEY ORDER FOR THE

POSTPAID AMOUNT CLOTH COLOR

RED WHITE NAVY

NAME

ADDRESS

Trio for smokers. It's a pity
we couldn't run this picture in
color to give you the effect of
the copper outside and enamel
linings in this set. There are
really three pieces—the one
looking like a saucer is another
ashtray. $7.95 postpaid for the
three from Brinsmaid's, 61 Bed­
ford Street, Stamford, Conn.

Nursery tiles—in the cock­
ney as well as the U. S. sense—
make gay wall plaques for the
littlest one's room. Twelve fa­
miliar verses are illustrated on
these tiles, with hooks for hang­
ing. Off the wall they would
make impromptu hot-dish
stands. A set of 5 is $1.50 pdd.
Laurel Shops, 227 Old Merrick

Years of service are offered
by this well-designed tray. It's
strongly made, of brass: the
smart, simple lines look right
in period or modern rooms.
Large enough for after-dinner
coffee or a round of drinks, it's
small enough for a woman to
carry easily. 16" x 7". $14.95
ppd. Carol Grey, 1527 Chest­
nut St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

TRE$ HERMANOS
909 N. THIRD ST., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

PLAY-MOX

The 98% SURE Gift!

"I love 'em — my friends want a pair," 
98 out of 100 Play-Mox buyers wrote us 
recently! Your friends too will love a 
gift of these stylish moccasins that are 
house shoes and playshoes in one. Made 
with a concealed platform sole of soft 
leather in Navajo Red, Comanche Green, 
Desert Gold, Adobe Beige, and Dove Grey. 
Order by shoe size (including a pair (or yoursef)). Immediate delivery, fit and 
complete satisfaction guaranteed! 
$4.95 per pair
**AROUND**

Snug retreat for little feet on cold winter nights and mornings is a pair of genuine shearling slippers with leather-padded soles and warm fleece lining. They come in children's sizes 4-11; in white with red pompons; red with white; blue with white. $2.50 a pair, postpaid. Johnny Appleseed's, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts.

Mini-kit. In town for the day? Just before the theater or cocktail date, spruce up stray curls, flick off dust or powder with these miniature lucite tools. 6½" plastic pouch (red or blue) has extra room for toothbrush or what have you. $3.95 plus 30¢ tax. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Non-skid. This business of learning to feed oneself is no cinch, but this "Teacher Tray" is a big help. It serves an entire meal at once, has a hot water dish, dessert dish, cup and spoon. White with pink or blue, $12.50 exp. col. No c.o.d.'s. Julian Hess, 6 Grand St., White Plains, N. Y.

SERVE CIGARETTES IN Treasurecraft

**CHRISTMAS COASTERS**
The perfect inexpensive gift! Plush Bottoms are just $1 for 4, postpaid, smartly boxed. Colorful, unbreakable, washable, absorbent. Order now. No C.O.D.'s, please. Killinger Company, 50 B Street, Marion, Virginia.

**PLANT CONTAINER**

hand-crafted of heavy copper, trimmed with brass and set in a mahogany base—beautifully finished. A charming accessory—a lovely gift. Base 9¼" by 5¼". Height 4¼". Mallorders only. Send your check today.

$16.50

**COLERIDGE**

Incorporated

920 North Michigan • Chicago 11, Illinois

Toilet Water Trio HERB FARM'S "Shopfront"

**STEEL WROUGHT WEATHERVANES**
of fine craftsmanship

Made with traditional skill. Bell Weathervanes use heavy gauge brazing wires, solid brass heads, sturdy steel and brass cabling to form sturdy silhouttes of these soaring quality vanes, spinning into the most gentle wind, giving lasting service without lubrication. Finished in weatherproof black, they come with bracket and directions for easy installation.

207 Colonial Williamsburg
27" wide by 38" high.

208 Chanticleer
27" wide by 50" high.

209 Black Beauties
27" wide by 36" high.

Shipped postpaid for 14 lbs. Free Express F.O.B., N. Y.

**HERB FARM SHOP**

832 Olive Street
St. Louis 8, Mo.

**SPICE OF THE EARTH**

"To grind or not to grind"—that is the question especially today when you cannot afford to waste one peppercorn. We guarantee that this grinder will keep you and your friends happy for years to come. This handsome set consists of a matching salt and pepper grinder, a jar of salt and hard-to-get peppercorns. Comes packed in gift box which will solve a great deal of your gift shopping. In three finishes: Blond Maple, Antique Maple, Mahogany.

$6.00

Prepaid in U. S. A. No C.O.D.'s.

**BELL GARDEN DESIGNS**

3829 Olive Street
St. Louis 8, Mo.
The storied charm of yesterday . . . lives today in these clever pine pieces. Hand-crafted reproductions of New England designs, they retain all the touches of authenticity . . . smooth, worn-effect edges, the mellow color suggestive of age. They're both practical and decorative, and you'll find them ideal for hostess and Christmas gifts.

SPONI OR PIPE RACK
40% 4 3/4" width 8 1/2"
height 5" $8.75

COURTING MIRROR
width 6 3/4", height 9" mirror 5 1/2 x 7 1/2
$3.50

Shippt prepaid in U.S.A. No C.O.D. orders.

Lucky Gift

YOUR OWN INITIALS ON THIS ATTRACTIVE SILENT BUTLER
Beautifully hammered and burnished from solid Brass or Copper, 6 1/2" in diameter, with your initials centered in top. Ideal for gift, smart in any interior. Price, including initials, $6.00 prepaid. Guaranteed. Send check or money order today with initials (please print), indicating choice of Brass or Copper. Orders shipped same day as received.

SPONII OR PIPE RACK
40% 4 3/4" width 8 1/2"
height 5" $8.75

CHRISTMAS GIFT BARGAIN
Rare Old Copper Jugs at close-out prices, while they last. Solid copper, 16 ounces, 9 1/2" soil height, $5.00 weight, 1 lb. each. Unlacquered surface. Ideal for barrows and decoreation. Make wonderful Christmas gifts. Regularly retail at $8.50 or, but are selling these now for immediate shipment at-

ONLY $5 per pair
Prepaid anywhere in U.S. or C.O.D. if you prefer. Money refunded if not satisfied.
Supply limited. Order TODAY.

HANAIEAD STERLING SILVER
Beautiful calla lily spray jewelry made by craftsmen in the Carolina Mountains.
Pin (approximarely 4" long) $6.00
Earscrews $4.20
Postage and Federal tax included. North Carolinians add 9 1/2% State tax.
Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s. Send for pamphlet including dogwood jewelry.

Have coin ready. Bus hoppers, subway sprints, all busy people will like the "Hollywood" purse. Opens wide at a squeeze and reveals hillfold, coin holder, key case, photo frame and extra button-down purse. Black, brown or red Morocco; goat or pigskin. $6.25 ppd. tax incl. Creative Enterprises, Old Greenwich, Conn.

NETONOMA. An electronic device synchronizes a flash beat with the audible beat in a unique new metronome. It's wonderful for individual and group practice in music, dancing, singing. A dial sets the tempo, and there's nothing to wind or to get out of order. AC only. $16 ppd. G. Schirmer, Inc., 3 E. 43rd St., N. Y. C.

For your private ear, Sh-h! When you want to listen to the radio without disturbing other folks, plug in a Telex Under-pillow Speaker. It's handier than headphones; can be used with or without the regular loud-speaker. A boon to insomniacs and shut-ins. $12.60 ppd. Terrace Novelties, 211 East 58th St., New York 22, N. Y.

For Gracious Serving
Lovely rose pattern on hand-forged aluminum vegetable server. Can be split for double duty, combined for single dish . . . for your table, for a gift. 12" x 5 1/2". $8.75.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Delivery charges collect outside of New England and New York State.

HANDMADE STERLING SILVER

For gracious serving
Lovely rose pattern on hand-forged aluminum vegetable server. Can be split for double duty, combined for single dish . . . for your table, for a gift. 12" x 5 1/2". $8.75.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Delivery charges collect outside of New England and New York State.
Yachtsmen ahoy! Here's something new for the boat. You assemble it in a couple of minutes, hold the indicator by its loop, draw the linker board and read your speed in knots. The Aquaknot is exactly calibrated; fully tested in the famous towing tank at Stevens Institute. $18.50. Abercrombie & Fitch, 17 E. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Double take. A salt and pepper set shaped like your big cocktail shaker deserves a second look. 3½" high, they are made of a non-tarnishable metal that looks for all the world like silver. The set, individually boxed, $3 postpaid. No Federal tax. The Artisan Galleries, 692 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y.

Lady's aid. No more need to hunt for the thimble or play "Button, button." The Quaker Sewing Kit has a place for everything. A charming bit of femininity, sure to please. 1½" x 7½" x 1½" high, incl. handle. Opens to 33". Maple or mahogany finish. $9.50 exp. col. The Treasure Chest, 1933 E. 71st St., Chicago 49, 111.

PLANT STAND
Unique, practical stand of hand wrought iron—light, easy to move. Finished in white. Sturdy-built for all pot sizes. Trays arranged like steps and are 8" x 30", and are 14", 24" and 30½" from the floor. $3.00

Mail Orders: Express Collect No C.O.D.'s, Please
HELEN PEP
5260-116th Street • Kew Gardens, N. Y.

Yachtsmen ahoy! II

A practical, useful gift for baby that will serve a real purpose. A big, handsome wicker hamper for his soiled clothing. Teach baby early to put his soiled things in his own hamper. To make sure he knows which is his, this one has on a broad contrasting colored ribbon the words "Baby's Laundry". Comes in blue or pink; 20" high, 11" deep, 9" wide. $7.50 postpaid.

"NAME ON" SANTA STOCKINGS
Write the names of each member of the family on these giant, gay white and red felt Santa Stockings—Cram them with trinkets, surprises and small packages to be unwrapped and exclaimed over when the family gathers 'round the Christmas tree. Use them year after year. 24" long. $1.50 each.

Send check or money order.
mayfair Gifts
72-08C AUSTIN ST. • FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

Honey, Rum and Brandy
FRUIT CAKE
in a Gay Gift Tin
Delight family and friends with this taste treat—an old Gloucester recipe—blending crisp nuts with ripe fruits. Flavor improves with age. Order for yourself—for gifts with card enclosed—hermetically sealed tin assures perfect condition. Sent postpaid anywhere in world. $2.90 for 2 pound cake.

Old English Bakeries
5 Boylston St., Cambridge, Mass.

3 in 1 JIGGER SPOON
For all-round service at cocktail parties. Bottle opener, measuring jigger and mixture spoon combined. Silver-Plated. 3½ inches.

The "perfect gift" for Christmas, Anniversary, Birthdays... or any occasion.

POSTPAID FED. TAX INC. $3.60
(No C.O.D.'s)

ANTIN'S
Jewelers—Gift Counselors
Dept. G-12
141 Newbury St. • Boston 16, Mass.

PLANT STAND

STAMP CASE
Everyone is writing letters, so one of the nicest presents you could give is our famous custom-made stamp case. 3½" x 4½". Specially treated linen leaves, indexed for different denominations, keep stamps from sticking. Send it to all the difficult names on your list. Blue, green, red or black, $4.35 postpaid (No C.O.D.)

DANIEL'S DEN Dept. G-12
A Shop of Choice Things
141 Newbury St. • Boston 16, Mass.

A SPOON RACK
or show off your forks and serving pieces in this hand rubbed reproduction 10½" x 19"—with metal liner for plants—Maple or Mahogany $2.00
Cup and saucer hangers 1.50 each

Express Collect
Muriel Reynolds
General Delivery
Laguna Beach, California
KELLY'S SHEELLED PECANS

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

OREGON VINE MAPLE SMOKED TURKEY

"STAR-BRIGHT" ELECTRIC CHRISTMAS TREE

THE KEY TO A MAN'S HEART—Castle Key

For boy or girl, Christmas wouldn't be Christmas without a stockpiling of surprises. This one is 22" long from top to toe, of traditional red netting loaded to the gunwales with toys, games and novelties. State whether for boy or girl, $1 ppd. No c.o.d.'s. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

All outdoors is probably the best place in which to fly this metal streamliner, since it zooms at 50 ft. per second and can stay in the air for several minutes. Jet-propelled à la beashooter, it's scientifically designed by men who know their planes. Wing-spread 14". $1.25 ppd. Mayfair Gifts, Forest Hills, Long Island, N. Y.

Sew and stuff. Nimble young fingers will have a whole lot of fun making these stuffed animals for still younger friends. They come 2 to a box with all necessary materials, including stuffing, and full directions. Animals are: pig, elephant, squirrel, rabbit. Set of 2 boxes, $2 ppd. Page & Biddle, 21 Station Rd., Haverford, Pa.
Draw on your own account. Anyone can draw from life by using this amazing optical device. "Sketch-Aid" is no mere toy, although children will love it. Pictures are drawn or painted on the glass and transferred to paper. Complete with directions and supplies; folds for a sketching trip. $10 exp. collect. The Children's Shop, West Hartford, Conn.

The postman won't have to ring twice if he finds this newly-designed mail box outside the door. It's solid brass, rustproof. Magazine clip at the bottom; top can be padlocked and still admit mail. 10" x 4½" x 2". Plain. $2.95. With hand-engraved name, $4.50 ppd. Art Colony Industries, Inc., 69 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 3.

Historic stuff. The damask of which this spectacle case is made was part of the Great Gold Curtain which hung in the Metropolitan Opera House in New York from 1905 to 1940. It's an exclusive collector's item for friends who wear glasses. $5 postpaid from Lugenie, Inc., 604 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

glimmering beauty... for your hearthside

Modern design and mellow Old World charm are happily combined in these andirons. Cast of solid yellow brass, these sleek cats are an embodiment of the tradition of the cat by the fireside. Their gleaming finish shows off to excellent advantage happily combined in these andirons. Cast of solid yellow brass, these sleek cats are an embodiment of the tradition of the cat by the fireside. Their gleaming finish shows off to excellent advantage...
Christmas Delicacy Festival by HICKS

Nippy Winter nights will linger long in memory when HICKS Delicacies complement that delicious dinner at midnight snack.

PANTRY GEMS

Hicks’ Brandied Fruit Cake.
1 lb. Box $1.55

Plum Pudding (Famous Jewell Brand). 2 lbs. $4.50

Preserves (Box of 4 lb. jars—Blackberry, Peach, Pineapple, Grape). Box $1.85

INVITED OUT FOR CHRISTMAS DINNER? Here’s the answer for a gift to give the hosts.

REDWOOD BOX TREASURE CHEST—contains fancy stuffed, dried and processed fruits.

Cheese in Wine Gift Box (1 lb. jars—Blackberry, Peach, Pineapple, Grape). Box $2.50

ORDER NOW

HICKS & SON INCORPORATED 460-5TH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

225 North Colorado Springs Texa St. Colorado

Christmas Delicacies

FROM CHEF D’ORLEANS

JOHNNY APPLESEED’S, Inc.

HARD-TO-FIND THINGS

Bright yellow Glouster Fisherman’s Slicer. Thrills boys and girls in stormy weather. Sizes 6 to 16. $4.50 postpaid.

Real old-fashioned 100% Vermont hard maple sugar. Delicious. Makes excellent syrup. Direct from manufacturer. $1.25 a pound.

Orange slices. Large 24 oz. Jar, enough for 35 extra-“Old Fashioned.” Also makes tasty filling for ice cream or desserts. $1.15 post-paid.

Write for FREE CATALOG of unusual apparel, accessories, gifts, books, sporting goods, foods, Blackberry. Send orders to: JOHNNY APPLESEED’S, Inc, 45-700 Beverly Farms, Mass.

“A NEW ENGLAND GENERAL STORE”

SHOPPING

Anti-freeze. Nor rain, nor snow, nor melting slash can penetrate these sheepskin-lined overboots for women. Wear them over ordinary shoes (state size) at the game; for shopping; over the thinnest of slippers when party bound. $14.50 ppd. No c.o.d.’s. The Country Store, 1 Monument Street, Concord, Massachusetts.

Music maker. You expect a piano to produce music—and this one automatically does so when you lift the lid, for it’s a cleverly designed music box. All this and a cigarette box too! It’s priced at $10 postpaid. No c.o.d.’s. Literally a surprise gift for someone on your list. Nominal Novelties, Cornell Bridge, Connecticut.

Coming up from the hospitable Southwest, this tray of hand-painted tiles framed in tin-covered wood. Shown, a lively “ella” pattern; not shown, a delicate flower design. Heat and alcohol proof. 14” x 14”. A gay and practical gift for almost anyone. $14.50 prepaid. From The Foreign Traders, Inc., Sante Fe, New Mexico.

KING O’NUTS

Salted & Toasted

From GEORGIA groves direct to you. Large, selected pecan halves pressure packed in vacuum jars for fresh keeping. Finest quality grown! Toasting in pecan oil gives these pecans their delicious flavor. Ideal for entertaining and for gifts. Order now for the holidays.

PRINCESS PECANS, Inc., Dept. HG, Camilla, Ga.

PECANS

Salted & Toasted

PECANS

PECANS

SILENT BUTLER— IN SOLID COPPER

Sparkling beautiful! Master designed by outstanding stylist. Handmade by master craftsmen. Coppercraft Silent Butlers are practical as well as beauti- ful. Made of heavy, solid copper tamish-proof. Box is 8” x 6” x 1 ½”. Handle 5” long. Built for lifetime service. A long remembered gift. Complete satisfaction or money back. Order today.

$11.00 Postpaid

(In brass, $10.50. Aluminum, $7.40)

Folder on request

THE A. M. SPAULDING CO.

4623 WOODWARD

DETROIT 1, MICH.
DECEMBER, 1946

AROUND

Spell-Bound. One of the handiest and most complete little dictionaries we have ever seen. It's a Winston Universal, 4" x 5 1/2", bound in tan peccary or red Morocco leather. Good paper and clear print. $3 plus 10c mailing charge. Two- or three-letter word monogram, 50c extra. Cayce-Yost Co., S. Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.

All set for cider, but toddies, Tom and Jerries or steaming chocolate. The "Dutch jug" holds 5 pints—which should be enough. Ivory pottery hand-painted with red apples and green leaves. $5.98 plus 10c postage for the jug and six tumblers. Extra tumblers, 60c each. Forbes & Wallace, Inc., Springfield, Massachusetts.

In pairs or squares, Viking glass candlesticks are naturals for table decoration. These are sparkling clear, ready to point up and become a part of any color scheme you may devise. Holders are 2" high; the base about 10" long. $2.50 ea.; $5 pr. exp. col. Betty Blue Gift Shop. 3349 Greenmount Ave., Baltimore 18, Md.

A Nutritious TASTE Sensation . . . never to be forgotten
LEBKUCHEN—delicious cakes with a variety of flavorful trimmings. Tasty with coffee or tea, they make a charming change—inviting goodness. Whole-wheat, nourishing—adding delightful treat at Bridge and cocktail parties, too, and as an added dessert. "PASTRY STICKS"—true slab of delicious chocolate cream, 40 slices, 4" long, crisp, crumbly, exceptionally tasty. 7th of SIX LEBKUCHEN attractively wrapped . . . $1.75
2 Tins of SIX each, individually wrapped . . . 3.50
1 Tins of 8 or more "PASTRY STICKS" . . . 1.50
1 Tin of "PAPRY STICKS" . . . 75c
Marked to any address in the U.S.A. Envelope, etc. Priced in C.P.A. Also makes a wonderful Xmas gift for loved ones in England and abroad. Order NOW. Send check or Money Order to ROLL BISCUIT CO., Dept. 216G, 507 Broadway, New York 3, N.Y.

Old Fashioned PEPPERMILL
Not only is this "a conversation piece" but a handy for freshly grinding the seasonings that add so much zest to favorite sauces. Your "amateur chef" will prize it. Comes in mahogany, maple, walnut.

$4.25 postpaid
(Bag of pepper corns included)
No C.O.D.'s please

EUNICE NOVELTIES
505 Fifth Floor Women's Exchange Bldg.
541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

ASSORTMENT OF 6
STRAWBERRY . . . PLUM . . . RASPBERRY
PEACH . . . BLACKBERRY . . . CHERRY
(NO SUBSTITUTES)
ALL 6 1/2-0Z. JARS—4.25 DELIVERED
(40c ADDITIONAL OVER 500 MILES)
CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS—NO C.O.D.

$1.75 Box . . . $7.85
2 1/2 lb. Box . . . 3.50
3 lb. Box . . . 5.50
Express or Parcel Post, Prepaid

We also have choice Pecans in shells. Send us your gift list, with check or money order; we will do the rest.

SCHERMER PECAN CO.
Box 264 Dept. G Fairhope, Alabama

Large, Whole Halves Pecan Meats
Our pecans and meats are guaranteed; freshness assured. Perfect paper shell, the cream of the crop of Alabama's Gulf Coast.

1 1/2 lb. Box . . . $1.85
2 1/2 lb. Box . . . 3.75
5 lb. Box . . . 6.75
Express or Parcel Post, Prepaid

We also have choice Pecans in shells. Send us your gift list, with check or money order; we will do the rest.

SCHERMER PECAN CO.
Box 264 Dept. G Fairhope, Alabama

No C. O. D.'s
**The churn of the century**

has been converted into a quaint holder for flowers, ivy or cigarettes. Handcrafted in imported solid mahogany with a hand-rubbed finish, it's fashioned to look exactly like the old, full-sized butter churn. In two sizes: 3½" high, $12; 3¾", $7.50. ppd. Rendezvous Gift Shop, Ashbury Park, N. J.

**Hideaway** for crumbs, ash-tray debris and the like, this silent butler is so personable in solid copper or brass that we suggest using it for serving hot canapés. The bottom section is plain; the top, slightly hammered; the whole, very good-looking. $6.50 ppd. Nessa Gaulois, 723 Lincoln Road, Miami Beach, Florida.

**Ambrosia** is not the only food fit for the gods. “Filled Fruit Miniatures” are non-glazed, non-sugar-coated, delectable bits of ripe figs, dates and prunes stuffed with honey, nuts and such, spiked with rare liqueurs. 12 oz. $2.05 ppd., ½ lb., $3.40; 2 lbs., $4.40. House of Faye’s, 8636 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cal.
These lovely silverplated cigarette urns add beauty and charm to any table. Graciously designed with gadroon edge trim on plain surfaces—suitable with any pattern flatware or holloware. Use singly, in pairs or fours. Pair, $7.95, Federal tax included.

In Missouri, add 2½% sales tax.

HELZBERG'S
1100 Walnut St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

COLONIAL PORTABLE SEWING BUCKET
22" high
12½" wide
6.95
express collect
Send check or money order.

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTION OF A
Virginia Antique

A Child's Rocker
Hand made, painted black with decorations in color—to be treasured by the small fry and handed down to their small fry, Ages 1 to 5. Your immediate check or money order for $29.50 means delivery for Christmas. Express Collect.

Bess McConnell
10 Wall Street
Asheville, N. C.

RARE ANTIQUE
ORIENTAL RUGS
In Perfect Condition.
At Moderate Prices

Also 600 Semi-Antique and New Orientals in old designs

For sale by America's foremost authentically and expert. Write for descriptive list—then if you wish, I will ship odorless on approval for your inspection. Prices on many are no higher than new rugs.

My Antique Rugs are not the worn out variety—but with most of their nap intact and will generally outwear most new rugs because they have better wool quality, better dyes and better workmanship.

200 Antiques $90 to $200.

100 Antiques $200 and up.

Will send three if you wish to buy one.

EXPRESS PREPAID
NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

Chas. W. Jacobsen
401 S. SALINA ST.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

FUR on the Floor
It's like stepping into a cloud when you have a Baby Lemkin rug beside your own bed; in front of the fireplace or dressing table.
The 2½ to 3 inch ivory white fur has been electrified for greater lustre and sheen. About 24 x 36 inches.

5.975 Postpaid

For A Silver Christmas

Shelfield reproduction cigarette box, triple silver plated for copper with crested, hinged cover. Three compartments hold about a pack apiece, $16.50 net, tax and postage.

NO C.O.D.'S

bertram shrier, ltd.
1647 Connecticut Ave. Washington (H), D. C.
AROUND

DECEMBER, 1946

It works like a charm. A bit of feminine frivolity that hides a matter-of-fact purpose. The tiny, 14-carat gold box, only 3/4" in diameter, holds two aspirin or vitamin tablets, yet dangles nonchalantly from a bracelet as if its sole aim were to be admired. $2.50 ppd., incl. tax. Olga Tritt, Inc., 589 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 21.

Pick-up. Conversation pieces for the hot hors d'oeuvre tray or for the cherry or olive in a drink. The cocktail picks are made of clear glass topped with gilded figures, no two alike. Jewel-packed in a box of transparent plastic. Picks 3" long. Set of 6, $6.50. Lambert Bros., 60th St. and Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Crown jewels seen through the wrong end of the telescope. Pearls (no less pretty because they are simulated) and chines-stones, shine in miniature splendor in this attractive small pin, only about 1" wide. The pin is sterling silver, plated with gold. $6, including tax and post. Mermod-Jaccard-King, 9th and Locust, St. Louis 1, Mo.

LOVE IN BLOOM

These sentiments will be expressed when this exquisite, clear crystal Parfume Set, with its cooling love birds and reflecting mirror, grace the boudoir of Milady. Set comprises 1 1/2" diam. Mirror, grace the boudoir of Milady. Set comprises 1 1/2" diam., 1,500,000, and Powder Jar 4 1/2" diam. Priced at 10.95 complete, postpaid.

New Beauty for Your Candles!

"INSTANT FIT" Candle Grippers

- New beauty for your table, new safety for your candles! "Instant-Fit" Candle Grippers hold candles straight, stop tipping, catch drippings. Special offer: 120 Grippelettes in 7 lovely colors to match your candles. Order today. POSTPAID $1.00

SANRAL PRODUCTS CO., Tryon, N. C.

Boys! BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO

It's easy as pie! All you need is this Construction Kit and a screwdriver! Follow the simple instructions that come with the kit and in no time at all you'll have a real electric set ready to plug in. (Takes AC or DC current). All electrical components completely insulated. Included with each set is a four-board cabinet with tuning dial. Oper­ates with earphone. $8.00 postpaid.

COCKTAIL NAPKINS—HAND PRINTED

Made of high quality cotton material, hand fringed, stitched in red. Unique hand-printed designs in bright, attractive colorings. Illustration shows BRIDGE and ZEBRA designs; we offer the following patterns:

CHERRY PENGUIN PINK ELEPHANT

A "MUST" FOR EVERY MAN

Travelling Clothes Brush and Shaving Kit Combination. A boon to the harassed business­man, especially if he travels frequently and on short notice. Fine rugged pigskin with a zip­per closure. $5.00 Postpaid, excise tax included but 10c extra for New York City orders.

AERO SALES CO., Dept. HG 10
327 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.
A chased design decorates the glass butter dish. Needless to say, it might equally well hold cheese or jelly or relish—and the neutral shade of the aluminum and clear glass fits in with plain or flowered china. A good buy for $1.95 postpaid. Helberg's, 612 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City 11, Kansas.

He'll get a lift out of a man-size, light-weight bar tray, covered with hand-hammered Mexican tin, strongly backed with wood. Overflows from too generous Martinis won't harm the surface. Raised edges minimize the possibility of side-slips. 16" x 25", $20 exp. col. Fred Leighton, Inc., 15 East 8th St., New York 3, N. Y.

A chilly atmosphere, as any good cook knows, is one of the secrets of a tender crust. This unbreakable rolling pin, of spotless metal, holds ice cubes. A companion cutter snaps out canape rounds or biscuits. Rolls pin, $2.50; cutter, $1.50. Postage 15c in East; 25c in West. Myron Berlow, 547 Main St., Winchester, Mass.

"Sculptured Andirons" ... to fit Your Fireplace!

A distinctive addition to any post-war home, is this andiron designed by the nationally famous artist, Reynolds Jones. Modern, without the burden of tradition—with an extra appeal for sportsmen.

A distinctive addition to any post-war home, is this andiron designed by the nationally famous artist, Reynolds Jones. Modern, without the burden of tradition—with an extra appeal for sportsmen.

For Peter is Mr. Man's Own Smoking Set. Hands him his cigarettes, matches, ash tray—and watch the cares of the day vanish in each wisp of evening newspaper, and Peter Pelecan. Then give a man his comfortable arm chair, hit his laughing bill! Beautifully hand finished in a neutral shade of the aluminum and clear glass fits in with plain or flowered china. A good buy for $1.95 postpaid. Helberg's, 612 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City 11, Kansas.

He'll get a lift out of a man-size, light-weight bar tray, covered with hand-hammered Mexican tin, strongly backed with wood. Overflows from too generous Martinis won't harm the surface. Raised edges minimize the possibility of side-slips. 16" x 25", $20 exp. col. Fred Leighton, Inc., 15 East 8th St., New York 3, N. Y.

A chilly atmosphere, as any good cook knows, is one of the secrets of a tender crust. This unbreakable rolling pin, of spotless metal, holds ice cubes. A companion cutter snaps out canape rounds or biscuits. Rolls pin, $2.50; cutter, $1.50. Postage 15c in East; 25c in West. Myron Berlow, 547 Main St., Winchester, Mass.

"Sculptured Andirons" ... to fit Your Fireplace!

A distinctive addition to any post-war home, is this andiron designed by the nationally famous artist, Reynolds Jones. Modern, without the burden of tradition—with an extra appeal for sportsmen.

Specially designed inserts extending to back of fireplace to fit your individual need are ribbed and heat-resistant, preventing warping and breaking.

For illustrated booklet, write: AYE-N'-JAY CO., Dept. H2, 2535 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California.
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HANDSOME NEW SIX PIECE COCKTAIL SET for holiday festivities

The traditional Holly pattern in true coloring adorns the bar glass and the two cocktail glasses—Strikingly set off on a polished chromium tray with wood handles in red—accompanied by a metal spoon and strainer.

Complete for $10.00 postpaid
Write for illustrated folder

A SPIDER watch that would send Miss Muffet into raptures... A handsome gift. $34 a pair with 40 crystals. Without crystals, $24 exp. col. Lauer Metal Shop, 1108 Cathedral St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

From Czechoslovakia come the crystals that give the finishing touch to these wall sconces. The sconces themselves are solid brass, hand-finished reproductions of a very old design. A handsome gift. $34 a pair with 40 crystals. Without crystals, $24 exp. col. Lauer Metal Shop, 1108 Cathedral St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

Purse proud. Who wouldn't be, if she could whip these out to pay the taxman and let herself into the house? The clip is designed to wear a crest of simulated jewels. Both it and the key bar are gold-plated. Clip, $6.25; key bar, $4.25. Both incl. tax and postage. No c.o.d.'s. Katharine B. Ward, 451 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, New York.

A Pearl of an Idea!

Cluster Earrings...$1.95 (plus 20% Fed. Tax)

Lustrous simulated pearls charmingly grouped to glow sinarily wherever, whenever you go. Screw back. A gift that belies its small price. Write for FREE Costume Jewelry Catalog.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
G. BERGHMAN CO. 54 S. 19th Avenue Maywood, Illinois

A gift for DAD!

Dad will bless you every time to make this BERGHMAN Lawn Mower Sharpener! A few quick strokes save hours of back-breaking pushing. Knives blades make smoother turns. Adjutable to all skates. Each...$1.50

BERGHMAN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER

A GIFT FOR DAD!

INO AMUND STONE, ADJUSTABLE. High professional rivalry, demands high class tool. The Berghman Lawn Mower Sharpener is designed to sharpen your lawn mower blades—each one individually. A pearl of an idea—at $1.50...a great gift for DAD...every time he starts his mower. Dads everywhere are demanding this great Berghman lawn mower sharpener. Each...$1.50

BERGHMAN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER

A GIFT FOR DAD!

In English Pigskin

Saddle-stitched steel boxes, lined in soft, smooth and richly finished in the finest imported English pigskin. A distinctive gift for the man on your Christmas list.

As illustrated
Small. . . . . . $7.50
Medium . . . . . . . 10.95
Large. . . . . . . . . . 16.95
Includes postage and insurance

Christmas delivery assured...

Katherinie Ames George
31 John Street
Providence 6, R. I.

GIFT FOR THE GOLFER

PlaTBSKIRL Putting Trac, makes holes on flag. Includes tee, marker, and pin for putting area. Each...$9.90

SPECIAL: 3 PRACTISORS (3-Hole Course!). . . . . . $5.90

SPODE PHEASANT PATTERN

A pleasing dinner service with birds and flowers in natural colors.

20 Piece Starter Set...$29.84
4 Dinner Plates 4 Salad Plates 4 Tea Cups & 4 Saucers Married set. In open stock. Write Dept. "G" for price list color booklet.

DAVIS COLLAMORE & CO., LTD.
7*9 East 52nd Street, New York 22

All Four Heights from One Pair

Adjustable Candlesticks

The candlesticks you've always wanted, only better. They're adjustable! Use them high for large tables and gala buffets—low for tête-à-têtes and intimate dinners. Height is adjustable by sections that screw together. Made of heavy, solid, gleaming brass, they stand about 91/2 inches high, weigh over 4 lbs. Each, with express collect $20.00.

FREE CATALOG
Early American Reproductions' Pieces
ROBERTS COLONIAL HOUSE
217 W. 111th St.
Chicago 28, Ill.

A SKATE SHARPENER

Berghman sharpens skates (righting worn, uneven blades) like professional rivalry, demands high quality. Black- stone Abalone stone. Adjustable to all skates. Each...$1.50

BERGHMAN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER

GIFT FOR THE GOLFER

1 piece set (11" blade) . . . . . $10.00
2 piece set (11" & 7" blades) . . . . . $15.00
3 piece set (11" & 7" blades, fork) . . . $22.50

Hoffritz for UTILITY

Mail Order Dept. 26, Hoffritz Bldg., 49 East 34th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

FOUR CONVENIENT NEW YORK STORES:
351 Fifth Avenue near 50 West 34th, near Broadway. . . (Alpin Hotel) 331 Madison Avenue near 43rd Street Commodore Concours . . . Grand Central Ter.

Hoffritz takes pride in bringing you these distinguished lifetime Gourmet Carvers. Every time you remove a Gourmet Carver from its case...and every time you replace it—the knife sharpens itself! The more you use it, the sharper the blade. Comes enclosed in exquisite matching case of lustrous Pakkawood. Blades of hollow-ground chrome vanadium steel, chrome plated.

FREE CATALOG
Early American Reproductions' Pieces
ROBERTS COLONIAL HOUSE
217 W. 11th St.
Chicago 28, Ill.

FOUR CONVENIENT NEW YORK STORES:
351 Fifth Avenue near 50 West 34th, near Broadway. . . (Alpin Hotel) 331 Madison Avenue near 43rd Street Commodore Concours . . . Grand Central Ter.

Hoffritz for UTILITY

Mail Order Dept. 26, Hoffritz Bldg., 49 East 34th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

FOUR CONVENIENT NEW YORK STORES:
351 Fifth Avenue near 50 West 34th, near Broadway. . . (Alpin Hotel) 331 Madison Avenue near 43rd Street Commodore Concours . . . Grand Central Ter.

Hoffritz for UTILITY

Mail Order Dept. 26, Hoffritz Bldg., 49 East 34th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

FOUR CONVENIENT NEW YORK STORES:
351 Fifth Avenue near 50 West 34th, near Broadway. . . (Alpin Hotel) 331 Madison Avenue near 43rd Street Commodore Concours . . . Grand Central Ter.

Hoffritz for UTILITY...
OUTDOORS OR INDOORS
COOK IT ON THE ROXOR

The smartest, newest, most practical charcoal grill on the market. The Roxor is the broiler every amateur chef has dreamed of owning—two special grids (10" x 12") can handle anything from a slice of bacon to a six-pound steak, and the gravy trap at the bottom saves the juices from the fire so that you and your guests can enjoy it over the meat. The top provides space for cooking coffee, sauces or vegetables. The Roxor pictured above shows one grid in broiling position and the other opened for inspection of the food.

ROXOR made by Ferlly Products Co., Muskegon, Michigan

---

VETERANS and SERVICEMEN
A PERSONALIZED GIFT for
Muskegon, Michigan Products Co.,
off the bottom of the horn.
Anyone coming these beautiful heavy casters—
CCD's. gift package. Indicate plainly initial you
in Hide. ring in dimin­
ished to keep the ashes
Temperature—Mild rib, Mutton and Huddling.

---

PIG money is big money when collected in this oversize porker. He's 15" from snout to snout; Big" tall. His cubic content—a fortune in nickels and dimes. Make withdrawals by cutting out identification in his nether regions. $5 express collect. Specify name desired. Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

---

Such Charming Gifts
Gleaming bright copper or brass Centerpiece and wall brackets (garning of book-end!!) for plants, flowers, beat on, or at Christmas trimmed with Holly and ribbon. Your card enclosed if you wish. Unfolded Centerpiece 10" long $10, out pieces 5" long $10 each. The three $18.50. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. Please no C.O.D.'s.

* REX RICHARDS *
294 East 57 Street, New York 22, N. Y.

---

No hands high. Beguiling mare and colt, too small to be measured by orthodox methods but big enough to fill a child's heart. Black satin with white manes and tails, about 6" and 4" long, they're $2.50 a ppd. Other pairs include "Dog and Pup"; "Cat and Kitten", $1.85. Farm & Garden Ass'n, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

---

The circus is coming to town to entertain the little fellow in a ringside seat at mealtime. This colorful caravan is on a plate mat made of sturdy composition that won't bend. It's easily kept clean with a damp cloth, and has a story printed on the back. $1.50 plus 15c post. Drake Designs, Harrington Park, N. J.

---

PERSONAL PUFFS
Here's a splendid gift for "HER" that's truly personal. It's a set of 12 Powder Puffs, made of fluffy baby lambskin; each puff personalized with monogram or FIRST NAME, in gold. Packed in a clear, after use plastic box.

$3.50 postpaid
PENTHOUSE GIFT SHOP dept. G-12
8302 Talbot St., Kew Gardens 15, N. Y.

---

GIANT FLOOD LIGHTS
Government surplus... As made for the U. S. Navy
Fort: Estate—Homes—Garages
Court—Farm—School—Booth!
Protect Your Home Against Burglars and Prowlers. Illuminates Your Entire Yard—Easily Installed, has 14 foot heavy rubber cords; frosted convex lens; takes AC or DC current.
GIANT size: 14" diameter; includes 150 watt bulb; weight 10 pounds; postpaid $15 in U. S.
SUPER-GIANT: 17" diameter; includes 300 watt bulb; weight 17 pounds; postpaid $20 in U. S. (Prices only a fraction of what it cost the Government.)
Mail Order Today With Money Order or Check
CARNAGEYS
Dept. A, 50 W. 56th St., N. Y. 24, N. Y.

---

IRON FOOT SCRAPERS
PUSH IN EARTH OR SET IN CEMENT
A Christmas Gift for Dog Enthusiasts
Send card 101 Scotty 102 Cocker Spaniel 103 Dachshund for enclosure. 104 Boston Terrier 105 Talboy Cat
These "puppies" are 10" from head to foot. The extra length paws make them 16" overall. Weight nearly 5 lbs. Weatherproof Colonial black. Immediate delivery. $3.50 postpaid. Two for $6.00. Money back in full if "puppy" disappoints you in any of his "manners"
NAME OR HOUSE NUMBER INSCRIBED IN SILVER LETTERS $1.00 EXTRA
SELL GARDEN DESIGNS, 3829 Olive Street, St. Louis 8, Mo.
AROUND
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on the cover to the little toy on its last page. Send who writes letters to children is unusual — from
Contains a real toy surprise on almost every
postpaid
Belinda’s BOOK OF SURPRISES
Dept. 12-A
TINY-TOT GIFTS OF HOLLYWOOD,
Belinda’s weekly letters also available — 8 letters, $1.95.
16 letters, $3.75.
6,1834 W. 11th Place, Los Angeles

The personal touch always brings a warm glow of appreciation. Give these clear, Flexi­
glass coasters stamped with the name or nickname of recipient — his house or boat. Allow 10
days for delivery and specify whether blue or gold stamping. Boxed, set of 4, $3.95; 8, $7.85
p.pd. James McCutcheon, Fifth Ave. at 49th St., N. Y. C. 17.

Belinda Pink-Ears
MAGIC BOOK OF SURPRISES!
Contains a real toy surprise on almost every page! This new book about the famous Bunny
who writes letters to children is unusual — from the genuine ribbon bow around Belinda’s neck
on the cover to the little toy on its last page. Send Belinda’s BOOK OF SURPRISES
to your favorite child . . Only $2 postpaid
Belinda’s weekly letters also available — 8 letters, $1.95.
16 letters, $3.75.
Send check or money order to
TINY-TOT GIFTS OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 12-A
1894 W. 11th Place, Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Tablemaster
With one swoop, salt—pepper—napkins — toothpicks — matches are on your table!
High quality. Hand carved from choice polished hard­
woods. Hand painted in five colors. Modern shakers:
Pleasant guest at your table. Perfect gift.
DU-ALL WOOD PRODUCTS, INC.
53-04 150th St., Jamaica, L. I., New York W C.O.D. orders.

GIFTS OF DISTINCTIVE SILVERWARE
Choose Garfield gifts of heavy silver plate on
Ypper in unusual designs. Sent postpaid with
your card enclosed. Here are a few examples.

A. Gravy Boat
B. Fluted Oval
C. Miniature Well
D. Miniature Covered
E. Miniatures of

faithful Grumpy and Tree Potter for
with four feet. Ash receivers or individual nut handles, four feet. 

bowl feet. 8" x 4" x 1 1/2"
Hand-painted with four feet. Individual nut handles, four feet. 

3" x 3 1/4" x 1 1/2"

Jr. size ash tray! Made of solid cast 

2 1/2" Width

5 lbs.

and finished in gleaming high polish. Strikingly modern, handsome, deco­
rative. Other sizes, same design:

Junior 3-3/4" x 4-3/4" $6.00
Giffin 3-3/4" x 4-3/4" 7.00
Executive 4-3/4" x 4-3/4" 8.00
Single 2-3/4" x 1-3/4" 15.00
Methodist 2-3/4" x 1-3/4" 20.00
Order one or more sizes now, Send check or money order.

BEATY SPECIALTIES
Columbus 7, Ohio

CIGARETTES AND
“TIMBER” MATCHES
in a polished copper basket
Completely handmade, and highly
polished—and lacquered for per­
manent tarnish-proof lustre.
Please specify plain or hammered.
Order them in pairs or singly at
$2.00 each
Paid in the U. S. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

BERKSHIRE CRAFTS
supply handmade gifts
1625 West Houston St.
Pittsfield, Mass.

AMAZING
VASES, TOO!
These graceful fluted candlesticks, all copper, only $2.95 pr And a little os
FREE WILLOW BASKET!
To buy at these prices, ORDER NOW. Postpaid. (California’s, add 2 1/2% sales tax. Sorry, no COD's.

JAY BURTON
Manufacturers Salesmen
Nevada 2, California
What a Blessing!

no need to coax small fry to eat or learn their manners. Light—durable—plastic tray—grooved for non-tipping, milk mug, cereal bowl and hot dish compartment, even fork, spoon and knife. handpainted nursery characters. available in pink or blue. they'll love it. 15.50

add 25c shipping charges

carole stipell ltd.
507 Madison Ave., New York 22
1205 Connecticut Ave., Wash. 6, D.C.

pure linen towels—hand appliqued with Raggedy Ann and Andy, red—white—blue. pair 4.50

add 25c shipping charges

It's not spinach in that dish—it's cigarettes, and the cover itself can be used as an ashtray. Well made, this miniature vegetable dish is triple-silver-plated. A pair would be lovely on a dinner or coffee table. $13.50 each including tax from Merriam Stores, Inc., 116 Erie Blvd., Schenectady, N.Y.

Ice box. Diamonds and other jewels, real or pretend, look their best in this polished brass jewel box with its black velvet lining which prevents scratches. There's a large mirror in the lid; it's 6 1/4" x 4 1/2" x 1 3/4" and holds quite a lot. $9 postpaid from The A. M. Spaulding Company, 4625 Woodward Avenue, Detroit 1, Michigan.

Here's the answer to the gift problem for those people who "have everything"—also for everyone else, too.

Simplify Your Christmas Shopping

ORDER CITRUS GIFT BOXES

Heres the answer to the gift problem for those people who "have everything"—also for everyone else, too.

To give the "gracious way"—at no additional cost—you can send a GIFT CERTIFICATE. This attractive GIFT CERTIFICATE announces your gift, lists the name of the thoughtful sender, and, of course, does not include any prices. As the average family receives too many gifts at Christmas time, it is a great advantage to be able to receive the gift later at the recipient's own convenience.

Orders must be received by December 8 for Christmas delivery. Quoted prices include express charges. We cannot ship citrus to California and Washington states.

DELUXE
Half Box $5.00
Full Box $8.25

IMPERIAL
Half Box $6.25
Full Box $10.50

Send order with your check or money order to...

HEYE PINELLAS GROVES CO.
516 Park St., CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
Needle point is a graceful occupation for winter evenings. The figure in this set is already completed; all you have to do is the background, and frame the result. Tapestry, with boy or girl figure, plus 3 skeins of background wool in any color, and wooden frame 8½" x 10¼", $8.75. Add 25¢ post. Alice Maynard, 558 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

The sport of kings some 4,000 years ago has been reincarnated to test twentieth century wits. "Senet," a game for two, is as sensational as it is new. Board, pieces and rules were reconstructed by archeologists from tomb paintings and other sources. $3 from Stern Bros., 41 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Tropical gift inspiration, this pre-laundered 52 x 52 inch tablecloth with gay palm trees hand-printed in fast colors against a crisp white ground. Borders are green or gold. A genuine Wilendur product... for 83.50... Mail Orders filled.

Flattering Gifts FOR A LOVELY LADY

REVOLVING VANITY CHAIR
—Gracefully formed legs and back are lustrous, transparent Lucite. Circular seat is upholstered in beautiful, quilted satin. Light Blue, Eggshell, Rose ………………… $70.00

REFLECTONE MIRROR CHAIR
—Unique and beautiful swivel chair with attached backview mirror that tilts for adjustment and automatically focuses on every part of hair as chair is turned. Chair and back of mirror covered in Light Blue, Eggshell or Rose quilted satin. Legs painted to match……………… $35.00

Mention second color choice.

Hammacher Schlemmer
145 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

Mention second color choice.

Mail Orders Filled
Delivery free within 120 miles

Modernaje
MIAMI BEACH STORE:
LINCOLN & ALTÓN RD.

for those of vision!
Two kinds of vitamin pills can be carried in this little box without getting mixed up. The top, of contrasting plastic, twists to allow the pills to be shaken out of either tube. With a three-letter monogram, $1.15 postpaid. A useful and inexpensive stocking gift. Lucille Distributing Co., 637 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 22.

Queen Anne style ashtays are pretty enough for bonbons, or nuts or after-dinner mints. Buy a set for yourself or give them as an always-welcome gift. Silver-plated on copper, the whole set sells for only $5.25 plus $25c postage east and 50c west of the Mississippi. Garfield & Co., 1727 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Penna.

Back on the market. Florentine after-dinner coffee spoons add that little touch of luxury and elegance which means so much to a meticulous hostess. Out of circulation for a long time, these are available again, modestly priced at $5 a doz. or $2.50 for six pps. Robert Keith, Inc., Thirtieth and Baltimore, Kansas City 6, Mo.
Shelve your spices on a colorful little dustpan hung against the kitchen wall. Or use it to hold cosmetics and a mirror for a quick touch-up when the doorbell rings. Designs are hand-painted on backgrounds of red, blue, white, yellow or black. $3.50 postpaid. Ginn Baldwin, P. O. Box 28, Quincy, Massachusetts.

Hand-woven in traditional "Whig Rose" or "Morning Star" design, a coverlet like this will last a lifetime. It is of cream cotton, 84" x 100", exclusive of the 5" hand-tied, "Peacock Tail" fringe. An heirloom from the Southern Highlands. $16.80 express collect from Laura Coppenhaver, Marion, Virginia.

The South American way is aptly illustrated by these miniature dolls from Guatemala. Twelve authentic Indian figures, handmade of wire and colored cotton, tumble out of the hand-painted box, and $1 buys the lot. For stocking, tree, or table settings. Postpaid from The Pan American Shop, 822 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Abbay Day & Night Markers
made of
Solid Carved California Redwood
Attractive—Durable
Weather Resistant
Shipped complete with 24" ground stake and screws—ready to install. Complete marker with up to five 2" reflector letters or numerals $3.35
Complete marker with up to five 3" reflector letters or numerals $4.70
Extra 2" letters 45c each
Extra 3" letters 60c each
No charge for punctuation marks.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
ABBEY DECORATIVE PRODUCTS CO.
Pleasant Valley I, New York

Trim Little Trivet
A charming decoration for your table—and a sure protection for hot plates, painted plants or tea pots. An authentic reproduction cast from an original mold of colonial days. He's solid brass and measures 5½" in diameter.
Mail Order Only. Write for Catalogue.
$3.50 each prepaid
Send check or money order to:
Jennifer House
New Marionite Star Radio
Great Barrington, Mass.

52 ORIGINAL "UNCLE DENNY" CARDS
(One mailed each week to your child, or any child you know)

Wesley Dennis, famous illustrator of horses and children's books, has started something new! Weekly on his wide travels he sketches a humorous or educational postcard, and mails it to your child or any child you know. He writes a personal message on each card of the story behind the drawing, in a chatty, friendly way that soon makes "Uncle Denny" a real pal. Based on unusual sights and customs in all parts of the country, they thrill children completely. Subscribe now.

CHILDREN LOVE TO GET MAIL!
BRECK'S
RELIABLE SINCE 1818
When ordering, please
PRINT child's name and
address on child's card.
NICKNAME
203 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON 9, MASS.

NEW! EXCITING! . . CHILD'S MUSICAL STORY BOOK
An entertaining story book with record, prepared by top Hollywood artists. Will delight and educate any child. Play the record; the child follows the story of Filbert, the bird with "Tailspinna" in the cleverly illustrated book. Amazes children as they learn to read. Ideal gift! ONLY $2.98 (check or money order, no C.O.D.)

HOME AND GIFT MART
241 No. Western Avenue
Los Angeles 4, California

1. After-Dinner Coffee Cups and Saucers of heavy Sterling Silver with gold banded Lenox China linings. Set of 8, $70.00; doz. $105.00. (Tax included.)
2. 3. Cocktail Service for eight. Crystal Mixer has a chromium top and holds a quart. Footed cocktails, decorated with cut stars and stripes, hold %4 oz. Mirror tray has chromium rail and black and chromium handles. Measures 10 x 16 inches. Complete set, $25.00.
4. A pair of very decorative Parrots. Birds are perched on free stubs and exquisitely colored in blended pastels. Height 1½ inches—width of base 4½ inches. Fair, $10.00.
5. This Tea Strainer is a Georgian reproduction in heavy Sterling Silver. Coca-cola wood handle. Each, $7.00 (tax included).

ABBEY DECORATIVE PRODUCTS CO.
Pleasant Valley I, New York

1. After-Dinner Coffee Cups and Saucers of heavy Sterling Silver with gold banded Lenox China linings. Set of 8, $70.00; doz. $105.00. (Tax included.)
2. 3. Cocktail Service for eight. Crystal Mixer has a chromium top and holds a quart. Footed cocktails, decorated with cut stars and stripes, hold %4 oz. Mirror tray has chromium rail and black and chromium handles. Measures 10 x 16 inches. Complete set, $25.00.
4. A pair of very decorative Parrots. Birds are perched on free stubs and exquisitely colored in blended pastels. Height 1½ inches—width of base 4½ inches. Fair, $10.00.
5. This Tea Strainer is a Georgian reproduction in heavy Sterling Silver. Coca-cola wood handle. Each, $7.00 (tax included).

PLUMMER, Ltd.
Dept. 45, 724 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send me free Gift Catalogue.
Name
Address
SOLID MAPLE KITCHEN NECESSITY

-Chop-N-Bloc-

Sturdy, Laminated, Bolted Construction


Immediate Delivery

(Cutlery NOT INCLUDED)

For all chopping, cutting, slicing and pounding needs. Block made of selected hard maple—natural finish—no odor, taste or stains transferred to food—drawer for cutlery. Size 12" x 16" x 4"—weight 10 lbs. Your cost $4.95 F.O.B. Kansas City, Kansas. (Block without legs and drawer, $2.95 F.O.B. Kansas City.)

Send us your order today.

KW MANUFACTURING COMPANY

48 NORTH 5TH ST. • KANSAS CITY 18, KANSAS

SOLID MAPLE KITCHEN NECESSITY

-Chop-N-Bloc-

STURDY, LAMINATED, BOLTED CONSTRUCTION

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

(CUTLERY NOT INCLUDED)

FOR ALL CHOPPING, CUTTING, SLICING AND POUNDING NEEDS. BLOCK MADE OF SELECTED HARD MAPLE—NATURAL FINISH—NO ODOR, TASTE OR STAINS TRANSFERRED TO FOOD—DRAWER FOR CUTLERY. SIZE 12" X 16" X 4"—WEIGHT 10 LBS. YOUR COST $4.95 F.O.B. KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. (BLOCK WITHOUT LEGS AND DRAWER, $2.95 F.O.B. KANSAS CITY.)

SEND US YOUR ORDER TODAY.

KW MANUFACTURING COMPANY

48 NORTH 5TH ST. • KANSAS CITY 18, KANSAS

OLD WORLD CHARM

Three individual heavy cast brass ash trays or candy dishes which will lend an air of distinction to your home. Each embellished with the beautifully rendered crest of four world-famous European Hotels:

Hotel Bristol (Vienna), illustrated.
Hotel Eisenhut (Rothenburg).
Hotel Villa D'Este (Lake Como).

PROPRIETOR NAME TO ORDER ON.

$4.25 each, or $12.00 for set of three. Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please.

SUSIE CUCUMBER

BOX 211G, ROUTE 1, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

LEISURE Unlimited Christmas

STERLING MONEY CLIP AND KEY CHAIN. STERLING SHARPENER, $8; prices include tax and postage. Leonore Dukow, Montrose, New York.

FILLED WITH DOWN and covered with shiny rayon satin, these boudoir pillows are wonderful to pile high on a chaise-longue. Or use one as a baby or ear pillow. In pink, blue or white, they are nice as is, but can be covered in something fancier. 12" x 16". $8.75 each; $17.25 a pair, p.p.d. Mosse, 659 Fifth Ave., N.Y. C. 22.

LIP SERVICE. A well-equipped pocket book these days carries lip tissues, which do get used up so quickly. Why not, then, give her a box of seventeen books with her name or initials stamped in gold on red? The tissues are Kleenex. $1.50 p.p.d. No c.o.d.'s. From Barry David, Gifts, P. O. Box 7604, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

BRASS WALL SCONCES

AUTHENTIC AND LOVELY, THESE SOLID BRASS SCONCES HAVE BEEN FAITHFULLY REPRODUCED FROM AN OLD COLONIAL DESIGN. CANDLE HOLDERS ARE STANDARD SIZE. OVERALL HEIGHT 10 1/2".

$15.00 each, postpaid

7.50 each, postpaid

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE H-126

THE SALT & PEPPER SHOP

405 E. 88th St. • New York 28, N. Y.
Nylon line. The “Personal Dryer” is a wonderful gift for travelers, college girls, apartment-dwellers. The rust-proof aluminum rack folds away to nothing when not in use. Clear plastic clothes pegs cannot mar or snag even the most delicate hose or lingerie. Only $1.95 postpaid. Daniel Low & Company, Salem, Mass.

Make a note of this neat container as a useful gift. It holds a supply of paper for notes or memoranda—a much better idea than writing them on the backs of old envelopes, which promptly get lost. Clear Plexiglas, with individual name engraved. $3.75 p.pd. N. Orange, 100 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

A new order for a magazine reader on your list is a rack of laminated wood—sturdy enough for hard wear yet light enough to carry around. In birch or mahogany veneer, this beauty will be at home in any decorative scheme. 15⅛” long; 12½” high. $9.75 postpaid. From E. Holtkamp, 97-41 63rd Drive, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Mexico’s master potters made this highly-glazed tableware in their lovely “Blossom” pattern, with soft tones of blue, brown and green over white. Complete service for 4 with platter, jam dish (and 4 free handwoven mats) packed in big, useful hamper with lid, all for only $16.95, prepaid in the U. S.

Forget The Cork

FORGET THE CORK

Bottle Ball Stopper . . . does away with corks, adds character to the mixing of any drink. Just insert in bottle. When bottle is tipped it pours, when bottle stands it seals! Stunning and sterling silver-plated, it’s the perfect gift for the host. $3.60 postpaid. Fed. tax inc. Sorry, No C.O.D.’s

Gwendolyn Maloney

315 E. 51 St., New York 22, N. Y.

Christmas Gift with a Double Life!

Framed in frosted oak, this full color print of the American Clipper Ship, “Bark Zephyr”, makes a very handsome serving tray, or—for an unusual decorative effect—it can be hung on the wall!

Size 18” x 24”. $15.00

Ovington’s

421 Fifth Ave., New York 16

HANGING PATIO LAMP

A CLEVER HANGING PLANTER AND LAMP MADE FROM A REAL BARREL. LOWER SECTION IS WATER-TIGHT UPPER SECTION PAINTED WHITE ON THE INSIDE TO BETTER REFLECT THE LIGHT IN ANTIQUE OAK FINISH WROUGHT IRON SUSPENSION RING. CHOICE OF RED, GREEN OR BLUE HOOPS TO MATCH YOUR GARDEN FURNITURE.

$12.50

Ovington's

421 Fifth Ave., New York 16

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS: “Country House Reproductions” and “1947 Cut Sampler.”

For Catalog. Unique Ideas! 100 E. 51 St., New York 22, N. Y.

Gold Mines of Information

A trio of books to set you on the quick path to successful gardening, home building or decoration. Written by experts, and lavishly illustrated, each is crammed with invaluable, practical information and helpful advice. To solve your problems, save you time and money, these books are indispensable.

Wendell Willkie—Lexington Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Chase books desired by The Book of Gardens. Mail $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 When You Send $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00

Send check, cash or Money Order. No C.O.D.’s

Name

Address

City State

Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio

42 Milwaukee Ave. Wheeling, Ill.

The Woods

SIGN OF DISTINCTION

Set your home apart with this beautifully designed Early American sign. It’s made to stand all kinds of weather and lots of it. Extra heavy bracket, finished in black lacquer. Your name in white on both sides of the rustic board.

Size 12” x 18” $15.00 f.o.b.

Size 14” x 22” 25.00 Wheeling

White board with black letters. $1.00 extra

ORDER NOW! IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

HANGERSTROM METALCRAFT STUDIO

42 Milwaukee Ave. Wheeling, Ill.

SHOE IN’ KIT

The village blacksmith’s SHOE IN’ KIT (tool box) becomes an ideal magazine carrier and occasional table for the American Country Home. 19” long x 11½” wide x 17” high including handle.

$12.50 Express Charges Collect. Sorry, No C.O.D.’s

PAPA’S PIPE RACK

A wall piece adapted from an early American letter rack for father’s pipes and tobacco, or mother can put knickknacks on the shelf and fill the pocket with ivy. We can supply metal liner. 18½” high x 9½” wide. $15.00

$11.50 with metal liner.

The Fensay Shop

8 things unusual

HEWLETT, N. Y.

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS: “Country House Reproductions” and “1947 Cut Sampler.”
A BOOK OF CHERISHED MEMORIES

One of the treasured books in your library will be this Fotovue album for snapshots and postcards. Beautifully bound in fine leather, the volume houses your pictorial record of good times and pleasant people. Overlapping flaps hold 96 snapshots or postcards which can be inserted and removed easily.

Colors available are brown, green, red, maroon; pocket sizes 3 1/2" x 5 1/2", 3" x 4 3/4", 2 3/4" x 3 1/2"—please state color and pocket size desired. $7.50 plus postage.

ALEX ANDERSON & SON

912 Nicollet Avenue Minneapolis 2, Minn.

DELICACIES FOR THE HOLIDAYS

NEW . . . NO-PEEK-O GIN RUMMY SET . . . only $1

This smart, streamlined aluminum set stands guard against the temptation of peeking; keeps face-up and face-down cards in neat order always. Fine for gin-rummy, dealer or self-dealing card games. Eliminates browsing through the discard! Cleverly designed, with fine felt base that protects any table surface. Buy several—for yourself; for friends. Gaily gift-boxed $1 (twin boxes $2). Sent postage-paid, immediately. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

BALAS MANUFACTURING CO.
3800 Woodland Ave., Cleveland 15, O.

SOLID BRASS ELECTRIC CANDLE LAMP

Colonial Style

SOLID brass frame, 3" high in height. And imported to prevent tarnish¬ing. An authenti¬cally designed, unique lamp, which will not proofless and startling. Inside of paper pack¬age with South hunting scene in full color.

FOR THAT "SOMETHING DIFFERENT" GIFT!

As sophisticated as your new bathroom. As modern as your kitchen . . . the new THREE-WAY UTILITIBILITY clothes drying rack 19 COLORS! Chinese Red, Ivory, Light Blue. Lemon Yellow. Made of choice hardwood and hardware dowel. Ranges over towel bar. Attach¬ed to wall or door. Stands on table, floor, in tub. Give 100° air drying space. Choice of colors. $2.50 postpaid.

The Stephanie R. Reese Co.
1125 W. 28th St., Mpls. 8, Minn.

MASTERPIECES OF CUTLERY

You've won half the battle when you use this precision-made three-piece carving set. Even an amateur will find it easy to carve with these expertly wrought tools. Shiny stainless steel blades and fine black catalin handles. Gift wrapped.

$8.25 postpaid

NORAL SALES CO.
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
An eighteen-piece set of glasses for $3.98 sounds unbelievable but it’s true. Here’s a chance to re-stock the bar shelf for party wear and tear. The Doric-cut highballs are in two sizes: 14 oz. and 12 oz. The set: 6 of each plus 6 old fashioned.

Exp. col. from Rich’s, Inc., P. O. Box 4539, Atlanta, Ga.

Fill the well of this crystal coupette with cracked ice for a shrimp cocktail, with ice cream for fruit à la mode. The result is as pleasing to the eye as to the palate. 4” high. Including hand-cut monogram, $11.95 a doz. exp. col. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. No c.o.d.’s. Grosvenor House Ltd., 2272 Broadway, New York 24, N. Y.

With the utmost relish, we draw your attention to a tray that has something to offer. Six different relishes can be presented at one time, and the glass dishes are removable, so the chromium tray can live alone and like it. $10 exp. col.

No c.o.d.’s. From Town and Country, 906 Madison Avenue, New York 21, New York.

Made in England

Peppermint, about 3” tall and tapered to grace your table. Heavily silver-plated, over brass, with guaranteed grinders of hard steel. $8.95, including 20% Fed. tax. Sent filled with peppercorns and postage paid.

FARBER, Inc.

2236 Euclid Av.
Cleveland, Ohio

A Sturdy Bit of Old Vermont

WHEELBARROW
ASH TRAY

Here, neighbor, is a handsome and handy bit of quaintness to keep ashes where they belong. It’s just over 6 inches long, cast of solid brass—sturdy as a stone wall—polished bright as marble on a spotlight. Downright smart for a gift—or mighty nice to keep. Thought you’d like one—may be two.

Only $5.50 Postpaid
SUSANNE PETERS
South Newfane Vermont

EXPRESS PREPAID EAST OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER

FULL BOX DeLuxe (3%; lb.) Orange Marmalade, Guava Jelly, Orange Blossom Honey & Fruit Cake

$14.00

HALF BOX DeLuxe (3% lb.) Orange Marmalade, Guava Jelly, Orange Blossom Honey & Fruit Cake

$7.00

HALF BOX Standard, Mixed

$6.00

HALF BOX Standard, Mixed

$5.00

HALF BUSHEL DeLuxe Mixed

Also contains 1 Ib. Orange Marmalade, 1 lb. Orange Blossom Honey, 1 lb. Fruit Cake

$18.00

HALF BUSHEL Standard, Mixed

$15.00

For Western states add 50¢ for whole boxes; $1 for half boxes. State whether all oranges, grapefruit, or mixed.

No shipments outside U. S., proper, or to California, Texas, and Arizona.

Envelope check or money order designating when and to whom you wish shipments made. Allow 4-6 weeks for eastern shipments. Into the south-western states, order 3 months in advance. No shipments outside U. S. proper, or to California, Texas, and Arizona.

TAYLOR GRAPES AND FRUIT PRODUCTS

Box 763
Winter Haven Florida

Made from the best oranges, made from the finest oranges, the best of the finest. A Sturdy Bit of Old Vermont. The durable, functional, attractive little wheelbarrow ash tray to be found anywhere. A sturdy white cast iron frame, delicately wrought, sturdy as a stone wall, polished bright as marble on a spotlight. Downright smart for a gift—or mighty nice to keep. Thought you’d like one—may be two.

Only $5.50 Postpaid
SUSANNE PETERS
South Newfane Vermont

You are Safe Washing Windows WITH THE SAFEWAY WINDOW CLEANER

Now you can wash the outside of the window FROM THE INSIDE, conveniently, easily—SAFELY! The SAFEWAY Window Cleaner gives you the "long arm" needed for window cleaning. Its felt pad and rubber squeegee help you do a professional job on windows, mirrors, walls, cars, etc. Made of FEATHERWEIGHT magnesium, lighter than aluminum. Arm is adjustable to any angle for getting into difficult corners. Full length, 30". Instruction sheet included.

Add 20¢ postage. No C.O.D.'s.

HELEN PEPP STUDIOS
30-50 11th Street
Newark, N. Y.

"CHARM" CHAIR
JEWELRY CHEST

When milady lifts the seat of this lovely nail-upholstered salon chair, . . . also reveals a "secret" hiding place for her jewels and keepsakes. A slim, sturdy, ash colored frame. 28" high overall. No. A-31-704. $2.75 postpaid.

CHILD'S MOP SET

A wonderful new colorful mop, painted with the most delightful broiled steaks, chops or fish fillets ever to melt in your mouth. Top turns over for use as a heater. Handsome new chromium. No. SBK-555. $1.75 postpaid.

ELECTRIC TABLE BROILER

Up past the cover, and you’re in for the most delicious broiled steaks, chops or fish fillets ever to melt in your mouth. Top turns over for use as a heater. Handsome new chromium. No. SBK-555. $1.75 postpaid.
Give your home that distinctive Colonial touch with OUR FAMOUS Authentically Hand Made

BOSTON POST LANTERNS

All Prices include Electric Fitter and Glass Chimney.

In solid pure copper, made in two sizes:
27" high, 12 1/2" wide, post base 4". Price $27.50
20" high, 10 1/2" wide, post base 3". Price $22.50

In tin with dull black finish, made in two sizes:
27" high, 12 1/2" wide, post base 4". Price $22.50
20" high, 10 1/2" wide, post base 3". Price $15.00

Note: Our lanterns may be ordered with eagle top. $2.00 extra.

Guarantee: Our Boston Post Lantern is sold on a money-back basis. If for any reason the buyer is not completely satisfied a full refund may be had on request.

These lanterns make an excellent gift—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Please send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s.

BOSTON METAL ART CO.
48 Leverett Street, Boston 14, Mass.

“Nosey”

Pat. Pending

A delightful little imp worn as a shoulder pin is a new unique answer to jewelry desire.

A private chaperon looking over your shoulder to ward off intruders!

Solid Sterling gleaming with either 14 K gold or rhodium. 3" wide. And mischievous eyes and a cute curl.


Time was when dolls like this were sent from France as miniature mannequins to show American women the latest in haute couture. The one shown wears a morning dress of about 1860, and there are five other authentic styles, including a bridal gown. $12.95 plus postage. Dennison’s, 415 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

FLOWER BOAT

Henry’s "Rainbow" Plastic Hangers

Effective hangers for your personal wardrobe. These beautiful colored Plastic Hangers are scientifically designed to properly hang every garment.

Shipped Post-Paid.

AMERICAN POST KIT

"Handmade Originals in Brass & Copper"

4 East 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.
TILE TOP TABLES

Hand Wrought Iron
Graceful and sturdy, these nest-ed, iron tables are all hand wrought; your choice of black or white finish. Four tile top (13" square) in two contrasting colors $14.50 Two decorated and two white tiles (as illustrated) $18.00

Wrought Iron Interiors
25 West 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.

TILE TOP LEATHER CIGARETTE BOX

Handsome, designed in wine, brown, or green. Hand-painted, Mahogany lined. For king-pin or regularg. 7 ¼" x 4 ½". Choice of subjects: pheasants, quail, wild turkey, flying ducks, Canadian goose, soil fish, pointer, setter.
$15 postpaid
Ship to: Book End to match $15.20
Send check or money order only.

Mollie Marks
FINE GIFTS COMPLIMENT YOU

Clear Lucite Coasters
Come stacked in a matching holder—will not break and glasses will not stick.
Set of 8 $10.00 postpaid

Clear Lucite Covers
Perfect for keeping your morning toast piping hot; also for biscuits, cakes, etc.
10" diam. $3.25
8 ½" diam. $8.00
6" diam. $6.00
4 ¼" diam. $1.50
2 ½" diam. $1.00 exp. charges collect

TERRACE NOVELTIES DEPT.
211 East 38th St. New York 16, N. Y.
JARDINIERES AND SCONCES

Gleaming copper and brass are at home anywhere ... dining room, bedroom, living room will all be brightened by the addition of these lovely sconces and jardinieres. As gifts they are unsurpassed ... appreciated for years to come.

Sconces
(Open-up Left). Either stand by themselves or hang by their handles. Colonial design. Diameter of base 8", height 11½". Polished brass.
$13.50 each, $22.00 a pair, postpaid.
Jardinieres
Copper, with intricate brass decoration and cast brass feet. Height 5", diameter 6".
$13.75 each, $26.50 a pair, postpaid.

AMBASSADORE GIFTWARES
Handmade Originally in Brass and Copper

4 East 41st Street • New York 17, N. Y.

1947. Twelve famous paintings, chosen from the Encyclopaedia Britannica Collection and reproduced in full color, add up to a noteworthy calendar. As each month ends, you will relegate its painting, with regret, to the back of the frame —and find new joy in the next.


Christmas wouldn't be Christmas without a birch log. To supplement the big one in your fireplace, we suggest, for your table or window sill, this 12" one, set on safety legs and suitably bedight. Two matching birch holders (not shown) with 10" candles complete a set. $3.50 ppd. Breck's, Breck Building, Boston 9, Mass.

1. 2. 3. As Charming As Christmas

#1 Charming Evening Bag to hang from your wrist, handmade of gold or petal pink and white satin.
$20.00

#2 The tailored bag, in a variety of lovely pre-war decorative fabrics; suitable for dress or street wear. State color preference.
App. 9" x 10".
$25.00

#3 The "surrey" bag, full of Victorian charm; pure silk taffeta stripe in tones of golden rust and beige.
App. 12" x 16".
$20.00

Plastic Glass and Bowl

Children DO get careless! Here's a breakage insurance! Gay plastic bowl and glass, that bounces up uninjured if they hit the floor. Hand-painted with design for boy or girl, and child's first name.
$3, set, postpaid
Glass only, with name, $1.50 postpaid
Bowl only, with name, $1.50 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s, please. Give child's name.

538 Madison Ave. New York 22

INDIVIDUALIZED MATCHES

These smart, distinctive matches would make a novel and welcome Christmas gift! Give them with your friend's name, the name of his organization or estate. Order some for yourself, too. Flaming gold or silver name on blue, red, pink, green, black, or white matchbox. No breakage insurance! These are Sent to you postpaid.
50 small matchbooks $1.75
100 small matchbooks 3.00
50 billboard size . . . 3.00
Packed in acetate drum. Shipped postpaid.
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Address Dept. HG

MP sales company
5 Columbus Circle N. Y. 19
AROUND

DECEMBER, 1946

•0
Price $2.00 each
6 for $10.50 postpaid

The Perfect Christmas Gift
Distinctive Individual Table Service
— Ash Troy — Candies — Nuts
Also Decorative as a Parlor Accessory for Cigarettes

For Chopped Steaks, Stew, Cheese, Fish or Eggs
Direct from Grill—Broil or Oven

Solid Copper Skillets

Gems of the Orient. Weeks and months of patient handwork are expended before this Chinese carved lacquer is ready for the western markets. Rich, red cinnamon lacquer makes a cigarette box, which sells for $6.95 ppd. The companion match box is only $2.10. The companion match box is only $2.10. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer sealed copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

The simplicity and inherent good taste of Colonial times are recaptured in this wall light bracket for that dark corner of the porch or for each side of the front door. Of black enameled copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

Gems of the Orient. Weeks and months of patient handwork are expended before this Chinese carved lacquer is ready for the western markets. Rich, red cinnamon lacquer makes a cigarette box, which sells for $6.95 ppd. The companion match box is only $2.10. The companion match box is only $2.10. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer sealed copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

The simplicity and inherent good taste of Colonial times are recaptured in this wall light bracket for that dark corner of the porch or for each side of the front door. Of black enameled copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

Gems of the Orient. Weeks and months of patient handwork are expended before this Chinese carved lacquer is ready for the western markets. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer makes a cigarette box, which sells for $6.95 ppd. The companion match box is only $2.10. The companion match box is only $2.10. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer sealed copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

The simplicity and inherent good taste of Colonial times are recaptured in this wall light bracket for that dark corner of the porch or for each side of the front door. Of black enameled copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.

Gems of the Orient. Weeks and months of patient handwork are expended before this Chinese carved lacquer is ready for the western markets. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer makes a cigarette box, which sells for $6.95 ppd. The companion match box is only $2.10. The companion match box is only $2.10. Rich, red cinnabar lacquer sealed copper, which neither moist nor rust corrupt. Wired for installation. Top 6" square. $11 postpaid. Carnegie's, 50 W. 86th St., N. Y. C. 24.
Tempting Variety! GIFT TIN OF WISCONSIN CHEESE

$5

Gift packed, addressed and shipped, express prepaid, anywhere in the U.S.

Delicious assortment from Wisconsin's cheese centers, in a richly decorated cardboard container. Contents: aged Cheddar, mild Cheddar, Gouda, Dutch, Swiss, net weight over 4 lbs. Send your Christmas gift list, we'll do the rest.

BOSTON STORE MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN

Pern de Leon discovered the real "Flavor of Tomatoes" in the tropical fruits of Florida!

MR. PONES SAYS

Here's Something Really Different in Gifts...

COBB'S YEARROUND TROPICLUB

Each month, for 12 months, Florida's Finest Fruits and Delicacies can be yours by subscribing to COBBS YEARROUND TROPICLUB. A different variety of Golden Fruits or Exciting Florida Products brings the spirit of Christmas 12 times a year. Order for any 9, 6, or 3 months starting right NOW.


JANUARY, 1947—Colored Jug of Florida Honey Fruit Jam.


MARCH—Package Fresh Coconuts and 2 lb. box of Chocolate Coconut Patties.


MAY—Large Sugar Loaf Pineapples and a 4 lb. jar of delicious Pineapple Jam.

JUNE—Ginny Hayden Mangoes, Aristocrats of all Tropical Fruits. "Ambrosia."

JULY—Beautiful 2 lb. Basket of Caramalized Mixed Florida Fruit Candies.

AUGUST—Basket of Limes for Summer Drinks, and Jar Preserved Kumquats.

SEPTEMBER—Box of Florida's Rich Avocados (Alligator Pears). Exciting fruit!

OCTOBER—Four 1 lb. Jars Assorted Tropical Jam and Basket of Fruit Candy.

NOVEMBER—Our Famous Tropical Fruit-Nut Cake, Aged in Genuine Brandy.

12 Month Order (All Items) ..... $39.00

9 Month Order (Any 9 Items) ..... $30.00

6 Month Order (Any 6 Items) ..... 22.50

3 Month Order (Any 3 Items) ..... 14.00

Send for free brochure of other COBBS fruit gifts.

All prices include express delivery charges prepaid by us. Please remit with check or money order. References: Dunn & Bradstreet, Inc., or any bank in the United States.

Photo finish. In first place on any girl's letter to Santa might be this chatelaine pin and matching earrings. A thoroughbred air makes the complete set an odds-on choice. Gold plated on sterling, with simulated rhinestones. Pin, $7.50 ppd.; earrings, $5.95. Add 20% tax to each. Gerlou, 501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 17.


Vive la France. A beautiful job of photography was done for this calendar-engagement book, showing farms and castles in various parts of France. Give it as a gift, if you can bear to part with it. Proceeds of sales go toward relief work in France. $2 plus 10c post. American Friends of France, Inc., 161 E. 63rd St., N. Y. C. 21.

ORDER EARLY for CHRISTMAS!

Here it is nearly December—Thanksgiving is already past and Christmas is just around the corner.

But why worry? The SHOPPING AROUND Section this Christmas is the BIGGEST EVER. Here you can find gifts for everyone on your list, regardless of their interests or inclinations. And best of all—YOU CAN SHOP WITHOUT EVEN LEAVING HOME!

But please remember, so you and the prospective recipient won't be disappointed, come December 27th...

ORDER EARLY for CHRISTMAS!
Swiss miss. Who could resist these endearing young charms? Not even the present members of a little girl's doll family could be jealous of her. She wears a party dress and frilled bonnet of dotted Swiss with her young owner-to-be's name embroidered by hand. 17" tall. $5.95 ppd. Playmates, Box 1727, Springfield, Mass.

Mug your friends with a brand-new, hand-painted mug showing them as a couple or separately. Give names and dates to be inscribed. These are gifts you won't find duplicated by other people. The "Couple" mug is $6 ppd. The single ones are $6 each or $11 a pair. Grace Lloyd-Collins, 220 West Ninth Street, Wilmington 43, Del.

We learn from history that although fashion and press or in love-making change, human nature remains much the same. These two little books, "Love and Courtship in America" and "Life and Fashion," just skim the surface but accumulate into a hit of cream. Illustrated separately. Give names and dates to be inscribed. These are brand-new, hand-painted mug with her young owner-to-be's name embroidered by hand. 17" tall. $5.65 ppd. The single ones are $6 each or $11 a pair. Grace Lloyd-Collins, 220 West Ninth Street, Wilmington 43, Del.

Here's a group of dolls, more charming and different than any splash of cheery you could imagine ... Sturdy Old Fiddler and Energetic Trumpeter, Loretta and Miss With her song book, all band together for Holiday decor ... Unbreakable, entirely hand-made and dressed in rich materials; could be such gracious little folk would get to live in the library all year! Fiddler size 11". Sold single $7.50 or in the set of four the Carolers are $30 mailed postpaid.

Christmas Carolers

CIGARETTE SERVICE

In Bright Silverplate

Grecian Urn with trays of classic beauty and simplicity appropriate for holiday or wedding gift. Three-piece set.

$5.70 incl. tax
Postage 25c extra

RENEZVOUS GIFT SHOP Gift Counsellors Asbury Park, N. J.

FOR BABY ONLY

Hand-Printed Albums

Keep a photographic record of all baby's running doings in one of these WASHABLE cacti albums. Day by day original designs are hand printed—3 soft baby shades—a manner appealing to little ones as well as their mother. Front covers have white backgrounds, white back covers are assorted pink and blue. Package of 10 cacti, includes half white and half black filter papers. A perfect gift for the new baby's papa and mama.

6 ½" x 11" $2.50 postpaid

THE CAMERA HOUSE
728 Lexington Ave. New York 22, N. Y.

GLEANING CAST ALUMINUM

Gifts that Last a Lifetime

FOOTED WELL AND TREE

Combining utility with classic Greedron design, this footed cast aluminun Well and Tree cooks and serves in good taste. Retains a lustrous, high silvered finish, tarnish-proof at oven temperatures. 16" x 12". Postpaid, only $7.95 With Single Initial MONOGRAM ..... $8.70

HAND ENGRAVED CIGARETTE BOX

A personalized gift in simple design—a handsome accessory. Rich satin-finish cast aluminum that does not finger mark. For your Christmas giving or for yourself. Order early for Christmas delivery. Underline last name for initials hand engraved monogram. 2" x 3½". $6.55

All prices postpaid. Sorry, No C.O.D.'s.

EDW. S. CHRISTIANSEN Co., 160 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 1, Ill.

California CACTUS

DESSERT SUNSHINE

$2.00 POSTPAID

INDOOR CACTUS GARDEN!

Perfect, lasting gift! All-year supply of gay California desert sunshine. Give your friends the unique joy of creating miniature desert gardens. It's easy; such fun with our simple directions.

Beautiful ARTRA gift box contains ten cacti plants. Some symmetrical, some of fantastic shapes. Many intricately patterned, others of contrasting colors— all wondrous! Packed in colored cellophane under glass. Package of special soil ingredients and two packets of vivid-hued decorative sand included. Ideal for potting in individual clay pots. ALL FOR $2.00 POSTPAID! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money refunded. Send $1.00 extra for distinctive cactus pottery planting bowl. Package of 100 cacti seed, costs only 25c, postpaid. GIFT BOXES held upon request for XMAS DELIVERY! Gift card included with each box, if specified.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

CALIFORNIA ART RANCHO
4210 El Camino Real • Palo Alto, California

Check items you wish to purchase:
□ ARTRA GIFT BOX (10 cacti plants, package of soil ingredients, 2 packets of decorative sand), $2.00, postpaid.
□ Cactus porphyry planting bowl, $1.00, postpaid.
□ Package of 100 cacti seed, 25c, postpaid.
□ Gift card.

Name
Address
City.... State
SELL
Surplus Silver, Diamonds and Jewelry
to
JULIUS GOODMAN & SON

Our firm has a background of more than 75 years of fair dealing and integrity. Direct users, and authorities on silver and jewelry, we are in position to offer more attractive prices than most dealers for individual pieces or entire collections. We pay express charges.

From our own stocks, we offer for sale more than 400 patterns of rare and unusual flat silver, as well as many distinctive matched pieces. Correspondence invited.

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
77 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee
Julius Goodman
Joseph Goodman
References: The First National Bank, Memphis
Jewelers' Board of Trade

THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
Novel - Useful - Desirable
T-Top is a light, rigid top which slides easily over the surface of a card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—46” in diameter, 144” in circumference—it’s perfect for luncheons, games and card games. Can be tucked away in a closet or corner. Send for your T-Top now! Shipping weight approx. 16 lbs. Shipped made promptly. Shipped by express. No C.O.D.'s, please. Specify Color Wanted: Dark Green, Dark Blue, Dark Brown.

Colors—$5.95—No C.O.D.'s

Unprinted T-Top 84.00 F.O.B. Salem, Mass.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
T-TOP COMPANY, INC.
Dept. E
Salem, Mass.

Leather

Match Box Case
Any pipe-smoking male will not fail to love, honor, and obey if he has this leather case for his matches. In fan, wine, red, green, brown or blue leather it costs but $3.00. Or with three inflates in gold leaf, $3.50. Postpaid.

* FROELICH LEATHERCRAFT CO.

43 WEST 16TH STREET NEW YORK 11

FERNERIES

What could be nicer for your ferns than these handsome copper and brass ferneries? Length 10”, width 4”, height 3 1/2”. Copper with brass feet.
A. "Hobnail"—$9 each, $17.50 pair, postpaid.
B. "Emblem"—Embossed floral design and lions’ heads. $10 each, $19.50 pair, postpaid.

AMBASSADOR GIFTWARES

"Handmade Orchids in Base & Copper"·
4 East 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.

Flowers that bloom in a room, tral-la, make everyone happy and gay. Some, when company is expected, set these little Lucite place card holders around the table. Each has a tiny vase with a hand-painted floral design. Very sweet, you’re sure to want a set of 4 for $6.75 p.p. La Palette, P. O. Box 173, Ansonia Stn., N. Y. C. 23.

To keep ice presentable longer, use an insulated tub—like this chromium-plated one with an aluminum lining. It’s a grand bar accessory and ice remains firm, cubed and fully packed for hours. Father will be delighted with this Christmas presentation. $15 exp. col. from Modernage, 16 East 34th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Miniature chest. Set it on your bureau or dressing table and use it for jewelry, gloves, Hankies, sewing supplies, cosmetics and other small accessories. Or on your desk for stationery, stamps, pens, pencils. Handmade of natural maple or mahogany, 13” wide. $25 p.p. The Country Workshop, RD #1, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Designed for Dining
Graceful ivy spray candleholder makes a lovely centerpiece for the table. So decorative and attractive in itself, it can be used without the usual fruit or flowers. Grand for Christmas giving.

POLISHED ALUMINUM CANDLEHOLD-ER (looks like silver) $7.50 each, postpaid...

Miniature dress form, $15.00 a pair

Ask for Our Free Gift Catalogue

BENDINES of Baltimore

3412 Greenmount Ave. • Baltimore 14, Md.

A TWIST OF THE WRIST

and your knives are razor sharp.
Hubby will enjoy it too when carving. Guide Slots automatically hold the knife at the proper angle for honing and all you have to do is turn the handle. Sturdy steel construction with Self-Lube Bearing. The price is only $2.00 postpaid while a limited supply lasts from

HONE-RITE, Ontarioville, Ill.
DECEMBER, 1946

AROUND

See bees? You're right. That's what they are, doing their bit to decorate these individual beehive salt and pepper shakers. One bee lifts the top; the other acts as a handle. Of sterling silver, 2¼" high, 1¾" at the base. $20 plus 20% tax buys the pair express collect from Alice H. Marks, 9 West 57th St., N. Y. C. 19.

Swedish crystal. Here are two perfume bottles worthy of the most exotic settings. They are clear Kjellander crystal with delicate, copper-wheel engraving and snug stoppers which are also applicators. 5" and 6½" tall. $15 each, express collect from Sweden House, Inc., 12 W. 50th St., New York 20, New York.

A bit of whimsy to make unwrapping the Christmas presents that much more fun. A gaily decorated carousel—for any female from eight to eighties—contains four 2-dram hollows of Herbfarm lovelies in assorted English Garden fragrances. 99c ppd. Add 20% tax. The Herb Farm Shop, Ltd., 347 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 16.

HAND CRAFTED SOLID COPPER

These lovely, gleaming Salt Box Book Ends add a note of beauty to any room, their mellow sheen contrasting delightfully with the green of fernery. The front is artistically designed with a sweeping curve; back is flat and pierced to permit hanging flat against the wall if desired. They're lovely as a centerpiece. Used back to back they're ideal as book ends. Size of each—7¼" height, 3½" depth, 5" width, pocket radius 3½".

$5.95 Per Pair—postpaid anywhere in U.S. No C.O.D.'s please.

HOLLI-WARE COMPANY, 506 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. E, Chicago 5, Ill.

HAND WROUGHT IRON

Nested Tables

Entirely hand wrought, with glass tops, and finished white, these tables are skilfully crafted to bring you beauty and lifetime service. The largest is 19"; the top 18¼" x 14½".

The Nest $15.00 Express Collect

WROUGHT IRON INTERIORS

25 West 56th St., N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
Two Cockerspaniels—one of the finest views in the Hagerstrom collection, and perfect as a gift for a dog-loving friend [Other breeds shown in the catalog]. It's made of fine, weather-resistant metal, finished in black lacquer to last many years, and mounted on a specially constructed oil-filled swivel which responds to the smallest breeze. Complete with brackets for easy installation. 27" wide, 30" high. SU.SO.

Fill your home with the fragrance of Florida flowers. Long lasting, sweetly scented. Poinciana, frangipani, roses, and gardenia. And bringing them indoors where they bloom, jasmine, orange blossoms, or exotic blooms from Florida's fairyland of flowers.

Florida Tree Ripened Fruit

Direct from our groves to you. Money order or check with order.

Shoaal Water Grove

R.F.D. 1 Bradenton, Florida
Season Nov. 15th to May 15th


Grand Opus. We vote this one of the most likely to succeed among gifts for the whole family. In this space we can't begin to cover the excellence of the selections (wide, singable), the arrangements (expert, playable), the illustrations or the literate text. All we can say is—see for yourself. $5 ppp. Bernice Minot, One Lexington Ave., New York 10.

Make believe is lots of fun, and little girls who like to play “grown-ups” will love this pink doll who can be kept out of mischief in her pink pen. Both trimmed with blue. She is 18" tall; $6.95 ppp. Pen also good for storing toys, 19" sq. x 15" high; $7.95 ppp. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Suite 613, 1457 Broadway, N. Y. C. 18.

00000

DISTINCTIVE WEATHER VANES

GATHERMSTR METALCRAFT STUDIO
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"Pick 'em up," says Mr. Clown. He's a jolly fellow for nursery or playroom and a great help in teaching tidiness, because he's just the right height for young arms to reach. He's all wood, enameled red, white and blue, and 54" overall. $6.95 ppd. No c.o.d.'s.

Ralph G. Moore, 94 N. Babylon Turnpike, Merrick, Long Island, N. Y.

Cordially yours, Baby champagne glasses, fairly beg to be filled with the jewel-tones of your choicest cordials. The price is as small as the glasses, only $5 postpaid for a set of 8; a full dozen for $7.50. Order them from Hinkle's Book Lore, Ltd., 125 South Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, California.

Little lamb who made thee into a "Little Lambskin" rug? It was the craftsmen at Harel House, and they made it of small, fluffy pelts, dyed peach-tan. Fortunate are the toes that will step out of bed on to thee this Christmas! 18" x 27", $7.85; 24" x 36", $12.75 ppd. Elizabeth Lacey, Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.

MEET MR. AND MRS. DUCK

The Duck and Drake beanbags come in gay colored cottons trimmed in felt. Beautifully designed, expertly made and hard to resist. Ideal for Christmas gifts. Send us your list and we will mail direct.

$200 a pair
Add 25¢ per pair for mailing.

THE TREASURE CHEST

1923 E. 7th Street
Chicago 11, Ill.

Rustic Foot Scraper—protects your floors from mud and snow. Hand wrought iron in Early American design. Ideal for the country or in town. 7½" high by 18" wide. A practical gift. Prepaid $2.50

FREE! Gift Catalog... packed with hundreds of smart, different ideas—many personalized for added distinction. Majority of gifts priced below $5.00.

WRITE TODAY •

CROWN STAFFORDSHIRE

Breakfast Set, fine Bone China, peach, turquoise or yellow with hand painted daisies............. $59.50
Service for two............. $79.50
Staffordshire Flowers..... $ 9.50

SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT

ALFRED C. OLLICK

680 FIFTH AVE., AT 53rd ST., NEW YORK 19

THE HOUSE OF ZOG

2318 Huntington Drive, San Marino, Calif.

$200 a pair
Add 25¢ per pair for mailing.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

Lovely Brass Flower Pots

The glossy green of ivy or the bright scarlet of geraniums will be doubly dramatic against the polished brass of these handsome containers, mounted on sturdy iron pots. How simply your clay flower pots are transformed into ornamental beauty! Water-tight and handsome, they're 5½" x 5¼". Also available in highly polished copper.

$6.50 each or $12.50 the pair
For 6½" pot—$8.50 each, $16.50 the pair (Order only for New delivery)

SYLVAN GIFTS

30 Avenue B
New York 11, N. Y.
A Tonic for Marred Furniture

REVIVA
by Jackson of London

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—nail polish, perfume or liniment on your dresser—ink or paint on your desk—or scratches on hardwood floors. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all varnished, shellacked, lacquered and waxed surfaces, dark or light.

Pea Hint $1.00 • Pint $1.50 • Quart $2.50

Use "Hearty Christmas Gift,..."

A Triple Action Tonic for Marred Furniture

REMOVES stubborn surface spots
CLEANS dirt and grime
POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches

Plus postage, Sorry, no C.O.D.

MRS. MARK JACKSON'S STUDIO &
5 West 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.


Argyle socks are always good to wear with tweeds. Imported ones are almost unattainable, but these, hand-knit of virgin wool, compare very well. Basic colors are brown, tan, navy, light blue and wine, with contrasting diamonds. $3.95 pr., p.p.d., or 3 prs. for $11.50. John Jarrell, Inc., 84 Broad St. N. W., Atlanta 3, Ga.

Is there a handyman in the house? The "Handee Kit" will transport him into his own version of heaven. 12-ounce motor runs at 25,000 r.p.m. on A.C. or D.C.; 45 quality accessories enable him to grind, drill, engrave and generally work his will on any material. $27.50. Post. 25c. Tax 55c. Patterson Bros., 15 Park Row, N.Y.C. 7.

Set of 25 Distinctive Ranch House Designs

Unusually attractive designs in a wide range of sizes—2 to 4 bedrooms—all different in exteriors and room arrangements. Suitable for any width of lot from 60 feet upwards. Some simple—some ornate. Price range approximately $10,000 to $30,000. Complete set of designs and floor plans—$1.00 postpaid.


Fine CHEESE Assortment from America's Dairyland $5.85 postpaid

A thoughtful Christmas present to delight close friends and business acquaintances: Nationally famous Wisconsin cheeses (5 lb. 6 oz. net wt.) Edam, Gouda, Mel-O-Pure and American, plus epi-uroean cheese foods containing hickory-smoked aged Cheddar and aged American....in a color­ful Dairyland gift box. We will acknowledge orders, supply gift cards, and ship prepaid anywhere for holiday delivery. SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST NOW!

SCHUSTER'S DEPT. B, MILWAUKEE 1, WIS. Please send...gift boxes.

Sterling Silver Bookmark Hand wrought by...THE ELMCROFTERS

This classic sterling silver book­mark, beautifully hand­made and chased with attached page opener on grosgrain ribbon, with raised letter monogram, makes a distinctive and cherished gift.

$3.60 Postpaid—Including Tax THE ELMCROFTERS "Silversmiths"

Box 47 MONTROSE, N. Y.

Sterling Silver Bookmark Handwrought by the Elmcrofters

MULTI-USE TABLE

Here is the table of many uses. Quickly and easily adjustable with a flick of the wrist. Converts from coffee table, modern bookcase, transom table, the wagon, plant stand, to many uses as are varied by your imagination. Attractive and sturdy, this well designed and practical table is available in Walnut, Mahogany, Black, Cherry, Red and White.

35 in. high—31 in. long—28 in. wide. Immediate delivery by mail order.

OTTO GUMPERT CO.
632 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.
Hold your horses. He will, too, if you happen to have a horse. Or, moor the dingly to him, or wire him for a porch light. He'll serve you well, as his prototype did down on the old plantation. Copy of an antique, slave boy hitching post, 42" high, weight 75 lbs. He's aluminum, finished in colors. $150 exp. col. Goldfarb, Inc., 160 E. 57th St., N. Y. C. 22.

The favorite under many a tree, we wager, will be this note pad and matching paperweight of hand-wrought aluminum. They hail from the Bruce Fox Forge, which accounts for the beautiful modeling of the horse's head. A gift of distinction, $10 the set, ppd. Totman's Frontier Shop, 12 North Main St., Sheridan, Wyoming.

For a Princeton alumnus or collector of historic prints, this is a rare find. "Nassau Hall" was drawn by F. Childs, lithographed and printed in color by Robertson, Seibert & Shearman, and published about 1860 by George Thompson. Only 12 available. Overall size, 21½" x 26". $150 unframed. Purnell Galleries, 407 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

Love That Man
A sterling silver buckle set—heavily engraved with a leather tooled belt—A bit of the old West to cheer him at Christmas.
Sizes 24 to 46 $10.95 Post paid
Sorry no C.O.D.'s Fed. tax included
EL CHICO
20 S. SCOTT, TUCSON, ARIZONA

SNAGPROOF LATEX LINGERIE LINE
WITH 8 FT. STRETCH

New TONE REALISM for Your Greater Listening Pleasure With Howard Acousticolor, you select and combine expressive tonal variations of treble and bass to suit your own musical taste. You blend and balance brilliant high notes with deep sonorous lows to a tonal perfection of richness, warmth and color. For a musical experience you'll really enjoy—spend a few minutes with your nearest Howard Dealer—listening to a new Howard with Acousticolor. You'll know then that a Howard is the radio for you.
Plant a lamp. This solid brass lamp, good looking enough in its own right, is doubly effective when topped with a hand-cut gold foil shade, its base filled with flowers or greens. It has a double socket, stands 26" tall and is $29.50 exp. col. Shade, $7.95. Dorothy Lerner, 106 S. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A good catch for a fisherman to add to his collection of "fish stories" is a set of glasses—highball, old-fashioned and cocktail—hand-painted with different fish flies. Each $18 a dozen. Matching tray, with real fish flies inset in glass top, has wooden border. $17.50. Lord & Taylor, 424 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

THE GIFT OF THE YEAR!

THE Barcaloafer

Comfy THAT'S "OUT OF THIS WORLD"

The Barcalofer rests and RELAXES every inch of your body. It's scientifically designed, built and upholstered for your comfort. As you sit erect, lean back or recline in supreme luxury, the angle of the seat, back-rest and leg-rest adjusts automatically for greatest comfort. A handy lever locks the chair in any position. Smart streamlined design... light or dark finishes... colorful cushions in durable Duran.

SEE the Barcalofer... SIT in it... at your Department or Furniture Store and EXPERIENCE its complete relaxation. You'll agree... it MUST be the "Gift of the Year" in your home this Christmas.

Priced at about $34.30 Slightly higher west of Mississippi

BARCALO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BUFFALO 4, NEW YORK

IT'S SMART TO BE CONFORTABLE
Entertaining coasters-cum-ashtrays, made of asbestos, are reversible, absorbent and, of course, non-inflammable. Get them for parties, in red, blue, green or brown, with name or monogram in silver or gold on both sides. Your order goes out the day it is received. Price: $1.25 for 12; $3 for 24. Franwal Co., Red Bank, New Jersey.

Complements of the season. A superb selection of nineteen herbs and vinegars comes packed with its own, specially designed, buffet-style tray, hand-made of native pine. A small wooden mixing bowl and 3 measuring cups are included. For a male or female culinary artist. $19.95. Jordan Marsh; Boston, Mass.

Back to indoor living... to a heart-warming fireside and a deep chair! Feels good to settle down again in the cozy confines of home, doesn’t it? But, look about you... are your rooms ready for those "at home" months ahead?

Or do they need a change of heart here and there? If so, come to Wilson-Jump. Here our favorite pastime is helping with plans... whether your project is a small addition or a big overall change. We pride ourselves in a huge selection of unusual furnishings... plus expert decorating counsel at never an additional charge. Drop in and let us help you set your scene for indoor adventure!

Illustrated: Comfortable wing chair in quilted bird chintz, $225.
HOFFRITZ PRESENTS

America's most distinguished
SCISSORS, SHEARS AND
MANICURE IMPLEMENTS

Back again... your favorite scissors and manicure implements by JOY — surpassing in workmanship and finish the most luxurious prewar imports. Keen cutting and smart... of surgical precision steel, nickel-chrome plated. Each Joy scissors and implement typical of the Hoffritz tradition for finest quality cutlery.

ESSENTIALS FOR YOUR NAIL CARE

1. Cuticle Nipper (JOY BOX-LOCK) $4.50
2. Manicure Scissors (PROFESSIONAL TYPE) $2.50
3. Manicure Scissors (ADJUSTER) $1.75
4. Pedicure Nipper (JOY BOX-LOCK) $4.50
5. Pedicure Scissors (CURVED BLADE) $2.50
6. Nail Scissors (CURVED BLADE) $2.25

A choice example of our complete line of JOY implement sets for women and men.

LADIES MANICURE CASE

For a complete home manicure... a graceful, delicate case of genuine top-grain leather... leather lined and stitched throughout. Contains manicure and pedicure nippers, cable scissors, tweezers, pusher, extractor and 7½ file.

$17.50 post fed., tax $0.85

Behind Any Widmer Label

...there is quality tradition which, since 1888, has insured the extra measure of subtle goodness that makes all Widmer's Wines particularly appropriate for the special occasion or holiday. Whether you select Widmer's for your own enjoyment or as gifts, you are sure they will reflect your own good taste in the choice of fine wines which represent the highest exercise of the vintner's skill.
High steppers. Memories of yesterday make conversation pieces for today. These quaint, "jewel" buttoned, brass boots of the gay 'nineties are copies of old New England match holders. 4" high. A pair, including 2 matching brass ashtrays, is $10 postpaid. No c.o.d.'s. Henrietta Greenleaf, 46 Meridian St., New London, Conn.

Christmas greens. Gladden the hearts of city friends with a gift of fragrant evergreens, a brave display of holly, mistletoe, a log holder with red tapers, cluster for door or window, corsage and gaily painted foliage, pine and fur cones. $7.50 ppd. No c.o.d.'s. G. R. Kirk Co., Perkins Building, Box 1586-2, Tacoma, Washington.

...in a graceful Humidor by John Middleton

The Charm of ANTIQUE COPPER

Not only a trusty guardian for keeping pipe tobacco in perfect condition...but a distinctive addition to den or living room. Exclusive design, hand-spun, tastefully burnished. Holds a full pound of tobacco. Removable clay moistener. $7.50 at finer stores. If not locally available, write John Middleton, 1211 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

If you take pride in giving interesting individual gifts like the imposing lamp, shown, made from a fine old silver tea-urn, our Corner Shop is rich with truly fine old treasures that you can be sure will not be duplicated. Every department in our great store offers exceptional gift possibilities for the discriminating.

BARKER BROS. IS FAMOUS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

BARKER BROS.
SEVENTH STREET, FLOWER & FIGUEROA, LOS ANGELES
Hollywood • Long Beach • Glendale • Alhambra
Santa Monica • Inglewood • Huntington Park
Perfectly clear, transparent plastic makes a place mat that shows off the texture of your linen. The modern line decoration, in red, blue, green, gray or brown, is strategically placed. These mats are washable and won’t curl. 16½” x 10”. A set of 4, in any one color, is $5.45 ppd. Duffey-Wood Plastics, 303 Hubbard Bldg., Pontiac 14, Michigan.

Hand it to Volupté for dreaming up such an original idea. It’s a compact of gold-colored metal with a rhinestone ring sparkling on the appropriate finger. $10. It also comes with ring and rhinestone bracelet. $30 (20% tax on both). Unadorned, $5 (no tax). Postpaid from Volupté, Inc., 347 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. 16.

HARDY-CRAFT PRESENTS

Lilacs

LILAC TIME...ALL THE TIME! This beautiful, hand-printed, easy to launder luncheon set in pure, imported linen is another fascinating pattern from the new Hardy-Craft collection. At leading stores.

JAMES G. HARDY & CO., INC., 354 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

HARDY-CRAFT SETS COME IN THREE SIZES
62” x 52”, 42” x 70” and 62” x 80” each with matching napkins—handsomely packaged.

Select Your Playing Cards from
Guild’s Gallery of Distinguished Art

WESTERN PLAYING CARD CO., RACINE, WISCONSIN
AROUND

A miniature chafing dish makes a graceful holder for plants. Gleaming copper and brass will set off the various shades of green in your own arrangement. Without plants, $13.50 ppd. 5" high; 9½" long, including the handle. Order from Jenifer House, New Marlboro Star Route, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.

Snow birds will bless the giver of this Columbia album. Twelve exercises, described and illustrated on a chart, help the novice skier develop poise and speed. Experts will use them for pre-season limbering up. Three records carry accordion accompaniments. $3, postpaid. Haynes-Griffin, 391 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 17.

Overton Originals

Whether your choice be a handsome frame of rich Mahogany, warm Walnut, or modern Oak, or one of burnished gold or silver plate, you are on the discriminating side of good taste by making sure the frame bears the Overton Original emblem. Available at the better stores and studios in fascinating array of new styles, and in all sizes. Your prized portraits will mean more to you when breathtakingly framed in Overton Originals.

S. E. OVERTON COMPANY • South Haven, Michigan
Overton Original Genuine Bentwood Trays and Cordwood Serving Accessories are also produced by Overton craftsmen.

ARTEK-PASCOE

16 EAST 49th STREET • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
California ceramic. Walter Wilson, of Pasadena, made this engaging Chinese fellow, who can act as a holder for ivy or flowers, or simply be enjoyed for his own exquisite color and lustre. He's 6½" high and is priced at $7.25 ppd. Order him from The Piccadilly Circus Gift Shop, Claridge Hotel, Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Work or play in comfort with this tilt-top table that adjusts its height from 22 to 36 inches. It fits over a chair or bed for reading, writing, typing, cards or meals. Top measures 26" x 15½" and is liquor-proofed. The frame is steel. $15 express collect. Franklin Table Co., 2020 Village Drive, Louisville 5, Kentucky.

Coffee for a crowd? It's easy with a West Bend Urn

No more frantic small-batch coffee-making when you have a party. With this restaurant-type drip coffee urn you take the crowds in your stride — make from 12 to 48 cups as easily as you would ordinarily make six. You can make a full urn — 48 cups — in just 12 minutes!

And what coffee! Better make a few extra cups when you use this urn, because they're sure to come back for more... It's made of heavy polished aluminum with West Bend's exclusive one-piece dripper — easy to use, simple to clean. Equipped with a no-drip faucet and glass gauge that tells you just how much coffee is left.

Electric heating unit is completely enclosed. Operates on AC or DC and has a simple low-high heat control... Urn is complete with heating unit and heavy-duty cord, only $27.50. If your electric appliance dealer cannot supply you, write West Bend Aluminum Co., Dept. 58C, West Bend, Wisconsin.
GOLDEN-BROWN WHOLE SMOKED BIRDS — OR THE RICH MEAT PUT UP IN PANTRY SHELF ASSORTMENTS

OUR PLUMPIEST, tenderest, juiciest birds — in a SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SMOKING at the Little Country Smokehouse on this 200-year-old farm. Each bird an individual masterpiece, cured in rare herbs and spices according to the original secret recipe. Then applewood-smoked to the exact turn of tender, delicate country goodness, abounding in mouth-watering flavor. Never successfully imitated — that’s why no gift gives more real pleasure.

Whether you choose a Whole Smoked Bird or an Epicure Assortment of the delicious meat put up at the Farm, you send a superb delicacy known and preferred by epicures throughout the world.

Early ordering from this Special Christmas Smoking is advisable — capacity of our small country smokehouse is limited. WHOLE BIRDS, all ready to eat, 7 to 16 lbs. net smoked weight, $1.80 a lb. express prepaid. EPICURE ASSORTMENTS $19.50, $10.50 and $5.50, delivered. The Old Turkey Smoker’s Handbook of tested recipes comes with each order.

PINESBRIDGE FARM
R.F.D. 2, OSSINING, N. Y.

Sole Producer of the Original Smoked Turkey

3 NEW EPICURE GIFT ASSORTMENTS

NEW EPICURE ASSORTMENT “A”  NEW EPICURE ASSORTMENT “B”  NEW PINESBRIDGE PANTRYETTE

4 each of 12 oz. tins of Slices and Ready-Cut, and 6 oz. tins of Pate — 12 tins in all. Delivered $19.50.

6 each of 12 oz. tins of Slices and Ready-Cut, and 6 oz. tins of Pate — 6 tins in all. Delivered $10.50.

An introduction to perfection of Smoked Turkey deliciousness. One tin of each kind. Delivered $5.50.

ALL GIFT ORDERS given special attention. We gladly enclose your card or our own gift card (designed by Paul Brown) and made out in your name.
HE IS A BRILLIANT ENGINEER—SHE, A TALENTED VIOLINIST

THEIR RADIO-PHONOGRAPHER IS THE NEW

Freed-Eisemann

with FM

ONE OF THE WORLD’S GREAT RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS

His achievements in engineering have benefited millions. Her violin recitals have brought delight to concert-goers throughout the nation. In their exquisitely furnished home—whether alone or in the company of a distinguished circle of friends—they frequently turn to their new Freed-Eisemann for enjoyment of the world’s great music.

* * * *

The new high-fidelity Freed-Eisemann is a revelation in tonal beauty and cabinet design. This is to be expected, for the name Freed-Eisemann has been identified with outstanding radio achievement since early crystal-set days. As pioneers and specialists in Frequency Modulation (FM), the makers of Freed-Eisemann have built an FM masterpiece. In phonograph engineering too, they have added new honor to this old and respected name.

Both with FM and recorded music, you hear the lowest bass notes, the highest treble, and everything in between—full, rich and clearly defined. Quite naturally, standard radio and international short-wave also measure up to exacting Freed-Eisemann standards.

Great as a musical instrument, the new Freed-Eisemann is equally distinguished as beautiful furniture. Cabinets, both period and contemporary, have been executed under the guidance of leading decorators and craftsmen, and have been created especially for exquisitely appointed homes.

Those who appreciate and can afford the finest, will want to see and hear the new Freed-Eisemann before choosing their new radio-phonograph. Ask your dealer for a demonstration. Prices begin at $520. For free catalog write Freed Radio Corporation, 200 Hudson Street, New York 13, N.Y.
In this issue...

Leo Lerman, witty, bearded New Yorker is a lecturer, writer and critic of the arts. His published works include books about Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci. He is currently working on a third book—a novel of the Italian Renaissance. On page 120 he looks at modern American art.

Nada Patcevitch, wife of Condé Nast president, Iva Patcevitch, is familiar with both sides of a camera. Her cool English beauty has often been recorded in the pages of Vogue. On a West Indies trip, she made a series of photographs, as fresh as the islands themselves. Pages 136 to 139.

Joe Martin, who lives in a house full of French poodles, is a frequent contributor to House & Garden as well as a bright star of the Parsons School of Design. In this issue, page 135, he paints a Room for Two, designed to make life within four walls not only bearable but enviable.

Gretchen Finletter’s book, “From the Top of the Stairs,” (Little, Brown) is a current best seller. As second of the four Damrosch daughters, she herself was exposed to music early “from the top of the stairs” and has decided views on music for children. See her article on page 166.

Richard Kelly has, at various times during a short but energetic career, been editor, architect and writer. He is known as a man “who can do anything with lights.” In his article, The Better to See, page 152, he discusses his theories on functional lighting for dramatic and aesthetic effects.

Contents for December, 1946

on the cover: A detail of one of her many snow pictures, Church Christmas Tree, by Anna Mary Robertson Moses, known as Grandma Moses. The complete canvas appears in black and white on page 120. Shown by courtesy of the Galerie St. Etienne.
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Some one hundred and fifty years ago, a Boston-born Irishman said, “There is a kind of luxury in seeing, as well as there is in eating and drinking; the more we indulge, the less we are to be restrained.” This Bostonian’s politics were British Tory, but his artistic eye was essentially American. His name was John Singleton Copley. Working in the Colonies at a time when the art of painting was considered as “no more than any other useful trade . . . like that of a carpenter, tailor or shewmaker,” he managed, by virtue of his personal genius and his interest in portraying the individual, to place on canvas the first genuinely American perception of Americans. His American eye, untutored and uncorrupted by any Continental influences (save a few prints he studied in a Scottish painter’s Boston shop) saw realistically, shrewdly.

Today, the American eye continues to see with Copley’s essential realism, but its vision has become luxuriously multiform: romantic, impressionistic, primitive, surrealist, abstract, academic, even futuristic. As Copley pointed out, “. . . the more we indulge, the less we are to be restrained.” Today, the American eye, both painter’s and patron’s, sees with a broader perspective than Copley ever imagined. But it does not always understand all it sees. As a prospective picture buyer, there is no reason why you should understand all the pictures painted today. Two of the best reasons for buying a painting are (1) because you like it; (2) because it suits you and your way of living. A painting should fit into your world, should enlarge it if possible. Hanging on your walls, it should definitely open a window. If your instinct says, “Buy!” and your intelligence says, “Don’t!,” put a deposit on the picture, or visit it frequently in its gallery. There is no way to know whether you really want a picture, unless you live with it. In this issue are twelve paintings by twelve distinguished American artists. The men and women who painted these canvases are important craftsmen, viewing American places and faces through eyes as essentially American as Copley’s. (Continued on page 208)
Charles Prendergast: Central Park Zoo, Kraushaar Gallery

Opposite:

Byron Brown:
Woman of the Circus,
Samuel M. Kootz Gallery

Jacob Lawrence: Barber Shop, Downtown Gallery
WALTER STUEMPFEL: FOLLOW THE LEADER, DURLACHER BROTHERS GALLERY

14" x 18"

Above, FREDERICK PAUSDORF: VIOLETS, EBERL GALLERY

12" x 16"

Right, ABRAHAM RATNER: TABLE STILL LIFE, PAUL ROSENBERG GALLERY

36" x 28½"
BEN SHAHN: THE WORLD'S GREATEST COMICS, DOWNTOWN GALLERY

ERNEST FIENE:
CONNETICUT RIVER FARM EVENING,
ASSOCIATED AMERICAN ARTISTS

Left, LOREN MACIVER: THE ASH CAN.
PIERRE MATISSE GALLERY
29\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 25"

Right, MILTON AVERY:
STILL LIFE WITH CLOCK.
PAUL ROSENBERG GALLERY
23" x 30"
How to frame and hang your pictures

The pictures you like well enough to own deserve suitable frames and skillful hanging.

BY VAN DAY TRUEX, President of the Parsons School of Design

The framing of a painting or drawing is a presentation of that painting or drawing to best advantage. It is a means of defining and emphasizing the picture's area in relation to the larger area of the room. It should enhance, embellish, complement and emphasize the picture. It should never overpower the subject. The frame acts as a sort of impresario, the picture remains the star performer, whether it's an original Botticelli or a Gauguin reprint.

The frame alone can enclose the picture or it can be supplemented with a baguette or mat. The baguette is a narrow band (almost an accessory molding) inserted between the frame and picture and usually employed for oil paintings; the baguette may be of any texture that complements the picture—linen, silk, velvet, gold leaf, or whatever you like. A mat is a wider band of material and more often employed with drawings, water colors, gouaches and subjects less emphatic in pigment-texture than oil paintings. The mat provides a greater area of space, and helps to localize the qualities of the picture, before the final punctuation of the frame. It, too, can be of any texture you happen to like, from mat board to linen.

Choosing a frame is as personal as choosing a picture. That is why it's a good idea to try on a frame as you'd try on a hat. If you take the picture to the framer's, you can see which of the many sample types of frames, and which finish, is the most becoming.

To my own taste, no finish can equal that of fine gold leaf or silver gilt. I like its rich texture, whether used in smooth, simple, flat, modern frames or in the elaborately carved frames of the past (those wonderful opulent frames from the days of the Renaissance in Italy, or of Louis XIV and Louis XV in France). The best frames of this finish are usually of carved wood, covered first in gesso and painted in red clay, then with the gold leaf, and burnished. The final finish can range anywhere from a brilliant high gleam to a soft antique glow, but it is always effective. Beware of the too antique finish, of puny gilding. (Continued on page 128)
How to frame
and hang
your pictures

Contemporary framers, experimenting with many materials, have created a wonderful variety of other exciting frames and finishes. They use wide, simple moldings—concave, carved or plain—in old woods, textured by the weather, like driftwood, or patterned by time, like worm-eaten chestnut. They use new woods—maple, cherry, pine, mahogany—waxed, painted, pickled or bleached. They use plaster, composition, glass, antique bolection mirror, or tortoise shell. You will find many types in the rooms shown on the next pages. If you are framing primarily for decoration, the scope is much broader and easier and can be as entertaining and spirited as you wish. Mats in wild, high colors, mirror moldings, glass moldings, marbleizing—the list is endless. Comparatively unimportant paintings and drawings can achieve gaiety and freshness when framed effectively with large mats, imaginatively colored and textured, or with cheerful moldings upholstered in anything from felt to chintz. But don’t get your serious pictures mixed up with this philosophy—like my decorator friend who, in appreciation of an excellent Dali on the sitting room wall, said merely, “What a nice blue spot!” The best modern frames tend towards simplicity and take account of the painter’s subject and style. Picasso is one artist who understands this well. Since the early ’30s, he has been using wide and fairly flat frames, with a combination of highly burnished and dull gilding, as well as warm and cold gold leaf. For his emphatic paintings, this framing is positive and vigorous but not competitive.

General rule for placing pictures: hang them low, a bit beneath eye level. Let them attach themselves more to the furniture than to the ceiling. In a large room with few pictures it is sometimes sound to let them rest on a console or commode and not hang at all. If you have one important picture, you’ll probably make it a center of interest, over your mantel. If you have several, you may use them to create more than one focal point. If you have a great many, see whether they group best in a static or dynamic arrangement. The static arrangement is one of balanced sizes and groupings. The dynamic is the effect of variety of patterns in groupings. If your wall is the governing factor, pictures can be hung casually, regardless of shape or size, fitted together in such a way as to create a balanced, all-over design.

How six art galleries frame paintings

- **Paul Rosenberg Gallery**'s wide, gold-leaf frame for Braque's "Barque et Drapeau".
- **Julien Levy** frames a neo-romantic "Fisherman and Fisherwoman" by Leonid in burlived maple.
- **The Wildenstein Gallery** puts a 19th century drawing by David in a gilt Empire baguette.
- **Carroll Cursairs** puts Raoul Dufy's "Changing the Guard" in an 18th century frame.
- **Galerie St. Etienne** likes to frame Grandma Moses' candid primitives in natural oak frames.
- **Knoedler's** frames this 18th century aquatint in a carved copy of an old frame, gilt on black.
Twelve good frames for your pictures
Make pictures a part of your daily life

On these pages are rooms of people who collect pictures because they like to live with them;

who frame them effectively, hang them imaginatively

\[\text{Eighteenth century frame of pickled wood for Renoir’s “Fleurs et Chat,” which hangs over the mantel of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lasker’s Beekman Place living room. Mrs. Lasker, a seasoned collector, owns paintings by Matisse, Dali, Chirico, Berman, many others.}\]

\[\text{A shadow box for a Loren MacIver owned by Mr. Monroe Wheeler.}\]

\[\text{A gainst rich bindings, the Colins hang an early Rouault primitive called “Blue Angel.” The frame, originally made for an Italian primitive, continues the serenity of this religious canvas.}\]
Picassos line the walls of Mrs. Meric Gallery's converted garage. For years she has concentrated on collecting them. At the head of her stairs hangs Picasso's "Woman in an Armchair," which Mrs. Gallery framed in the narrow molding she prefers for Picasso's robust pictures. On the left wall of the stairway hang two more brilliant Picasso canvases.
Make pictures a part of your daily life continued

Recessed frame for a Picasso, seen through the dining room door of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ault's house at New Canaan, Connecticut. The Aulls frame each picture in their distinguished collection according to the nature of its subject. Above the couch: a Chirico, a Tamayo, a Chagall. In other rooms: their many French moderns.

So she can change her pictures often, artist Buffie Johnson hangs them on cords. She likes to relate the frame to the painting. Left: She hangs a portrait over a pair of Belter chairs in her high-ceilinged, Victorian house. (An exhibition of Miss Johnson's paintings is scheduled for March at the Georgette Passedoit Galleries in New York.)
LIKE STEPS UP THE WALL, Condé Nast photographer Horst hangs a Renoir sketch, a Béard gouache and a Dalí watercolor. At the right stands a Hellenic figure. Horst likes elaborate frames in formal settings. Since his own rooms are simple, he uses restrained frames.

CLASSIC FRENCH FRAME for a Ségonzac in Frank Crowninshield's notable collection.

BLEACHED WOOD FRAME brightens an abstract painting by Byron Browne, in the bedroom of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Platt's New York apartment, above. The Platts have collected pictures by Léger, Dufy, Avery, Berman, Parsons, and framed each to enhance its subject. In contrast to his modern New York apartment, Mr. Platt groups his collection of embroidered pictures (dating back to the eleventh century) to form a rich pattern on the walls, left, of his farmhouse at Little Compton, Rhode Island.
Ten stores (listed on page 219) have the Everfast materials shown in this one-room apartment designed by Charles T. Haight of B. Altman & Co.

Room with a Viewpoint

Young couples everywhere are learning how to live attractively in one-room apartments.

Today, most couples who live in a one-room apartment do so for only one reason: the housing shortage has forced them to take what they can find and make the most of it. Like so many other young couples, the Paul Hyde Bonners live in a one-room apartment in New York. Mr. Bonner, who served overseas with the Air Corps, is now with the Viking Press, Inc. Mrs. Bonner, who also was overseas, with the Red Cross, works for the United Nations. The years of living in tents, of washing in helmets, of going without hot water, are still fresh in their minds. "War changes one's sense of values," they say. And they think a one-room apartment can be wonderful!

They thoroughly approve of the apartment which we show here. Its generous proportions (18' by 15') are designed to give ample room for dining, sleeping and entertaining. The plan, below, shows a furniture arrangement that makes for convenient and orderly living. As Mrs. Bonner says: "Living in a trunk for three years teaches one to be neat—and to appreciate a home of one's own, even if it is only one room. It should never look like a bedroom. Clothes must be put out of sight. Chests of drawers which serve as bureaus should not look like bedroom pieces. Newspapers must not be allowed to accumulate."

A one-room home needs color, too. The icy-blue walls and ceiling, the fresh, sharp greens of the Everfast fabric in this color scheme not only give it distinction but also magnify the height and depth of the room, with assistance from the large mirror panel over the chests and the mirror strip between the windows. Touches of vermillion on sofa cushions, (Continued on page 205)

A PROFUSION OF GREENS, pointed up with vermillion accents of sofa cushions and flower prints, creates a blithe feeling of the outdoors in the one-room apartment, opposite. Curtains and slipcover materials are a striking new fabric by Everfast. Carpet is billiard green, "Cassandra" by Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc. Simmons Electronic blankets solve one of the storage problems. Floor plan of room and architectural detail of closet appear below.
Even if your home is only one room, it can have charm, comfort and style.
Island spell

Jeweled Caribbean islands beckon like Circe, enchant the visitor with a timeless beauty.

These islands to the south lie like a gem-studded necklace thrown carelessly on the broad stretches of a warm blue sea. Each has a glitter of its own. Each has a character of its own. Each casts its spell on those who reach its shores.

For contrast, you really have to start fairly well north, with sun-washed, white Bermuda far out at sea, off the Carolina coast; then the Bahamas—Nassau, San Salvador and their satellites that fringe Florida. After these, starts the great circle of the necklace, enclosing and dotting the Caribbean. It begins with Cuba, and goes on to Haiti and San Domingo—the old Hispaniola—Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and Jamaica. These, in the parlance of atlases, are the Greater Antilles. From there on the necklace narrows into the Caribbean or Windward Islands. Listen to the music of their names, rich with soft vowels: Barbuda, Antigua, Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, Barbados. At the end of the string come the Grenadines: St. Vincent, Granada, Tobago, and finally, tucked in the eastward-facing shoulder of South America, the square pattern of near-equatorial Trinidad. These last two groups, if you will, are the lesser Antilles, but eastward, along the coast of Venezuela, lie the Leewards: Aruba, Santa Cruz, Curacao.

Does this sound too much like a geography lesson? How can you expect to catch the islands’ spell unless you go to them, know where they lie and what are their companions in the bright Caribbean waters? (Continued on following page)

OPPOSITE: The islands have a charm as unself-conscious as this young islander, photographed by Nada Patcèvitch.

Charlotte Amalie on St. Thomas
It is good to know, too, how they came there, because that determines the kind of scenery you will find on them. Some are coral islands, fairly flat or rolling, gradually built up above sea level through centuries and by trillions of infinitesimal coral insects and stratified shell dust. Others are dramatically rocky, like the crumpled piece of paper Columbus tossed down before Isabella to show how the mountainous islands appear. At one extreme you have coral Bermuda and Nassau; at the other, Jamaica, with Catharine’s Peak pushing the clouds at 7,000 feet, and its macabre volcanic cockpit-country inland. One of the Caribbean dots is actually an extinct volcano—Saba—with a neat Dutch village of seafaring people huddled in its crater.

But even more than location and scenery, the spell of these islands is compounded of people and their past—the lamination of various cultures, the ebb and flow of wars that backwashed from England and the Continent to these distant islands, the swaggering conquests of buccaneers, the cargoes of “black ivory,” lush plantation living, slave revolts and the final invasion of our defense outposts.

You can choose at will what national colonization you may wish to follow—Spanish, French, English, Dutch, Danish. Many of these islands shifted from one control to another, according to the sway of war. Many have been drenched in bloody history of their own; many pursued a serene course, being too far removed or too obscure to feel the abrupt changes of overlords. Tides of emigration have washed over some of them. (Continued on page 207)
Iron lace trims a Bermuda house

Mr. and Mrs. J. Lukin Baldridge of New York fell in love with Bermuda long ago, spent vacations there in rented houses. The spell grew on them till about six years ago when Mr. Baldridge, distinguished architect and former professor of Architectural Design at Cornell, bought land on Riddell’s Bay and set about designing the house you see on these pages. Because they love Bermuda, they wanted their house to be as native as bougainvillea splashed on old walls. Mr. Baldridge soon discovered that there were very few books on Bermuda architecture, so of necessity, he made his own background studies for Burnt House (which takes its name from the fact that an earlier house on this same site burned down). The outside walls are painted a faded,
A corridor, with teak chests from Barbados and a floor of cool Cuban tiles, runs the length of the house.

Seascape in drawing room is lit from a bowl on mantel

Diverting cast-iron bedsteads from a New York junk yard
Patio house in Bermuda

The spell of his native island worked powerfully on Bermuda architect N. C. Hutchings when he designed this small house in Paget, and on New York decorator Ruby Ross Wood who did its interiors. They kept the color and low lines of the island houses, but created a truly sophisticated house for indoor-outdoor living. Singing, vibrant color is used against the coral-white of living room walls. Furniture is covered in a wonderful chintz with mauve and yellow tulips on an orange ground, created by Paule Marrot, noted French designer. Furniture woods are in light finishes, the floor is bleached, the rugs white. Paralleling this big room is the patio, below, sheltered along the sides by overhanging eaves and bright with anemones.
The buttery, left, is a one-room guest house.

Flamboyant tulip chintz in the white living room.

On the coral-white wall of the living room, a painting by Abram Poole hangs between lanterns designed by Tommi Parzinger.
A garden in the making. Mrs. Lewis H. Parsons’ garden at Villanova, Pennsylvania, shows a geometric design in progress.

Eventually, the individual box bushes will grow into low, solid green walls containing a variety of spring bulbs and summer flowers, after the manner of old English formal gardens.
How the nurseryman works for you

by Patrick J. McKenna, well-known gardener and lecturer

As you read along in any nursery catalog, you are apt to suffer a jolt... "Yellow azalea, 12"-15" high, $3.00." Three dollars for a 12" plant?... $2.50 for a rose bush... $2.75 for a 5' cherry tree? At that rate gardening is going to be a pretty expensive luxury.

But then you have not figured in the hidden labors of the nurseryman; the skills that have taken years to acquire; the countless operations peculiarly adapted to the condition and growth of plants; knowledge gained from scientific research and experiment; or today's doubling of the cost of labor: cultivation, watering and weeding. All these are hidden behind the price of the plants you buy. Sometimes even the most skillful of nurserymen lose a crop through drought or excessive rain, the same elements which affect a farmer's food crop. Because years are required to raise some plants, the nurseryman must anticipate popular tastes. His is a long-term investment with no indication of what he may charge five years from now.

Whether you buy through a catalog, or by personal selection at a nursery, it is well to keep these facts in mind. A knowledge of the operations and techniques that go into the making of a desirable tree, shrub or perennial will not alone add to your appreciation of it, but give you a fairly close idea of how it should be handled and cared for in your garden. You will also understand why different prices are charged for different plants.

In setting the price, the nurseryman uses two broad bases: age and size. Trees, shrubs and evergreens are sold according to height; spreading evergreens, by a measurement of spread. Trees over a certain height (usually about 14') are sold by caliper, that is the diameter of the trunk 6" to 12" above the ground level. Roses, vines and fruit trees are priced according to age, although size is also a guide. Time, too, is a factor. A 3' shrub of three or four years' growth, pruned about once and sold bare root, costs less than an evergreen, requiring six to ten years, given several prunings and having a ball of soil on the roots. Tree type, number of branches, height of head above ground and other related factors conform to fairly definite standards that have been carefully worked out by the nurserymen themselves for more systematic operation and for the benefit of the gardening public.

The most important nursery operation is propagation, or increase. Many plants are raised from seeds, many more by vegetative means. Where practical, the use of seed is preferred. (Continued on page 217)
You can identify flowering shrubs by their leaves.

Most of us know our flowering shrubs by their flowers, and when these are gone the main method of identification departs. Still there remain others—form of growth, height, fruit—and, when we come to know them well, leaves. Know leaves, and you are saved no end of embarrassment.

Late this autumn we were inspecting the garden of an amateur botanist. He halted before a bush and said, "You know that, don't you?" We glanced at the crinkled leaves and guessed, "One of the hazels." Sure enough it was, and the amateur botanist rippled out its full name, Corylus so-and-so. That was easy, for all the hazels have the distinctive family leaf.

It is not so easy to spot the various members of the large family of viburnums. Their diverse botanical and common labels fill four columns of "Standaed Plant Names." On these two pages we show leaf prints of only thirteen. Their variations indicate that among the viburnums are some pronounced individuals. On this page, for instance, are two—the Wright viburnum and one named for the famous botanist Rafinesque. The former is a 10' shrub hailing from Japan; the latter, sometimes called V. affine, grows not more than 6' high and is native from Quebec to Georgia. And yet there apparently is not much difference between the two leaves, save that Rafinesque's is smaller and more pointed.

Among the most striking variations on the opposite page are those shaped like maple leaves—acerifolium or mapleleaf viburnum, the diminutive leaf of the same shape borne on V. opalus nanum or the smaller cranberry bush, growing not more than 3', and V. sargentii and V. s. flavum, Asiatic members of upright growth, which bear yellow fruit.

Contrasted with these is the leaf of V. pruinifolium, our native Blackhaw, a twiggy shrub found from Connecticut southward.

Among the smaller growing types is V. buddleifolium, the woolly-leaf viburnum. Coming from the warmer parts of China, it remains an evergreen in our southern states. The leaves are light gray-green and fuzzy.

Another native of central and west China has to stagger through life under the name of V. rhododendron or the leatherleaf viburnum; its leaves are deeply wrinkled with a grayish or yellowish felt fuzz on the underside. In a shrubbery planting it makes a bizarre effect with its leaves, yellowish flowers in flat clusters and red and yellow fruits which change to jet black.

Four forms of viburnums are distinctly fragrant. V. fragrans, with white or pale pink flowers, was introduced by Reginald Farrer from China about 1915. In the north it is apt to die back over winter but grows better below Washington. It blooms first. Note that its leaves are fairly narrow. Then come three larger bushes—burrwoodii, carlesi or Korean spice, and b'thuiense or the Yeddo viburnum, which flower about the same time. Their fragrance is heavy and sweet. In this group, the leaves are broader and more pointed than fragrans.

Two more types of leaves are illustrated—V. setigerum or the tea viburnum, which comes from central and west China, and Maries doublefile, a variety of V. tomentosum, which is so popularly used. The difference in the leaves of these two is quite marked.
New patterns for building

On this and the three following pages are prize-winning houses from House & Garden's recent Awards in Architecture. This annual contest makes it possible for us to bring to our readers significant house-designs that solve problems which confront home builders today. The announcement of next year's Awards program has already been mailed to architects. Winning designs will be published by House & Garden during the coming year.

The carport is the core of the house

Architect Whitney R. Smith cut the pattern for the Donald C. Davis house in Pasadena, California, to the measure of the family's activities, which include entertaining and outdoor living. You arrive at the core of the house, the carport, which, when cars are out, can be used for outdoor dining. It serves as a sheltered loggia, opening onto a court, has a cooking grill in the side wall by the kitchen. You come into the house through the entry court or past the kitchen. A big fireplace dominates one end of the living room; a wall of glass doors opens onto a deck overlooking Pasadena. An interesting, practical feature is a built-in buffet, at the end of the dining table, which separates dining room and kitchen: its counter height conceals the work area in the kitchen. The bedroom beyond the carport, away from the main body of the house, affords complete privacy and isolation. It could be used equally well for guests, as an office, a game room, study, workshop, a children's playroom or servant's room.
Above, living and dining rooms at left; enclosed court, carport and bedroom at right.
2 Trim little house on a limited budget

Robert Woods Kennedy, who designed this house at Belmont, Massachusetts, for a university professor, was faced with two limitations. First, a budget under $10,000 which had to include not only the design, but the land and some of the furnishings as well. Second, the site which sloped sharply on one side, so that the house had to be planned to fit it. Since the street ends one house to the north, it was possible to create an open terrace between the house and garage without sacrificing privacy. A simple, compact two-story plan was developed so that both floors are well lighted with windows along the south side. Thanks to the pitch of the hill, the basement becomes a well-lit study. The owners like to entertain frequently, at which times the living room, dining room and terrace are used as one big party room and are served from the conveniently located kitchen. Partitions, which pull out from the walls, can be used to separate the dining room from the living room if privacy is desired.
Planned around a music room and a workshop

Aside from being planned for informal comfort and easy maintenance, this house for L. R. Morse in Kenilworth, Illinois, provides for the special interests of Mrs. Morse, who is a pianist, and of Mr. Morse, whose hobby is woodworking. As Mrs. Morse gives recitals at home, the living and dining rooms are arranged to accommodate an audience, with the piano at the entrance end. The plan is a split-level design, with the bedroom wing somewhat higher than that of the living, dining room and kitchen area. Beneath the bedroom wing is space for a recreation room and the woodworking shop. Although these are on a lower level, they have ample light. The shop is readily accessible from the living area, but has its own ground-level entrance for bringing in supplies. The driveway acts as a buffer between the Morses and their neighbors.
The better to see . . .

Good lighting can make your home pleasanter, prettier and more comfortable

BY RICHARD KELLY

Today, good lighting is a vital part of good living. It begins, not with the house, but with all the things that make up your life in the house—reading, writing, sewing; dining, playing bridge or ping-pong; finding a dress or a suit in the closet; giving a party where everybody feels wonderful, looks wonderful. Ideally, lighting grows with the plans of the house right from the blueprint stage. But the self-same principles are applicable, whether you're dealing with a blueprint of your future house or a rented apartment.

Successful lighting depends on pleasing the eye, and the eye is a creature of habit so sensitive that it tires easily if subjected to bad light. Oddly enough, bright light is not in itself fatiguing. Industry and factory lighting have proved that when lighting is properly balanced and evenly distributed, the brighter the light the faster the work. What does fatigue the eye is the sharp contrasts between light and dark (remember how you squint when coming suddenly from dazzling sunshine into a darkened room?), strong reflections from bright surfaces, sharp shadows, naked light from unshaded bulbs. Avoid these mistakes by diffusing bright sources, by shielding the sources of light, by arranging for a proper relation between bright objects and their surroundings. In other words, eliminate all glare.

In its simplest terms, good interior lighting depends upon the general lighting of all the objects in a room, plus special lighting for activities such as reading, dining, games, etc.

For these special activities, scientific research has already established correct minimum intensities of light. It's up to you to choose whether this light is to be soft and diffused (from a large, not bright source), or hard and sharp (from a small, very bright source); whether it's to be spread near the ceiling, or near the floor; whether it's to originate in many small areas, or a few large ones; whether its color tone is to be warm or cool.

For general lighting, your choice should be indirect light reflected from a concealed source; your goal, an even glow throughout the room to insure against sharp contrasts and fattiguing glare. This may originate from a ceiling cove around the edges of a room as in the music room on page 155; (Continued on the following page)
or from reflector lamps on tables or floors. Or it may reflect from walls around pictures, from bookshelves, or from a decorative collection of antiques, such as old glass bottles or Lowestoft plates. It may reflect from or be diffused through curtains. It may even reflect from a light-colored carpet and from objects near the floor, on low tables or stands.

The lighting of paintings, sculpture and other decorative objects can be an important addition to this general lighting. For example, sculpture can be effectively silhouetted. If the surface of a statue is highly polished, it will catch multiple reflections, produce a lively and dramatic effect. To get just the effect wanted, it's a good idea to experiment with an electric extension cord and a bare bulb. After the angle is determined, permanent spotlights can be installed. Antique glass objects on transparent shelves, on walls, in windows or in niches, can be brilliantly lighted from above or below. Delicate glass, of the Venetian type, is exquisite against a light background; medium and massive glass against a dark ground. Miniatures, cameos, ancient relics, shells, minerals, jade, etc., can be beautifully lighted under the glass top of a low table. Tapestries should be lighted like murals, but at a more acute angle, to reveal their texture.

Indoor gardens and groups of plants are more beautiful seen under strong, ceiling spotlights. Green leaves look fresher under blue-light or daylight. Some flowers and southern plants are enlivened by amber. Roses glow under pink light. The decorative qualities of large-leaved plants are emphasized by light from beneath. These, and many vines, are fantastic when silhouetted against lighted, obscure glass. The lighting may be controlled by individual switches, master switches, rheostats to dim and brighten, manual or automatic devices.

Reading and writing make specific demands on lighting; the average shaded reading light needs a 100- to 150-watt bulb. Reading is made easier if the surrounding objects and areas are less bright than the page itself, so the eye is not distracted. Ideal reading conditions are afforded by diffused light, which eliminates black shadows and the glare of reflection. No area within the field of vision should be less than one tenth as bright as the page. This prevents eye fatigue caused by constant re-focusing necessary where there is excessive contrast.

Whether you dine formally, have a hurried snack in the kitchen, or enjoy supper on a tray in your upstairs sitting room, your meal tastes better if it is well lit. The table is the

(Continued on page 191)
Collections properly highlighted can add counterpoint to a room's effect. Here, niches filled with rare turquoise china serve as murals.

Lighting can create moods. Soft, diffused light, thrown from the coves above the windows to the saucer-shaped ceiling, sets the mood for music. By Raphael Soriano.

For ironing: direct light comes from a fold-away fluorescent fixture, set below eye level, in the ironing board cabinet. Westinghouse.

For reading in bed: long (8 foot), shielded, fluorescent fixture casts direct light downward, in apartment of Architect Smith-Miller.

For dressing: light from a translucent glass panel falls correctly on face and figure rather than on the mirror. McStay Jackson.
Christmas spice to enliven your house

Take Christmas in hand and make it the most refreshing holiday of the year

1. Let your buffet table blaze with color! Make a floor-length cloth out of green felt and tack clusters of pine cones to the skirt. Fill a bowl with fruit and red roses, flank it with candles.

2. Decorate your mantelpiece with grape clusters made from multicolored balls wired onto a green pine branch.

3. For the children's party, ask each small guest to bring a last year's toy to fill a basket for less fortunate children. Tie bows and pine sprays on your largest laundry hamper, and let them help you carry it out to the car.

4. The city dweller can light up his backyard with a Christmas tree trimmed with stars, painted with luminous paint which will glow at night.

5. To grace your hall—a nonsensical bird cage with Christmas balls and a paper bird. Decorate eggs (first empty through small holes at each end). Thread and hang them from the perch.

6. Your party table will look delightfully festive with bright red felt boots designed by Peter Hunt. Put a split of chilled champagne in each of them.

7. For a special midnight supper, make a tree from a Victorian wire basket (or an epergne) and heap it with tiny presents. Hang rows of colored balls and cascade pine branches down the sides.

8. Peter Hunt's red felt mitt can hold numerous small presents. Hang it alongside of the children's stockings.

9. The peal of a bell is a merry sound. And if you'd like your door to jingle throughout the holiday season, circle your wreath with sleigh bells and hang huge, old cow bells from a strap.

10. If you live in the country and have an old sleigh, put it on your front porch, and on Christmas Eve fill it with candy canes and popcorn balls for the children in the neighborhood.

11. Welcome Christmas Eve visitors with warm cheer. Set a small table with apples, fruit cakes and savory, eggnog, whiskey and brandy—and let them help themselves as you trim the tree.

12. For a tiny apartment—a tiny tree set on a coffee table. Bare of tinsel, it has a crisp lace paper doily edging circling to a party bow at the top. Stack packages on your kitchen ladder steps.
A mosaic of fruit, frozen into ice, makes the punch bowl glow like a stained glass window.
Jamaicans introduced this custom to our household. Their usual eye-openers of morning follow the English pattern—cups of tea brought to the bedside—but on Christmas they awake us with their greetings and glasses of hot eggnog. They realize we need a renewal of strength after all the long weeks of doings that culminate on “the night before.”

If you want really to enjoy Christmas, you have to come to it by the long way. You can’t just rush up on it or let it rush up on you. Some people do, though. Perhaps this is because to them it is merely a date in December, which involves buying a lot of presents and trying to match presents and personal needs and tastes. The date creeps up on them before they are aware. Nothing can so quickly breed a dread of Christmas as hectic, last-minute shopping. Nothing so quickly brings boredom about as feeling it is something that has to be done.

Those who take the long way may find just the present for that person in June. Scarcely is Thanksgiving over than their days are filled with a quickening of preparation. Christmas is something they want to do. They even find that they need Christmas. It is more than a date; it is an overwhelming fact.

But whether started early or late, it really isn’t Christmas unless, on the night before, things happen in quick succession, jam up—the tree to trim, dinner to check, presents to lay out, stockings to fill. And then, before you realize it, the evening’s gone and it’s time for church.

Lucky are the people who live in the country, who know the expectancy of peace as they ride slowly over the hills by dark lanes to a lighted village church! The rush ceases. Time pauses. We try to be very still, awaiting that moment when “Lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them.” Before the eyes of faith the Cosmic stoops to assume the lowly measure of the familiar, simple, homely, close at hand, and two worlds become one. “O world invisible, we view thee; untouchable, we touch thee!”

Then the slow ride back home under a firmament of brittle stars. Snatches of beloved hymns haunt our ears. Before we go indoors we take one last glimpse at that sky—and from the reaches of memory come:

I saw Eternity the other night,
Like a great ring of pure and endless light,
All calm, as it was bright.

Bed and the blessing of sleep. We’ve climbed the hill by the long way. The night before is over....

Soft voices are speaking. The air has a strange fragrance. Eggnog—and Merry Christmas.

OPEN HOUSE FOR CHRISTMAS DAY is as appropriate in town as it is in the country. An ice block inlaid with fresh fruits keeps the punch cool three hours, opppui"e. Punch cups, dessert plates, Westmoreland Glass Co.; sterling candelabra and small trays, The Gorham Co.; Lowestoft bowl, Georgian silver ladle and tray, Plummer, Ltd.; candles, Will & Baumer Co.; cookies, Robert Day-Dean’s. Further information on page 213.
Christmas means parties for the family, intimate and sentimental. New Year’s means parties for friends, gay and glittering. For both, you need the entertaining gifts on these two pages.
You can build a hearty meal around soup

Imaginative recipes based on canned soups, by Wanda Frolov

The Mock Turtle had some very sound ideas on soup. “Who cares for fish, game or any other dish? Who would rather give all else for two pennyworth of beautiful soup?” feelingly sang Alice’s odd friend. Who, indeed, does not agree with him on a cold winter’s night? There is something wonderfully friendly and inviting about a big steaming tureen.

Homemade soups are a chore, face it, but worth it when your soup will be the mainstay of a meal. The time and effort which go into them will be halved, the result will be more certain and every bit as good if, instead of starting from scratch, you use the cans on your shelf as basis. There is no particular virtue in peeling and tediously cutting up vegetables which can be taken, ready to use, from the deep freezer. Skillful seasoning, interesting combinations of flavors and textures, and very little effort will turn these beginnings into delicious soups that you can, in all honesty, claim as your own extremely creditable creations.

With a small lap tray or card tables, soup is perfectly adaptable to buffet service. A salad, green and leafy, if the soup is a rich, creamy one; something more substantial—perhaps containing crab, shrimp or lobster, if the soup is light—will complete a memorable buffet supper.

A really fine soup, particularly when it is the principal dish, deserves an equally good bread. Perhaps the best plan is to arrange a variety of breads and crackers in a basket and let the guests choose for themselves. Corn sticks, hot and crisp, are perfect with oyster stew, suitable, too, with a crab or lobster bisque. With an uncomplicated vegetable-beef soup, Italian *pizza*, a rather pulpy, flat bread, its top generously strewn with a mixture of anchovies, tomatoes, cheese and finely chopped garlic, is delicious. Odd slices of bread, white, whole wheat or rye, can be turned into croutons to be heated just before serving. It is a good trick to stir the croutons in a little melted butter, then drop them into a paper bag, containing salt, a generous amount of paprika, any herb that specially complements the soup with which they are to be served, some Parmesan cheese, grated fine as powder, and then to shake them vigorously until they have taken on an even coating. With borsch, cabbage or mixed vegetable soup, *piroshkis*, the little meat pies popular in Russian restaurants, are very good. This combination makes even a salad unnecessary. Garlic bread—French bread sliced almost through, spread generously with garlic-flavored sweet butter—may be crisped in a moderate oven for a wonderful accompaniment to many soups. Cheese sticks and pretzels and potato chips are nice things to have in the bread basket.

(Continued on page 196)
Radio Quiz

7. "That was the number 3 song."

6. "Another session with the uneducated."

5. "Take it away, Parks."

4. "Don't open that hall closet door!"

8. "Good evening, Mr. and Mrs. North and South America."

9. "Guaranteed to keep you in—suspense!"

10. "It's a joke, son, it's a joke."

11. "You'll be sorry!"
Music without tears

by Gretchen Damrosch Finletter

Mrs. Finletter's book, “From the Top of the Stairs” (Little, Brown), is an engaging account of her musical childhood as a daughter of conductor Walter Damrosch, founder of the New York Symphony's concerts for children. Here, she prescribes an approach to music for the young.

Music lessons, which more often than not mean learning how to play the piano, are considered one of the “advantages” that parents can give their children. Parents frequently make real sacrifices to pay for these lessons. All over the United States a generation ago these same parents, as children, were having piano lessons, and their parents were making the same sacrifices for the same advantages.

What proportion of these children of two generations learned to play the piano and enjoy music and to keep up their enjoyment when they became adult? Look at them today to find your answer. Very few. What, then, went wrong? (Continued on page 185)
Perfect taste enjoyment in drinks made with this "mountain rum"

Yes, señor, superb Ron Merito lifts rum drinks to new heights of taste satisfaction! And so it should, for this is the famous "mountain rum," distilled in the breeze-swept uplands of Puerto Rico. There soil, air, water and tropic sun are in perfect accord with man for the making of rum that is matchless.

Ron Merito's clean, fresh mountain taste, its smooth, luxurious flavor, impart a new, distinctive delight to cuba libres, daiquiris, cocktails, highballs. Remember—the better the rum, the better the drink. Better get "mountain distilled" Ron Merito!

SEND FOR FREE COLORFUL 24-PAGE RECIPE BOOKLET

AVAILABLE IN BOTH GOLD AND WHITE LABEL. 86 PROOF. WHITE NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP. DEPT. H27. P. O. BOX 12, WALL STREET STATION, NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
The fabric that was once a dream is now a reality... It's Tapron, the improved tapestry, a specially woven fabric with many visible qualities. A chair or sofa covered with Tapron appears to be upholstered with hand-made tapestry. The exquisite tones are created with fast (vat) colors. Unlike ordinary tapestry, there are no loose face threads to snag or break. Look for the Tapron hang tag on any upholstered furniture you buy. Available at Department and Furniture stores everywhere.
CHARM TRED Ruff Cord Cotton Rugs

Add the touch of warm, vibrant color to your home... the soft, delightful tones of Charm Tred Ruff Cord Rugs brighten every living room, bedroom, bathroom or den. Easily laundered.

...Ruff Cord Cotton Rugs are available in SEVEN NEW SHADES: French Gray, American Beauty Red, Dusty Rose, Cool Green, Ivory, Nordic Blue and Golden Yellow. Oval and oblong sizes—from 24 inches by 36 inches to 4 feet by 6 feet... and surprisingly low in cost—from $3.95 to $19.95. For authentic modern colors... and fine cotton rug craftsmanship... look for the Charm Tred label—at leading rug, furniture or department stores.

CHARM TRED MILLS

Incorporated

Plant and General Offices: 2901-11 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.
Showrooms: Room 1393, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 295 5th Ave., New York, N.Y.
718 Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Calif.
That TRIPLE-THICK BOTTOM is tops with me!

in Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Utensils

Look for this ridge——the sign of the Reynolds Lifetime Triple-Thick Bottom. Above: 3 qt. Covered Sauce Pan.

TURKEY SUPREME
Melt 1/4 cup butter or margarine in Lifetime Triple-Thick-Bottom Sauce Pan. Blend in 6 tablespoons flour, 2 teaspoons salt, 1/4 teaspoon pepper, 1/4 teaspoon curry, 1/2 teaspoon paprika and 1 bay leaf. Stir in 2 cups milk. Cook over low heat, stirring until thickened. Add 3 cups diced, cooked turkey, 1 cup blanched almonds, slivered and toasted, and 1 cup cooked peas. Heat, then stir in 1 cup light cream. Heat again until piping hot. Serve in noodle ring mold by molding hot cooked noodles in a buttered and crumbled ring mold. Unmold and garnish with pimiento and green pepper stars. Makes 8 servings.

no hot spots to cause scorching . . . perfect for "waterless" cooking
Go to your nearest housefurnishings or department store and see for yourself

this Lifetime Triple-Thick Bottom that gives uniform heat distribution . . . rich, even browning . . . no "hot spots" . . . and enables you to cook the "waterless way."

Moisture Seal Covers are precision fit to prevent evaporation of juices.

Recessed cover knobs enable you to keep foods warm on the stove by stacking one utensil on top of another in which food is still cooking.

Reynolds Lifetime Triple-Thick-Bottom Utensils have perfect balance—weight is in the bottom—Bakelite handles—dent-resistant sides. Brilliant hard finish makes them easy to clean!

Lifetime guarantee! If you are in any way dissatisfied with your Reynolds Lifetime Triple-Thick-Bottom Utensils, send them back and they will be returned like new, or replaced, without charge. Reynolds Metals Company, Housewares Division, 2000 South 9th Street, Louisville 1, Ky.

6 qt. Dutch Oven with cover 4 qt. Sauce Pot with cover 3 qt. Sauce Pan with cover 2 qt. Sauce Pan with cover 11" Fry Pan with cover

REYNOLDS Lifetime Aluminum Cooking Utensils
TRIPLE-THICK BOTTOM
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
The Old Fashioned Blended Whiskey
86 PROOF 62.1% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
THE LANSDOWNE DISTILLERY, INC.
HAVRE DE GRACE, MD.

The Old Fashioned Reserve
The Old Fashioned Blended Whiskey
THE LANSDOWNE DISTILLERY, INC.
HAVRE DE GRACE, MD.
What's wrong with this picture

WHAT? Looking for sound sleep in his medicine chest? Ridiculous! A sleeping pill is a poor substitute for a good mattress.

Today, thousands of families have discovered that nothing contributes more to deep, healthful, refreshing sleep than Eclipse Quiltress, the miracle mattress.

Why a miracle? Well, just see the way Quiltress is made. No sleep-disturbing buttons...no tufts...no hilly bumps or valleys. Instead, Quiltress is made with an exclusive new-type resilient innerspring unit, cushioned with deep-pile quilts top and bottom.

That is why Quiltress is the most scientifically comfortable mattress you've ever slept on...smooth, restful, refreshing.

Quiltress is made exclusively by Eclipse. Ask your dealer for it. Note his enthusiasm! He knows—from selling it and using it—that there is nothing like Quiltress for a good night's sleep.

Eclipse SLEEP PRODUCTS, INC.
206 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
WHERE TO GET
Eclipse Quiltress
(See opposite page)

BEING A PARTIAL LIST OF
ECLIPSE QUILTRESS DEALERS

NEW YORK
  Standard Furn. Co.
  Max Pen.
  Fair Store
  J. N. Adam & Co.
  Sattler's, Inc.
  O. S. & Sons
  Glaberra Furn. Co.
  L. H. Saded.
  Ruben Furn. Co.
  Shulman & Sons
  J. B. Burns & Co.
  Grocklin, Inc.
  R. Tielemann & Sons
  Roy Furn. Co.
  Standard Furn. Co.
  Rhythm Bros.

BUFFALO
  J. N. Adam & Co.
  Courtly Bros. Furn. Co.
  Fair Store
  H. Saded.
  R. Tielemann & Sons
  Roy Furn. Co.
  Standard Furn. Co.

GENEVA
  Laser Furn. Co.
  Courtly Bros. Furn. Co.
  Grocklin, Inc.

GOUVERNEUR
  H. Saded.

ENDICOTT
  Boury Bros. Furn. Co.

ELMIRA
  Glaberra Furn. Co.

DUNKIRK
  Glaberra Furn. Co.

BINGHAMTON
  Fair Store
  Glick Furniture Co.

ALBANY
  Standard Furn. Co.

TROY
  Standards Furn. Co.

NEW ORLEANS
  Standard Furn. Co.

PENSACOLA
  Courtly Bros. Furn. Co.

COPAL
  M. Kowitz & Co.

BAY CAMBRIA
  H. Coleman & Sons

BOSTON
  R. H. White Co.

WATERBURY
  R. H. White Co.

MIDDLETOWN
  Courtly Bros. Furn. Co.

BRIDGEPORT
  R. H. White Co.

NEW BEDFORD
  R. H. White Co.

DALLAS
  R. H. White Co.

FALL RIVER
  McFarland & Company

PITTSBURGH
  J. B. Burns & Co.

NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • ST. LOUIS • SHEBOYGAN
DALLAS • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • ST. LOUIS • EMPIREGIAN

GIFTS FOR ENTERTAINING
Continued from page 161

Diirilyte flatware, introduced before the war, has won a place for itself on American tables because of its quality and looks. The color, burnished and golden, is particularly pretty on tables with natural or blond finishes, and is dramatic on mahogany. The color is permanent, since each piece is made entirely of Dirilyte. The "Empress" pattern, above, is simple and rather massive, making it an excellent choice for a modern room. A service for six, made up of the pieces shown, is surprisingly inexpensive—$42.65, and there is no federal tax on this ware. Prices per half dozen of the pieces in the picture are: tablespoons, $9.80; cream soup spoons, $9.25; butter spreaders, $8.80; forks, $9.90 and teaspoons, $6.80. Other pieces are available to round out sets or individual place settings. They lend themselves to monogramming. You will find a wide selection of Diirilyte at B. Altman and Company, New York, N. Y.

(Continued on page 174)
for the HOLIDAYS
Famous favorites by Nuyens...to have and to give

1. For superb after dinner cordials

Make every holiday occasion a more cordial one...with Nuyens Cordials. Prepared domestically for 12 years under the supervision of Nuyens et Cie, Bordeaux...just as in France for 140 years...they're America's finest cordials. The Nuyens selection offers a cordial to suit every taste...to serve whenever good taste is in order.

NUYENS Cordials
No home bar is complete without these four:
Creme de Menthe 60 proof Creme de Cacao 60 proof
Triple Sec 80 proof Apricot 60 proof

Also choose from 3 other fine cordials.

The Royal Crest "Wildflower" pattern of sterling silver flatware is shown in the close-up, above. The five pieces selected are the main essentials for a bride's chest, and the design is one of which she would have reason to be proud. Prices for six are: butter spreaders, $22.86; forks, $32.76; cream soup spoons, $26.94; knives, $32.76 and teaspoons, $22.86. The service for six people, consisting of these basic pieces, comes to $138.18. This silver would make a memorable wedding present.

All of these prices include federal tax.

"Wildflower," like other thoughtfully planned patterns, is versatile in that it can be used suitably in either a simple or a rather formal setting. By the same token, it will harmonize well with whatever type of china, linen and accessories its owner chooses to use with it on her table. It is as attractive with peasant pottery in your country cottage as with the finest, most elegant china in your town apartment for any meal you wish to serve.

Highlight Your Room with Brandt TABLES

There is a smartly styled, magnificently made, beautifully finished Brandt Occasional Table for every use in the home. Send 25¢ in coin for "A Sketchbook of TABLES and How to Use them". New, full of ideas!

BRANDT CABINET WORKS INC. • HAGERSTOWN, MD.
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

A breeze or a touch of the hand swings Leo Amino's mobile into a gentle dance. "Physiological Adventure" was contrived from a material called magnesite. Mounted on a wooden base, it stands 21 inches high, is gray-green with a flash of red supplied by one of the pendant members. Give it to the most modern-minded people you know and they will enjoy it for years. This diverting piece is $150 and comes from the Clay Club, 4 West 8th Street, New York, N. Y. 

(Continued on page 176)

APOLLO LAMPS

Beauty Brought to Light

Light the way to beauty in your home with the lovely Lady Sheraton (illustrated) or with one of the many other decorator inspired APOLLO Lamp creations. On display now at leading furniture, department, appliance stores.

A product of ALTHEMER and BAER Inc., Chicago 54.

Westmoreland-Glass Company
Grapeville, Pennsylvania

This handmade, connoisseur's punch set, a masterpiece in milk glass by Westmoreland, is an authentic American inheritance from the early nineties.

The set — bowl, pedestal, ladle and one dozen punch cups — is entirely handmade and will be available in very limited quantities through retail distributors.
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Continued from page 175

There is no present for parents more heart-warming than a portrait of their child. Helen Blair sculpts childhood in hydraulie, a combination of plaster and clay treated so that it is unbreakable. Long after the child is as leggy as a young giraffe, his parents will have a record of him at his most appealing. Commission one of these sculptured portraits of your own child or of a dear friend from Portraits, Inc., 460 Park Avenue. They are $200 each.

(Continued on page 177)

One of a pair of early English easy chairs by Shearman

The "DOVER"

"fine upholstery since 1880"

SHEARMAN BROS. COMPANY
Jamestown, N. Y.
The intense, almost brooding, seriousness of a small child is recorded in mahogany by artist Cleo Hartwig. She has named the Indian girl, above, "Xochi." The lustre of the wood focuses striking highlights on the smoothly parted hair, which descends in tidy pigtails over Xochi's shoulders. She is modern, timeless and very appealing. The height of this seated figure is 14 inches, and she may be bought for $150 from the Clay Club, 1 West 8th Street, New York, N. Y. (Continued on page 178)

Men, too, have a yen...

for golden-hued Dirilyte flatware. They like the warm, cheerful glow of this fine solid metal, which harmonizes with gold-decorated china and crystal. They like its durability — Dirilyte is steel-hard, and very scratch-resistant. To please a man and woman both — give Dirilyte. If you can't get it this Christmas, give the fascinating booklet "How To Set A Beautiful Table with Golden-hued Dirilyte," with a Savings Bond. When writing for booklet, please enclose 15c.

Golden-hued Dirilyte

AMERICAN ART ALLOYS INC., KOKOMO, IND.
1 West 34th St., New York

Cook's Imperial American Wines—
Table: Rhine, Sauveterne, Chablis, Chard, Burgundy • Dessert: Port, Sherry, Tokay, Muscatel

AMERICAN WINE COMPANY • SAINT LOUIS, MO. • EST. 1859

Cook's Imperial has never compromised with quality...its excellence is due to unhurried natural fermentation in the bottle.
Magnificent wines for the holidays

**Sherries and Ports by MERITO**

Wines for a Merry Christmas ... wines for a Happy New Year.

Particularly—Merito Wines from vineyards centuries old. Give these world-esteemed sherries and ports with assurance of unsurpassed quality and taste. Serve them and delight your guests with their superb flavor and bouquet. Ask especially for Merito India Cream Sherry and Merito Finest Tawny Port, connoisseur's wines particularly suited for holiday giving and entertaining.

Send for this free Wine Guide and Recipe Booklet

---

**UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS**

Continued from page 177

Ceramic figures by Mudge Erving are notably blithe and fresh. She makes each one individually and paints it by hand. Her pieces adapt themselves to use as lamps, if you'd like to have them converted. Each figure, bought purely as decoration, costs a modest $5. You can have one mounted on a wooden base, supplied with a shade, suitable for your children's room, complete for $15.

The trio of ceramics above was selected from a number which all have a great appeal for young collectors.

At the left, a small girl is seated with her very small, very spotted puppy and a handful of flowers. In the center, a zebra-striped cat, with a Cheshire grin on his face, dozes. Note his glamorous eyelashes. On the right is a tubby bear, dressed in a nightgown and yawning. All three are lovable characters which have the engaging quality of toys. Their bases are wide so that they will not tip over readily, unless the nursery pillow-fighters have particularly good aim.

These, and many other figurines, can be ordered from Americraft, 903 First Avenue, New York, N.Y.

---

_Dine...

...you could use no more beautiful table cloth than one of Quaker Lace. Yet your family and guests can enjoy this luxury every meal. Practical, long-wearing, easy to spot-clean or launder. Made in America by Americans, by the makers of Quaker Net Curtains and Quaker Hosiery._
Want a color scheme all ready-made for your favorite room? It's waiting for you in the glowing colors and patterns of Waverly’s Bonded Glosheen. Want a fabric that's all-purpose for slipcovers, draperies, dressing-table skirts, frills or tailored rooms? Glosheen's crisp beauty takes to every use with versatile glamour. Want a fabric that will save you money because it keeps its colors fresh, its finish lustrous through repeated washings, cleanings, even when bathed in sun for days on end? Then, look to beautiful Glosheen, guaranteed by the Waverly Bond, priced to fit your budget.

**GLOSHEEN**

One of Schumacher's

**WAVERLY** Bonded FABRICS

*Reg. Trademark.

Please send me your decorating booklet—“Color Tricks Galore with Fabrics.” I enclose 10¢ to cover cost of mailing.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

WAVERLY Bonded FABRICS, Dept. W-15

F. Schumacher & Co., 60 W. 40th St., New York 18, N.Y.
The Aristocrat of Bonds

Traditional drinks demand a whiskey rich in tradition, Kentucky Tavern. For 75 years, the proud tradition of one family has been to make this famous bottled-in-bond bourbon worthy of the esteem and acceptance accorded it.

Glenmore Distilleries Company
Louisville, Kentucky

This lovely silver holiday ensemble, a Kentucky Tavern creation, has been made by one of America's outstanding silversmiths and is available at a few leading stores.
Now featured at leading stores — these talk-making party glasses created by one of America's leading designers! Just in time for your holiday entertaining! Safedge rims are guaranteed... "a new glass if the Safedge ever chips." Colors are fired-on — can't wash or wear off. And see those hard-to-find, heavy crystal bases!

P.S. Make a note: here's a brilliant idea for gift-giving!

LIBBEY GLASS HOSTESS SETS

- eight 14-oz. coolers
- eight 10-oz. hi-balls
- eight 6½-oz. old fashioneds
- four 2-oz. jiggers

Complete 28-piece set packed in smart, sturdy shipping carton.

Copyright, 1946, Libbey Glass Company, Division of Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo 1, Ohio.
ROMA... the greatest name in wine... proudly offers the crowning achievement of vintner skill:

**Grand Estate Wines**

To bring you the ultimate in wine enjoyment, America's greatest vintner has skillfully created, from California's finest vineyards and unmatched winemaking resources, magnificent GRAND ESTATE Wines—bright promise of rare pleasure for the knowing tongue!

Pleasing all tastes at all times is an easy art of the host who possesses all five delicious GRAND ESTATE Wines. Whatever the occasion... party, casual call, or formal dinner... you're prepared magnificently with these outstandingly popular wines. Let these truly distinguished California cuvées answer your every entertaining and dining need: Medium Sherry, Ruby Port, Golden Muscatel, Burgundy, Sauterne.

© 1946 Roma Wine Company • Lodi • Healdsburg • Fresno, California
Ilka Chase
talented actress, author, radio commentator
...famed as a clever and original hostess, says:

**Brach's Chocolate Party Mix**

is the perfect candy for smart entertaining

Whether you're entertaining at bridge... or an elaborate dinner party... your guests are bound to appreciate Brach's Chocolate Party Mix. Here's an assortment of good-tasting candy that gets an "M-m-m" from everybody! Almost two hundred luscious little taste-appealers to the box! Gay, tempting milk and bittersweet chocolates... filled with crisp almonds and nutmeats... smooth, chewy caramel... exotic orange jelly... milk malts... raisins! Variety galore! This grand candy assortment is for sale at better stores everywhere.

The name **Brach's** means quality candy

E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago
Awarded for exceptionally distinguished services to the Indian Empire: the badge of the Most Exalted Order of the Star of India.

Awarded for incomparable flavor...for distinguishing clean taste that is the essence of the grape itself...for captivating bouquet, savored with each sip...for lingering warmth and mellow smoothness...for perfection maintained consistently throughout almost two centuries: another highest star award: The Three Stars of Hennessy Cognac Brandy.

The World's Preferred Brandy

Hennessy Cognac

Quality  Bouquet  Clean Taste  84 Proof

To love listening to music is, I believe, a normal condition, and the more you listen and understand, the greater is the enjoyment. Almost anyone in America can go to opera or symphony, hear brilliant concerts over the radio, or listen to beautiful records on the gramophone. Thousands do just this, but many other thousands, who were the little white hopes of their parents in their youth, do not listen and cannot play the piano at which they sat when they were small.

I have a theory as to why this is so in a number of cases, and I have a suggestion. I hesitate to give it, for it makes even greater demands on parents, and particularly on that controversial character in the United States who is alternately exalted and despised—Mom.

The reason that children "drop the piano" is because they don't seem to be getting anywhere or, they say they hate it or, they won't practise or, the nerves of the rest of the family begin to give way under the impact of the continual playing of scales.

Let me take two imaginary children of seven and nine, a girl and a boy called Lucy and Harry. At three, they sing nursery rhymes in time and rhythm. They are normal, but to their mother they seem to show not only talent but possibly genius. She persuades the father that they must have lessons. Father thinks it is pretty cute the way they can hum, and Mom discovers a teacher who is said to have a remarkable, new method.

Lucy, who is docile, makes no trouble. Harry, who is argumentative, asks his father why he has to play the piano, and father gives him a colorful picture of the pleasure he will have banging out the old songs at college reunions and tells him how he has always envied his contemporaries who have had the great resource of music. Harry, who is also inquisitive, asks his father if he didn't have piano lessons and, if so, why he quit. Father says, "I had to work pretty hard earning my living, son," neglecting to add that he dropped the piano hard and with great relief at eleven.

Lucy and Harry take lessons for about three-and-a-half years. At the end, Lucy can play "To a Wild Rose" by MacDowell and Harry can limp through a Chopin prelude by heart. One day father announces he will commit suicide if he hears that prelude again, and somehow, without a bang or a whimper, the music lessons cease.

This is a crude description of what happens in many homes. The parents of Harry and Lucy do not analyze how much money they have spent, or quite what they had originally expected would take place. They dimly know that one advantage did not "take. They feel, however, they did their best (Continued on page 192)
Majestic. Woven metal grille on the acoustic panel of this radio-phonograph console gives a three-dimensional touch. Lines are graceful, not massive. Finished in walnut, the model has an automatic record changer, which plays 10" or 12" records and can also be worked by hand.

Bendix Radio. This is a small table model radio that is as nice in appearance as it is efficient in reception. A rather unusual treatment of the dial bezel makes it seem attached to the cloth front of the cabinet. The FM section is recessed.

Electronic. A chair-side radio-phonograph, mahogany-finished, has a phonograph unit that slides out to the left or right so that it can be placed at either side of a chair. Radio control panel is on the top at the left. Albums are stored in back of cabinet, which is table height.

Ansley. The "Salem," reproduction of an American Colonial chest, is made of mellow pine that will blend with your favorite antiques, or harmonize with modern. Cabinet measures 34" high, 39" wide and 19" deep. It is equipped with an automatic record-changing Dynaphone.

Freed-Eisemann. The New World Hepplewhite, a distinctive commode design, has beautifully curved doors faced with African crotch mahogany. Automatic record changer plays 10" and 12" records, intermixed. The cabinet is finished in mahogany. The tuning range includes an FM and two short-wave bands.
R.C.A. Victor. The perfect set to carry from room to room, or to slide onto your bookshelf—with the greatest of ease. Starkly conservative in design, it combines radio and phonograph in a neat unit.

Meissner 18th Century. The inspiration for the handsomely designed cabinet was taken from an antique chest in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Swirl mahogany is used on all doors, with the top bordered by satinwood and ebony. Also available in bleached mahogany.

Stromberg Carlson. A beautiful modern cabinet will complement your room’s decoration. It is made in mahogany, bleached mahogany or walnut finishes, and has doors that fold back and disappear. Known as “The New World” console, it is equipped with an automatic record changer, 2 FM bands.

Gorod. Sheraton in design, but modern in function, the console houses a radio, a “Hide-A-Way” record changer and album-storage space. Albums are also supplied. You may have the cabinet finished in mahogany, bleached mahogany, or two-tone walnut, whichever harmonizes the best with your living room.

Dumont. Here is complete home entertainment: television, radio and phonograph in one unit. The Westminster, conservative classic design, is made in grained walnut or mahogany. All radio bands are included. Handles intermixed records.

What richer gift than the Seth Thomas* Legacy, pictured above. Has beautifully toned Westminster chime movement with a genuine mahogany cabinet. A few of these fine clocks will be ready for Christmas.

There are many other smartly styled Seth Thomas clocks, too. Both electric and spring-wound. All are moderately priced. All are traditionally famed for accuracy, dependability and long life. Better visit your favorite dealer now. Seth Thomas Clocks, Thomaston, Connecticut.

Seth Thomas
"The finest name in clocks"
ELECTRIC OR SPRING-WOUND
a product of GENERAL TIME Instruments Corporation
LORIA - one of the fine designs Castleton is noted for. Greige tone, a line of turquoise blue, and modern treatment add a sophisticated touch to this graceful pattern on its lustrous ivory-tone background framed in the gold enriched pearl-edge. There are many fine chinas, but none lovelier or more lasting than the distinguished American Castleton.

Place Cover - dinner, dessert, butter plate, teacup and saucer, $12.12.

Write for other Castleton designs, and folder "Things You Should Know About China." Please enclose 10 cents to cover cost of mailing.

The name of your nearest dealer will be sent on request.

212 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

In winter, The Gideon becomes particularly your own. Guests you might have chosen for good company, Sharp air, spiked with pine... soft sparkling snow... rest... a "do as you please" feeling far removed from the city's push. You'll benefit from the Restoration Cure or Special Therapies of The Saratoga Spa. Shall we reserve a room... a suite... a chair before the crackling fire... now, in the un-crowded season? Write or wire. Privately operated.

Myron H. Woolley, Manager.

The Gideon Putnam
AT SARATOGA SPA
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK

The Spa is Owned—Its Health Services Operated
by the State of New York
THE AMERICAN EAR

Continued from page 165

Cue lines from fourteen radio programs appear on page 164. Here are the names, networks, and sponsors of these programs. How many did you recognize?

1. Mr. District Attorney; NBC; Sal Hepatica & Vitalis.
2. Aldrich Family; NBC; Grape-nuts.
3. Truth or Consequences; NBC; Drene Shampoo.
4. Fibber McGee & Molly; NBC; Johnson's Wax.
5. Vox Pop; CBS; Lipton's Tea.
6. It Pays to Be Ignorant; CBS; Philip Morris Cigarettes.
7. Your Hit Parade; CBS; Lucky Strike Cigarettes.
8. Walter Winchell; ABC; Jergens Lotion.
9. Suspense; CBS; Roma Wines.
10. Fred Allen Show; NBC; Tender Leaf Tea & Shefford Cheese.
11. Take It or Leave It; CBS; Ever-sharp, Inc., Pens and Pencils.
12. Edgar Bergen and Charlie; NBC; Chase & Sanborn Coffee.
13. Inner Sanctum; CBS; Bromo-Seltzer.
14. Information Please; CBS; Parker Company Pens and Pencils.

Here is the measure of how attentive a radio listener you are. After you have scored yourself on each of the cue-lines on pages 164-165, add up the total to find your rating:

350-300 All-American ear
You're the sponsor's dream, you even like commercials.

300-250 Faithful fan
You're on intimate terms with John's Wife, Blondie, Clifton Fadiman and Baby Snooks.

250-200 Inconstant listener
You turn it on and let it run—in one ear and out the other.

200-150 Sporadic listener
You're selective—world crises and world series catch your ear.

150-100 Indifferent listener
You're a poor prospect for soap, cereal or fountain pens.

100-0 Tin ear
No comments.

HELP FEED EUROPE

Europe, still staggering from the impact of the war, is hungry. CARE, at 50 Broad Street, New York, a non-profit organization made up of 25 accredited relief agencies, sends food abroad. CARE operates like this: you place your order with the office here and it is air-mailed to the country you indicate. The food is delivered tax exempt and duty free. CARE has announced that prices for former Army 10-1 rations are down one third. This means that for $10, instead of the former $15, you can send a parcel containing 29 pounds of balanced food, aggregating 40,000 calories.
No gift will be used more often through the years or give more faithful service than a superbly styled, precision made lighter by RONSON. Truly the incomparable present for cigarette, cigar or pipe smokers, and a constant reminder of your thoughtfulness. No time to lose in choosing from these and other handsome models for every taste and budget, from popularly priced lighters to luxury models in 14kt gold at $200. Each features RONSON’s unfailing patented action—

Press—it’s lit! Release—it’s out!

One-finger, One-motion

RONSON "Whirlwind" with disappearing windshield.

RONSON "Standard", for pocket and handbag.


RONSON "Mastercase", lighter-cigarette case combination.

Not all of us can afford the original works of distinguished artists, but everyone who wants to, can live with good art. Today, the paintings of great Moderns like Picasso, Bracque and Utrillo, and the works of Old Masters, such as Breughel, Goya and Rubens, are yours in faithful reproductions at little cost. Both the Museum of Modern Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York sell prints and full-size reproductions of many of the paintings which hang in their galleries. The Associated American Artists sell signed, original etchings and lithographs by their artist members, for only five dollars each. In almost every city there are shops which specialize in copies of all types of fine art. Here are three fine reproductions in appropriate frames.

(You may buy them with other frames if you prefer, or unframed.)

Above, "New England Farm" by Ernest Fiene in a reproduction so good it captures the spirit and brilliant color of the original, to the life. The large frame, painted antique white, with cord border in silver, was made by Lewensohn. Framed as shown here, $29.50; unframed, $7.50. Associated American Artists.

Left, "Restaurant Mont Cenis" by Maurice Utrillo. Originals by this famous artist cost thousands of dollars, and here, for a small sum, is a fine reproduction of one of his well-known street scenes. The elaborate old Baroque frame is plaster, painted white. Both frame and picture from Raymond & Raymond. Framed as you see it here, it costs $50. The colored print can be bought without a frame for $15.
continued from page 154

**Lighting for bedrooms**

The bedroom presents a variety of lighting demands. The switch at the door should turn on a very soft light, preferably near the floor so that it will not disturb anyone who may be sleeping. This light will be sufficient so that you can find the other light switches and may be used as a night light. Its source might be under cabinets or behind a curtain valance. A miniature lamp even may be plugged into a baseboard outlet.

Reading in bed constitutes a difficult lighting problem. To begin with, light shining on sheets almost always produces glare in contrast to the room. To help eliminate this, general, indirect light in the rest of the room should be used in conjunction with the local bed light. The switches for both light shining on sheets almost always eliminate lighting problem. To begin with, the source might be under cabinets or be used as a night light. Its light will be sufficient so that lighting makes for good living.

Successful lighting makes moods. A burst of warm light, above and about you, spreads a feeling of welcome. Soft, diffused light, extending over large areas, is soothing. Warm light, blending into one another, are comforting. Concentration of the most strongly lighted areas near the floor is cozy, while concentration near the ceiling is formal. Lighted areas at eye level give a sense of security, defining the room, walls, books and pictures. Whether it's elaborate or simple, good lighting makes for good living.

**For make-up**

Lighting methods for make-up and dressing are forms of mirror-lighting, the prime rule of which is that your face or figure be lighted rather than the mirror. A successful arrangement for make-up is to set your dressing table, on which you place your small mirror, in front of a large window, hung with closely-woven, white curtains. Those, when drawn, will diffuse daylight and shield and diffuse artificial light sources, placed at the sides of the windows. Both incandescent and fluorescent strips should be used on alternate switches, so that make-up can be applied under either.

**For closets**

Well-lighted closets are a pleasure. Vertical strips of light at either end of the shelves, front-shielded, are ideal for shelf closets. Closets where clothes are hung (and there is a shelf above) should have a light above the door, so that the full length of the clothes and the shell will be illuminated. Closet lights are controlled automatically by a switch in the door jamb, or operate from a wall switch or by a pull chain just inside the door.

**For bathrooms**

Most important in bathroom lighting is a well-lit mirror. Built-in panels of translucent glass, which diffuse the source of light across the top and on both sides of the mirror, are ideal. Shielded fluorescent lamps on either side are also good. There are four tints of white available in fluorescent, ranging from cold "daylight" to flattening "warm white." A shower, with fluorescent glass walls, can be lighted from outside the shower stall. If a shower curtain surrounds the tub, any general ceiling light should be set directly above the curtain to eliminate shadows on either side. Medicine cabinet lights that turn on automatically when the door opens may prevent fatal mistakes. The new circline fluorescent lamp, encircling a small mirror, makes possible the closest scrutiny of your face. A pair of new, self-contained sun-lamps, on either side of the bathroom mirror, promotes a mild, daily tan while you shave or wash. An electric heat lamp, recessed in wall or ceiling, is comforting on winter mornings.

Successful lighting makes moods. A burst of warm light, above and about you, spreads a feeling of welcome. Soft, diffused light, extending over large areas, is soothing. Warm light, blending into one another, are comforting. Concentration of the most strongly lighted areas near the floor is cozy, while concentration near the ceiling is formal. Lighted areas at eye level give a sense of security, defining the room, walls, books and pictures. Whether it's elaborate or simple, good lighting makes for good living.
as good parents, and such is the impetus of life, they are now proud of the way Harry is learning to play tennis; it looks as though he might have quite a future. They completely forget about the piano.

Now I would like also to describe two other children in another home, again a boy and a girl, and two parents—and this story is not fictional. Mom and Dad were faced with the same dilemma. Georgie and May hummed and beat time as babies. What about piano lessons?

But this Mom was realistic and hard-boiled, and she had a long memory. She loved music; she recalled her own piano lessons as a child, and she knew she knew why they had gone wrong. She decided to put her own experience into an experiment and give it two years, figuring carefully the amount of money she and Dad could afford to give for good piano lessons.

But this is what she also did. She bought some very simple duets, so simple that even she could read the more difficult parts. And she bought duets where the easier parts in some pieces were in the treble and in some in the bass. While the teacher was showing Georgie and May what and where the notes were, she secretly rehearsed her end of the duets. Then one day she asked the children if they would help her out on a piece that she was learning. And every day, including Sundays, for exactly seven minutes, not five, not ten, she played a new duet with them. Each day she stopped after five minutes, and each day she and Georgie and May read a new duet and played over an old one. At the end of seven minutes, she thanked them.

After a few weeks, this is what began to happen. The children became familiar with the notes. They were not being heckled to keep in time or curve their fingers. They were quite unconsciously translating what they saw on the page to the piano, and so into sound. And because it was a duet with nice chords and runs in the more difficult part, it sounded pretty to their ears and as though they were making it that way themselves.

Mom did not let the children try duets together, for she knew it would discourage them. One day, after several months, Georgie attempted "Night and Day" from some sheet music, and Mom did not say "stick to your Clementi," but told him it was good. She remembered that if a child is a reader of books, he will read about everything around, and the important thing is that he likes to read, and that the same could be true of music.

Mom and the music teacher finally came to grips in a long talk. The teacher had become aware that something was happening at home and said she felt that too great a facility in reading made for careless playing and was not a thorough way to work. One must know fundamentals, Mom argued. She knew quite well that there would come a moment when the children, the

(Continued on page 193)
Sarasota, Florida, has SO MUCH to offer you who would make a new home. Cultural advantages of unsurpassed excellence. Sports for any desire, fishing, boating, magnificent snow-white beaches.

Year-round climate of healthful perfection. Friendly, hospitable people you'll enjoy knowing as friends and neighbors.

Sarasota has a superb location, truly the Riviera of Florida's Golf Coast. Homesties available on beaches or mainland.

Write for our booklet. If you plan to visit Sarasota this winter we suggest reservations in advance.

Sarasota Chamber of Commerce, S. D. Stead, Secretary

On The Gulf of Mexico
Florida

1946
PORTA-POKER
8-PLACE FOLD-AWAY GAME TABLE

A CLEVER NEW CONVENIENCE for card players. All-purpose, portable play-table for small apartment, den or recreation room. New, improved, 1946 model. Attractively finished; sturdily built; nothing to loosen or wear out. Green wool-felt playing area. A perfect gift! About $34.95. If your dealer is not listed below, write to manufacturer for name of nearest source where you can get a Porta-Poker.

Look for the Ribbon.

PORTA-POKER

THAT IDENTIFIES THE ORIGINAL.
The sure you get the genuine Porta-Poker. Identify it by visible ribbon list across playing surface, reprinted "Porta-Poker..." nationally known for the beauty and aura of good taste traditional with this fine wood.

The Porta-Poker is your protection against substitution. Thirs' are issued by the Mahogany Association, Inc. and industry.

Yes, Mahogany is coming back. Once again Mahogany furniture is moving into the homes of America...bringing the beauty and aura of good taste traditional with this fine wood.

Seeing the beauty of color and pattern that for generations has inspired master craftsmen to finer furniture-making will vindicate your decision that Mahogany was well worth waiting for.

As yet, the supply of Mahogany for furniture while great does not always meet today's increased demands. As the new lines of Mahogany furniture become available, you'll find styles both modern and traditional. Styles to enhance the homes of today and the homes of tomorrow...styles that bridge the gap between contemporary and traditional settings...harmonizing equally well with either.

Yes, Mahogany is coming back to the spot you've reserved for it...in your home and in your heart.

* These labels are your protection against substitutions. They are issued by the Mahogany Association to responsible manufacturers who use them to identify furniture made from Genuine Mahogany. Look for these labels when you buy.

* Write for your free copy of the new Mahogany Book. This sixth and latest edition will prove worthwhile reading to anyone interested in Genuine Mahogany and its role in home, office and industry.

MAHOGANY ASSOCIATION, Inc.

DRIVE • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

"After all...there's nothing like MAHOGANY"
If today’s Heating System were in the Parlor...

IT WOULD GET THE CONSIDERATION IT DESERVES

YES, you couldn’t ignore the old nickel-trimmed stove that was the center of family gatherings. Too bad that since the heating plant has been banished to the basement it is so often “out of sight, out of mind.” Many an attractive home has been built with all the eye-catching gadgets, but without enough attention given to the heating system. And no matter how much it may have cost, it isn’t really a home unless it is comfortable in cold weather.

Fortunately, Minneapolis-Honeywell has developed an entirely different type of heating control system that will help cure most “heating headaches.” This remarkable control is called Moduflow. Moduflow has vastly improved the performance of thousands of house heating systems throughout the nation.

Learn how easily and inexpensively Moduflow control can be applied to your present automatic heating plant. You don’t have to wait until you build a new home. You don’t even have to shut down your heating plant to install Moduflow. Send for the interesting booklet “Comfort Unlimited,” that tells all about Moduflow.

A GOOD HEATING SYSTEM PLUS MODUFLOW EQUALS COMFORT UNLIMITED

MODUFLOW
The New HONEYWELL Heating Control System

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY
2735 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

Please send my free copy of “Comfort Unlimited”

Name
Address
City State

FREE!

HOUSE & GARDEN

MECHANICS

Aluminum alloy door saddle, which is designed to be weather-tight, keep out drafts and prevent flooding from driving rainstorms. Carpeting may be laid up to the edge of the door-sill without fear of damage from infiltration of water or dirt. The saddle operates automatically. When the door is completely closed, the floor and door seal into one unit. Key adjusts the saddle to allow for sagging or warping of doors. Available in standard lengths of 30", 32" and 36". Columbia Industries, Long Island City, N. Y.

Non-skidding door holder, designed by aircraft engineers, is a simple, unobtrusive shaft of polished aluminum and steel with a rubber foot. Operating on a spring-loaded action principle, the cylinder exerts pressure on the rubber pad so that it grips the floor. The holder fits close to the door and folds up when not in use. Capable of holding the heaviest doors without slipping, it will not mark floors. The holder is part of the up-to-date home’s basic hardware. Swallow Aerospace Company, Inc., Wichita 1, Kans.

Automatic home disposal unit which burns trash, is smokeless, runs noiselessly and without odor. By means of a patented down-draft principle, heat dries the wet refuse and sets fire to dry material. Models come gas-fired or electric, operate on AC or DC current. Unit measures 18" x 24" x 36", is finished in chromium and white enamel. To save extra steps, it can be installed conveniently in the kitchen, or in the basement or garage. The ash tray in the bottom of this neat unit seldom needs emptying more than once a month. Calculatir Div., Valley Welding and Boiler Co., Bay City, Michigan.

Springlatch for a door permits a locked door to be opened with one hand. It is no longer necessary to rest your bundles on the ground while you struggle with the lock and the door knob. A streamlined version of the old, black-iron night latch, this modern model enables you to unlock the door, withdraw the key, then turn the knob—all with one hand. A push button at the top keeps the door unlocked. A twist of the knob releases the latchbolt again. The case is finished in a dull brass color. The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., Stamford, Conn.
**Screen and storm sash**, all in one permanent unit, eliminates seasonal changing and storage. The screen slides up into storage position during winter. The lower storm sash is also self-storing and can be pushed up behind the upper storm sash when not needed. The unit can be installed without alteration to any standard double-hung window. It has an adjustable, rust-resistant metal frame with baked-on aluminum finish. From F. C. Russell Company, Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Practical automatic heat regulator is a special device for controlling heat in a wood-burning or coal stove. It saves fuel and eliminates the fire hazard of an over-heated stove. It is easily mounted on the stove pipe and can be installed on old or new stoves. No adjusting is necessary, just set control dial at desired temperature. Damper is thermostatically controlled and operates with room temperature changes of 2° or less. This regulator is particularly useful in a ski cabin or hunting lodge where, if you are out all day, there's danger of the fire going out or getting too hot. Riteheat Regulator Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Home model barograph is a self-recording barometer which keeps a record of variations of atmospheric pressure for a complete week. A pressure-sensitive mechanism actuates a pen which traces a line on a chart. Handsome instrument for a man's office or library mantelpiece, it measures 5 x 7 x 11 1/2", and is housed in a gray metal case with a large window for reading the chart. Models are portable. Fries Instrument Division of Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore 4, Maryland.

New storm window regulator made of magnesium alloy, electro-plated for rust resistance, opens and closes the window as the inside sash is raised or lowered. Two units are required for each storm window—one for each side replacing the customary side supports for top-hung storm windows. The higher the inside window is raised, the wider the storm window opens. If desired, by inverting the mounting and attaching the regulators to the upper inside window, the storm window will automatically open whenever the upper window is lowered. The Award Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Small television receiver, a direct-view table model, has a new, improved 7" picture tube. Dimensions are 14 1/2" high, 21" wide and 16" long, a popular size for a small apartment or any room where space is limited. You can easily see the pictures, even in daylight. The receiver is housed in a cabinet of modern design, with a natural wood finish or in a variety of other finishes, mahogany, oak and walnut. This model has two different tuning bands which cover the entire spectrum of assigned television channels, make all programs available. Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham 54, Massachusetts.

**At Last...**

*a home heating method as DECORATIVE as it is EFFICIENT*

Here's a brand new idea in home heating so simple ... so practical ... everyone says, "Why didn't someone think of that before?"

BASE-RAY® Radiant Baseboards are cast-iron units only 7" high and 1 1/2" thick. They are installed in running lengths along outside walls in place of the usual wooden baseboard.

Thus, the room is heated by radiant rays which flood floor and walls with cozy, clean, even heat. Wonderfully efficient. So inconspicuous as to be practically invisible. Welcome space-savers too, for BASE-RAY Radiant Baseboards are so completely out of the way that rooms at last become 100% livable, and heating units no longer need dictate the arrangement of drapes and furniture.

For new homes or old. BASE-RAY radiant heating can be used with either hot water or steam systems.

Mail coupon for more facts on this sensational new development in Home Heating.

**Burnham Boiler Corporation**

IRVINGTON, N. Y.

Members of the Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers

Please send folder on your new BASE-RAY Radiant Baseboards to:

Name:

Street:

City:

State:

IRVINGTON, N. Y.

Dept. HG-126

Burnham Boiler Corporation

Please send folder on your new BASE-RAY Radiant Baseboards to:

Name:

Street:

City:

State:
"Royal Chef" heavy-gauge, solid aluminum kitchen ware. A Christmas star that will shine in your kitchen throughout the year.

* Royal Chef's steam seal and self-basting features keep vitamins locked in, keep foods juicy and savory.
* Royal Chef's heavier bottoms distribute heat evenly, cook quickly.
* FOR A MEAL FIT FOR A KING, USE "ROYAL CHEF" HEAVY-GAUGE, SOLID ALUMINUM KITCHEN WARE.

For dozens of household uses!

**LOBSTER CHOWDER**

2 1/4 cups (2 10 1/2 oz. tins) condensed cream of tomato soup
2 1/4 cups (2 10 1/2 oz. tins) condensed cream of mushroom soup
5 cups water
1 1/2 cups butter
3 tbsp. finely chopped onion
1 tbsp. finely chopped green pepper
1 1/2 cups chopped celery
2 cups lobster, fresh boiled or canned, coarsely broken, but not flaked
Salt and pepper
1/2 cup sherry

Melt the butter in a heavy pan, add the onion and sauté until a faint golden color. Add green pepper and stir for a minute, then put in all the vegetables except the tomatoes and stir gently over low fire for 5 minutes. (If any of the vegetables are frozen, thaw them before putting into the pan.) Pour beef bouillon and the water over the vegetables, add the tomatoes and the tomato paste. Salt and pepper lightly and drop in bay leaf. Cover and simmer until vegetables are tender, about 30 minutes. Remove bay leaf, adjust salt and pepper.

**QUICK VEGETABLE SOUP**

1 qt. condensed canned beef bouillon
1 qt. water
3/4 cup butter
3/4 cup finely chopped onion
2 tbsps. finely chopped green pepper
1/2 cup sliced carrots
3/4 cup chopped cabbage
1/2 cup green lima beans
1/2 cup chopped celery
1/2 cup cut string beans
2 large tomatoes, chopped
1 tbsp. tomato paste
Bay leaf
Salt and pepper

Melt the butter in a heavy pan, add the onion and sauté until a faint golden color. Add green pepper and stir for a minute, then put in all the vegetables except the tomatoes and stir gently over low fire for 5 minutes. (If any of the vegetables are frozen, thaw them before putting into the pan.) Pour beef bouillon and the water over the vegetables, add the tomatoes and the tomato paste. Salt and pepper lightly and drop in bay leaf. Cover and simmer until vegetables are tender, about 30 minutes. Remove bay leaf, adjust salt and pepper.

**CAKE HOLDER, POT REST and a dozen other uses.**

Made of strong, easy-to-clean aluminum, they're indispensable in any efficient kitchen. Get your set today.

**BROILING steaks, chops, hamburgers**

**STEAMING vegetables, meats, fruits**
SOUP

Continued from page 196

chopped celery. Add the water, and cook until the celery is tender, if desired; allowing it to remain crisp adds interest to the texture of the soup. When celery has almost reached desired tenderness, poor in the condensed cream of tomato soup, then add the condensed cream of mushroom, stirring briskly or beating gently with a rotary beater to mix it in smoothly and completely. Heat thoroughly, but do not boil. At the last, add the lobster, adjust salt and pepper, stir in sherry.

Chicken-Mushroom Soup

1 qt. (10 1/2 oz. tins) condensed chicken broth
1 qt. water
2 tbsps. chopped ham fat
3/4 cup smoked ham, cut in thin strips
1 cup chicken meat, cut in thin strips
3/4 cup celery, cut in thin strips
2 leeks, white part, chopped
2 tps. green tops of leeks, finely chopped
3 ounces mushrooms, fresh or broiled-in-butter tinned ones
3/4 cup rice
Salt and pepper
Try out the ham fat in a heavy pan. Put in the white part of the leeks and sauté them lightly. Add celery and the raw rice and stir over low flame for 3 or 4 minutes. Add chicken broth and water and simmer gently until celery and rice are nearly done, about 15 minutes. If fresh mushrooms are used, wash, slice and sauté them lightly in 1 tablespoon of butter; the broiled tinned mushrooms need only to be sliced thinly. Add the mushrooms and their liquor, if tinted ones are used, to the soup. Put in the ham strips and cook 5 minutes. Just before serving, add the chicken strips and the raw, finely chopped green part of the leeks. Add salt and pepper to taste.

Black Bean Soup

4 cups black bean puree or concentrated canned black bean soup
1 cup condensed beef bouillon
1 cup water
1 cup dry red wine
Bay leaf
1 1/2 cups cubed garlic-flavored salami or sausage
Salt and freshly ground pepper
Mix all liquid ingredients and heat thoroughly, adding the bay leaf. Five minutes before serving, add the cubed, highly flavored sausage or salami. Remove bay leaf and adjust seasoning.

Cream of Spinach with Shrimps and Almonds

3 cups cooked pureed fresh or frozen spinach
3 tbsps. butter
1 tbsp. grated onion
2 tbsp. flour
1 cup condensed beef bouillon
2 cups thin cream
3/4 cups coarsely chopped boiled shrimp
3/4 cup sherry
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Few grains cayenne pepper
Chopped toasted almonds

(Continued on page 204)
Bless your lucky stars...

FLINT has produced a carving set just in time for Christmas!

FLINT HOLLOW GROUND CUTLERY

• Three invaluable carver's instruments by FLINT, housed in a hardwood chest in which they will live for a lifetime! Cunningly designed handles (a far cry from the stag handles of grandpa's day) fit the fingers and the palm—blade and fork are balanced to a nicety—and there's an extra-fine steel to whisk the blade along for a matchless edge. More than a gift—a heritage. Available now in limited quantities. $15.
• For an ultra-lucktimate feel, there is a FLINT Carving Set with handles of sterling silver, $35 (plus tax)

Home-made ice cream in 90 seconds from a new, streamlined freezer no bigger than a table grill. The Mt Rapid Freezer borrows the old-fashioned hand-cracking principle, but the resemblance stops with the handle, use of rock salt and ice. This little unit turns out a pint of ice cream in 1½ minutes. Any prepared mix will do if heavy cream is scarce. Ice and 2 cups of coarse salt go into a detachable drum. One hand pours the mix over the drum, the other hand cranks the handle. Ice flows smooth, velvety ice cream. It also makes frozen daiquiris. White enamelled finish on aluminum. $20.95 ppd. with recipes, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Adjustable fruit reamer of polished cast aluminum gives 25% more juice than one you've probably been using. The strong reamer blades of this Mason Juicer push citrus fruit pulp and seeds aside, straining out every drop of pure juice, with no bitter rind taste. Juicer's handle adjusts to six different positions, for proper clearance wherever you attach it. Screws the bracket on any handy spot in the kitchen, clear of swinging doors or jutting sills. Even if you're left-handed, you'll have no trouble placing the Mason, Sturdily and efficiently built for long life. Good modern design. Easy to use, easy to clean. A find for $3.95 at Lewis & Conger.

Plastic cookie cutters for party fare. Fourteen different shapes and colors include: foursome set of cutters for bridge-party sandwiches; four animal designs to stamp out the makings for the cookie jar; a holiday assortment for gingerbread Santas, Christmas trees, stars, scallops, circle and doughnut rounds. Hutzler Cookie Cutters are made of polystyrene, a sturdy heat and stain resistant plastic. The cutting edges are sharp, the handles streamlined. Attractively boxed, $1.50. Macy's.
**Metal step stool** supports 1,000 lbs! This attractive Cosco Step Stool is comfortable for sitting at kitchen work counters, or while ironing, as it is sturdy for climbing. Of heavy-gauge steel, constructed to prevent wobbling, yet light enough for easy carrying. The spread of the step supports prevents the stool from tipping over. Folding steps are self-locking and rubber-treaded for added safety. Stool stands 24" high, baked enamel seat measures 11 1/2" x 14". In gleaming chromium finish with red or white trim. Priced at $9.95 from B. Altman & Company.

**Clean, fresh air** flows through this new type Badgaire Combination Window Filter and Ventilator. It diffuses drafts, but prevents dust, dirt and soot from settling in. A special filter of wire mesh traps the dust particles. Quickly cleaned by tapping out loose dirt, holding unit under faucet. Dry, then apply Badgaire Filter Adhesive for renewed efficacy. Of rustproof, weather-proof aluminum with air-tight rubber gaskets. Easy to install. In 3 sizes to fit all windows, each 6" high; 22-28" extension, $4. 28-34", $4.50. 34-40", $5. 8 oz. adhesive, 36c. John Wanamaker.

**Table service** for six. Twenty-six pieces of stainless steel flatware with gay red Catalin handles, packed in a hostess tray, make up a modern, all-purpose set. Time-and-motion savers will approve highly of the step-saving oak service-storage tray, lined and divided into four neat compartments to prevent scrambling. The tray and contents are light enough to hold in one hand while setting the table. Slips into a kitchen table drawer for convenient storage. Six tablespoons, 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 teaspoons, a sugar spoon and a butter knife complete the set. Ekco Hostess Tray, $10. Stern's.

**Barbecuing** dates back to Biblical days, but it takes an up-to-the-minute device to combine gourmet flavor with automatic operation. The electric Rotis-smat is self-basting, self-turning and self-cooking. No bigger than a grill, it roasts meats and poultry (up to 10 lbs.) a golden brown, with juices sealed in. For flat broiling, an adjustable, 3-position grill is inserted and the skewer removed. Drip pan, hinged cover, heat-resistant glass panels are removable for cleaning. AC, $47.50. Macy's, N. Y.

**Epicures** who grind pepper only as needed, to get the fresh, full flavor, will be glad to know they can match pepper mills with salt shakers. The Olde Thompson Pepper Mills have a well-earned reputation for precision performance. Thompson salt shakers work equally well. Urn-shaped “Romance” in natural hardwood, lacquered, and gift packed with 1 oz. of peppercorns, $7.50. Sold singly, mills are $4.95, shakers $2.25. Other styles in wood, hobnail glass, plastic. Parker & Battey, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

**NOW, it's WALLPAPER—**

**“Designs of Today”**

The trend is strongly toward the use of wallpaper, and many experienced Decorators continue to specify “Designs of Today.” Advanced 1947 patterns of this celebrated line of which Taunton and Casablanca are but two of the many now in ample supply, reveal hundreds of new wallpaper-ideas, more spirited and colorful than ever before.

Fresh, invigorating beauty comes into your home with “Designs of Today.” See the full collection at Warner's in Chicago or at Thibaut's in New York—or at their numerous dealers'. Would you like full-color samples of the two wallpapers shown here? Write today enclosing 10c to cover wrapping and postage.

*Insist on “Designs of Today,” offered jointly by—*

**THE WARNER COMPANY, Thibaut INCORPORATED**

418 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.  269 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Extra STEAM HEAT
WHEN and WHERE You Want It!

INSIST ON THE GENUINE
Electresteam
PORTABLE STEAM RADIATOR

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED, CLEAN, SAFE HEAT FROM A WALL PLUG

You CAN take it with you...to any room in your home, to your office or cottage. Just plug it in and get cozy warmth in a jiffy.

Light-weight, sturdy steel construction, handsomely finished. Thrifty, trouble-free performance. Insist on Electresteam...the original portable, electric steam radiator!

$37.35
AC-DC CURRENT

At Better Dealers Everywhere

ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR CORP. • Detroit 8, Michigan
Also Electresteam Baby Bottle Warmers, Sterilizers, Electric Servants

Old Fitzgerald

OLD FASHIONED but still in style

Bottled in Bond

100 PROOF • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
STITZEL - WELDER DISTILLERY, INC., SHIVELY, KENTUCKY

Revere's handsome pressure cooker of copper-clad stainless steel has a minimum of operating devices. Combination gauge and visible dial for 5-10-15-lb. pressure is hinged right on the cover. Gasket slips in and out of lid for easy cleaning. 4 qt. $15.95, Macy's, N.Y.

Sail through ironing faster, easier, with the new automatic General Mills iron. A tapered heel gives greater coverage with fewer strokes. Iron rolls on side for safe resting, eliminates lifting. Fingertip fabric selector; Tru-Heat control. AC $10.50, Hudson's, Detroit.

Automatic pop-up toaster by Camfield has dial regulator for your choice of light, medium or dark toast. Thermostatic control device assures uniformity of color. Toast stays warm and crisp until served. Hinged tray bottom. AC or DC $18.60 at Gimbel Bros.

The Sunbeam Mixmaster saves you muscle work: beating, whipping, juicing. All you do is "tune in" the Mix-Finder dial. Speeds are plainly marked for correct, even mixing. Portable head lifts off for use at stove. Beaters eject automatically, $31. Lewis & Conger.

Mortite

A pliable, plastic weatherstripping—easily, quickly applied to windows, baseboards, doors. Stops expensive heat leaks. Just press into place. Use inside or outside. Can be painted. Mortite does not shrink or crack. Also plugs cracks around bathtubs, drainboards, etc. Roll covers about 80 feet, enough for 5 windows.

$1.25

AT HARDWARE, PAINT, DEPT. STORES AND LUMBERYARDS

Ask for Mortite Booklet!

J. W. MORTELL CO.
535 Burch St. Kankakee, Illinois
GIFT BOX NESTS of NEW INDESTRUCTIBLE NYLON TUMBLERS

These wonder creations of incomparable nylon, not to be compared with anything you ever held of, have swept into popularity as the aristocrats of home-wares this season.

Nylon tumblers, packed in gift boxes, appear in six exquisite pastel shades—to complement domestic color plans.

They are indestructible—practically impossible to scratch, mar, dent or break—no matter how hasty the youngsters, how careless the maid. Six tumblers dropped from tenth floor apartment window, weren't even scratched.

At your best shops or by mail at $7.50 per set of six.

DuBois Plastic Products, Inc.

Save time, trouble and expense with a Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker

Why tolerate the blown fuse nuisance any longer? Why hunt fuses in the dark... or break off in the midst of preparing a meal to go to the store for the new fuses you forgot to buy? Why stumble down dark cellar stairs and fumble in the old fuse-box wondering what to do? The Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker ends this annoyance forever. It is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. And when service goes off, all you do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy... nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye... even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for less than $5.00 additional. Also easily installed in old homes. How much will it cost you?

What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet, “Goodbye to Fuses!” CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc., Pioneer Electrical Manufacturers, 1967 S. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

DECEMBER, 1946

POT LUCK

Continued from page 200

Dormeyer's new electric mixer has a two-position horizontal arm that operates from center to side of bowl. Portable head, 3 mixing speeds. $25.35 from Hammacher Schlemmer, N.Y.

Toastmaster automatic toaster, two-slice model, boasts oven-type construction for keeping toast warm after it pops up; uniform color under varying voltage. $18.55. From Macy's, N.Y.

Travel iron by G. E. weighs only 2 lbs., but does heavy-duty ironing. Folds flat in zippered carrying case. Soleplate resists salt-air corrosion. For either AC or DC, priced $6.20 at Bloomingdale's.

Toastwell's two-slice toaster is an automatic pop-up. Silent clock and thermostat control eliminate ticking and can produce toast which does not vary in color. $16.30. John Wanamaker.

Four man-sized waffles at one baking with the Sunbeam Waflle Maker. Indicator light tells when to pour batter in; when waffles are done. Color control. $18.55. From Lewis & Conger.

TOASTMASTER

For over sixty years

Edward VII

At your Jeweler's

FREE BOOKLET—Tells facts about new, better home electrical protection. Write TODAY for your copy.
For the person who enjoys gracious living, there's no finer gift than the one and only Benedictine! A gift in the true Christmas tradition, Benedictine is still produced in France from the original secret formula. That's why only Benedictine can taste like Benedictine.

Benedictine's own bottled

Benedictine and Brandy)

Masterfully blended to perfection in Benedictine's century-old cellars.

Sole Agents in the U.S.A.

Benedictine is the exclusive trademark of the Haitz Distillery, Pharr, France. Benedictine and Brandy 70 and 80 Proof. JULIUS WILE & CO., INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

If you look up recipes for punches and mixed drinks from the 18th Century to the present day, you'll see that holiday drinks are as traditional as the Christmas tree. The same drinks, served in the same ways, have made their way in a pattern down the centuries. The 18th Century gentleman descending from his sedan chair was intent, hurrying through the frosty twilight, on reaching a friend's house with its good cheer and welcoming drink. His descendant, jumping off the bus, is bent on the same objective, and the recipe for the drink he is offered may well be two centuries old. Here are six recipes (four are illustrated) that are as much a part of Christmas as Good King Wenceslaus or "Tiny Tim" Cratchit.

Eggnog (for 12 to 15). Make the base several hours in advance of serving, so that the flavors will have a chance to mingle well. Into a dozen well-beaten egg yolks whip 8 tablespoons of sugar, blending thoroughly. Then add 1½ pints each of brandy and of rum. Just before serving, make a second mixture as follows: blend together a dozen well-beaten egg whites, a pint of cream whipped to a froth; then whip in 4 pints of good rich milk. Now combine the mixtures, sprinkle with nutmeg, and serve ice-cold. If you find it impossible to get cream and "good rich milk," here is a recipe which demands neither:

Christmas punch (for 15 to 20). To 1 bottle of brandy, add 2 ounces of orange Curacao, the peel of 1 lemon and of 1 orange. Add 3 pints of club soda. Chill all bottles well before using. Serve in punch bowl.

Tom & Jerry. Classic as eggnog, but not quite so rich. Good recipe for an open house, the Tom & Jerry base can be made in quantity, in advance. For 10 people: combine well-beaten whites, yolks of a dozen eggs; season with cloves, allspice, sweetness to taste. Stir in 4 ozs. brandy, 1 oz. Jamaica rum. Serve in a punch bowl with hot water jug nearby. Each serving is individually mixed. For each guest's cup: one heaping tablespoon of the mixture, 1 oz. brandy, hot water to fill, dusting of nutmeg. Above, Monnet cognac, Myers's Jamaica rum. Lowestoft punch bowl and accessories by Plummer, Ltd. Napkins, B. Altman & Co.
Hot Brandy-Rum Punch. Ready and invigorating. Its base a simple syrup (1 lb. sugar to 3 qts. boiling water), flavored with grated lemon peel and nutmeg to taste, poured piping into the punch bowl. Add one quart each of Jamaica rum, and of cognac. Stir well. Serves 15. Above, casserole, Georg Jensen; mugs, Plummer, Ltd.; Hennessy 3 Star cognac; Myers's Jamaica rum.

Hot Brandy Passet. To serve 4: heat a quart of cream (or rich milk) with a cinnamon stick; bring to boil; remove from fire; cool; stir in 3 beaten egg yolks; nutmeg, sugar to taste. Set over slow fire, stir till consistency of thin, fine custard; remove from heat. Mix in scant half-pint brandy. Serve from tureen. Above, napkins, B. Altman. Accessories, Alfred Orlik. Coronet brandy.

Mulled Wine, nice for teatime on a snowy day. For 8 people; to a simple syrup base (1 qt. boiling water, ¼ lb. sugar), add 2½ pints of claret or sherry. Bring mixture to a boil. Remove from fire. Cool. Stir in the well-beaten whites of 12 eggs, dust with nutmeg. Serve immediately. Above, Cresta Blanca wine. Silver punch bowl on stand, cups and muffiner from Plummer, Ltd.

The new Gulbransen Spinet Pianos are here! And how exquisite they are! Smartly styled to gracefully complement the fashionably furnished home of today. Superb tone quality you have learned to expect from Gulbransen . . . one of America's foremost manufacturers of fine pianos. Choose a new Gulbransen Spinet for a lifetime of musical happiness. WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLETS showing “America's Smartest Piano Fashions.”

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Dept. HG, 816 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 51, Ill.
Continued from page 197

**Hand Sculptured Boudoir Accessories**

- Superb Essences for Discriminating Men and Women
  - *Pink Champagne* • *Blue Note* • *Shanfu*

**HERMIONE, INC., CALIFORNIA**

---

**SOUP**

Melt the butter and stir in the flour; add the onion and cook for a minute. Then add beef bouillon, stirring constantly. Add the cream, then the puréed spinach. Blend and simmer over a low flame for 10 minutes. Five minutes before serving add the cooked shrimp. (If shrimp are prepared at home, cook them only 4 minutes in boiling water, highly seasoned with salt, a little cayenne, a slice of onion, bay leaf and a sliver of garlic. Cool in cooking water; shell, clean and chop.) Season the soup well with salt and pepper and the cayenne. Add the sherry and take from fire. At serving time sprinkle a spoonful of chopped almonds over each bowl.

**French Onion Soup**

- 1 qt. condensed canned beef bouillon
- 1 qt. water
- ¼ cup butter
- 6 medium-sized onions
- 1 scant tbsp. flour
- Bay leaf
- Salt and pepper
- French bread
- Grated Parmesan cheese

Peel and slice the onions thin. Melt the butter in a heavy pan. Sprinkle the flour over the onions and put them into the hot melted butter; sauté them, stirring often, over a low fire until all are soft and yellow and a few slices here and there begin to turn really brown. Pour the water and the beef bouillon over the onions, add salt, pepper and bay leaf. Simmer over low heat for about 15 minutes. Remove bay leaf and adjust salt and pepper. Slice a long French loaf, rather thin. Arrange the slices on a large cookie sheet and sprinkle them with a little of the grated cheese. Put under the broiler to brown and crisp. Provide 2 or 3 slices for each serving; pile them on a large plate to be dropped, one at a time, into the bowls as the soup is ladled out. This way, the bread will not become soggy. Pass extra grated cheese.

Choose a stationery "pattern" that fits you, just as your silver, china and crystal patterns do! Montag’s Coronet is for moderns... it’s crisp, strong, sheer, finest quality extra 100% rag, with unique weave design. Also in open stock... buy matching envelopes and paper as needed!

**THE STATIONERY**

**"PATTERN" FOR MODERNS**

*Montag’s Coronet*

Fine Stores Carry Coronet and Other Montag’s Open-Stock "Patterns"
Continued from page 134

Pictures and accessories point up the color of the carpet and the material. Nothing is played down merely because this is just a one-room apartment.

Probably the most dramatic effect is the window treatment. Its bold green-leaf-on-white curtains, its white valance with appliquéd cut-outs of leaves, its icy-blue Venetian blinds give a spirited quality to the room. The same leaf material is used to slipcover chairs and bolsters, as well as for the skirts of the day-beds (which are box springs and mattresses mounted on legs). Top covers of the beds repeat the green.

The beds are of good quality, to stand the strain of serving both as seats and beds. Two lacquered chests placed between the beds provide storage space. They are the type of chests which the Bonners mean when they say that "they take the place of bureaus but should never actually look that way." Lamps at either end of the chests provide light for reading in bed.

More table space comes from the all-purpose mahogany table with a green leather top which stands in front of the windows and serves as dining, sewing, writing, card or game table. The drum table, set between two comfortable upholstered chairs, is ideal for coffee or cocktails.

An armchair and three small mahogany side-chairs upholstered in charcoal can be pulled up to the table for dining or bridge. The large ottoman covered with solid green material can be pushed up to the armchair to make a chaise longue.

Probably the most discouraging problem in a small apartment is storage. In the plan shown here, a built-in closet (page 134) with shelves and drawers is placed between the entrances to bath and kitchenette. This supplements the chests in the room. Together, they afford ample compartments for clothes, linens and bedding.

Then there is the question of meals and entertaining. Menus must be simple, easy to prepare, convenient to serve. They like to limit the number of courses, but have plenty of food. When there are more than two guests they have buffet meals, a main casserole dish, a vegetable, toasted rolls and dessert. They enjoy an Indian dish called kedgeree. It consists of rice, hard-boiled eggs and finnan haddie, haddock or shrimp, placed in a large casserole dish or in individual casseoles, with a little butter and baked. Another favorite main course calls for half an avocado stuffed with tuna fish mixed with mayonnaise and curry powder dressing. The Bonners like ice cream with fresh fruit for dessert. They also serve domestic wines with their meals. "They add a little touch of elegance, and many of our European friends insist that our American wines are every bit as good as their own."

For your "Guide to English and French Furniture" send 25c to Dept. T116

Baker Furniture Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
10 MILLING ROAD. HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

"Baker" is a very special kind of furniture...designed, built and finished to please those who appreciate the finest.

"SWISS WEAVE CREATIONS"

The exclusive waffle weave design launders beautifully, and is made of the finest virgin wool yarns.

For better stores everywhere.

"Leisure Throw for Mother
Hood'n Wrap for Baby

"Exquisite Gifts of beauty and comfort"
Do you find yourself pleasantly beset with memories of pink beaches, winding limestone lanes, the scent of hibiscus and oleanders? In short, is Bermuda on your mind?

The Islands are busy getting ready for you. Many of the hotels and guest houses are open. In a few months there will be facilities for everyone.

Right now, however, be sure to have your travel agent arrange round-trip passage and reservations and obtain confirmation of hotel or guest-house accommodations.

Write for a new FREE illustrated folder, "Bermuda Invites You." Address: Bermuda Trade Development Board, Dept. HG, 609 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

**HOUSEKEEPING DIARY FOR DECEMBER**

Pin this up inside your closet door and consult it through the month so that no December chores are forgotten.

**FIRST WEEK**

Start the week by checking over your Christmas gift and card lists. Now is the time to do the last of your shopping and buy the stockings and presents. Gifts which must travel should be wrapped, addressed and mailed. Check pantry supplies and order timed canapé ingredients. Place orders for your Christmas tree and the turkey. Make an appointment to have the piano tuned. If your front door needs repainting, schedule it for Saturday when your husband is home. Send slipcovers and curtains to be cleaned (if your cleaner can be depended upon to return them in time for Christmas). Have carving knives sharpened.

**SECOND WEEK**

Check over the magazine subscriptions you gave to your friends last year. Have your glass curtains laundered. If you are going to need extra help for Christmas parties, call your standbys, or an agency, to arrange for it. Take a morning to look over the state of your clothes and your husband's, especially his dress shirts. Another morning, go through your closets and send your old things and your children's old toys to a thrift shop to be sold for your favorite charity. Buy a supply of stamps and a box of envelopes for tips. Get crisp new money from the bank. Have windows cleaned and hang your fresh glass curtains. Check the wine closet and consult your husband about cigars both for the house and for gifts. Have your husband go over the electric lights for indoor and outdoor trees.

**THIRD WEEK**

Address your Christmas cards and fill envelopes with money for doormen, newsboys and the postmen in town and in the country. Get the children's rooms ready—they'll be home from school or college this week. Have the floors waxed. Hang the wreaths, the mistletoe and garlands. Bring out the tree stand and the tree ornaments. Wash your very best china and linen, iron the tablecloth you'll use for Christmas dinner. Have the fireplace woodboxes filled. Shine the silver, the candelesticks, the door knocker and the fireplace brass. Send your husband's evening clothes to the tailor for pressing. Send your husband for the tree. Do your food shopping for Christmas. Wash the dog.

**FOURTH WEEK**

Deliver packages to friends, charities and hospitals. Distribute your gratuity envelopes. Plan a tray buffet supper for Christmas Eve to refresh the tree trimmers. Set the dining room table for Christmas dinner. On Christmas, relax, and let the paper drop where it may. The next day, collect wrapping paper and throw it away, sort out ribbons to be kept. List presents for "thank you" notes. When the pine needles begin to drop, put pine boughs in the fireplace for a sweet-smelling fire. The living room will need a thorough cleaning. Put away your gifts. Order flowers for New Year's. Notify the milkman to deliver extra cream if you're planning to serve eggnog. Start brewing your New Year's punch. Check the contents of your wine-cellar once more and stock up on anything you lack, especially soda. Pre-cook the ham you'll serve New Year's day and arrange a buffet table for the party which rings in 1947.

Happy New Year!
ISLAND SPELL
Continued from page 138

Laborers and petty merchants came and stayed—East Indians, Chinese and Armenians. Where the islands are English, they are very English, where French, very French. Where the new control is of recent date, as in the American Virgin Islands and even in Puerto Rico, the people there refuse to lose their original identity. So the Carribean islands are a patchwork of peoples, with descendants of African slaves predominating generally. Only in a few islands do any remnants of the original Caribs exist—the early Spanish settlers saw to it that they were fairly well exterminated.

All this conglomeration of race and color, of strife, shift, prosperity and grim poverty may not be apparent to those who stroll on Montego Bay’s inviting white sands or sip rum punch laced with bitters in Trinidad. They may be lost on those who thread the immaculate streets of Dutch Curacao, or climb to Toussaint Louverture’s citadel on Haiti or wait to catch the first bracing whiff of the trade winds on a broad, shady verandah at Barbados’ yacht club. But whether they be in Cuba or Montserrat, St. Kitts or Guadaloupe, on the flat savannahs of Jamaica or the upland peaks of St. Lucia, it is more than distance from home, more than scenery, more than strange foliage, flowerimg and fruits that weaves a spell. Always from the past stalk the ghostly generations of those who set up these distant fringes of empire for England, France, Spain, the Netherlands, Denmark. If you miss these, you miss half the lure that will bring you back again.

In visiting these scattered islands, you can do something more than just escape the ice and snow of the north, and the pressure of the day’s commitments: you can escape into the past and lose yourself in a varied assortment of peoples and follow their slow-paced life on palm-fringed shores and jungle-shadowed mountain paths.

Richardson Wright

This copy of an Early English Victorian Pull-Up Chair will take its place with any period furnishings. The frame is finely carved Solid Mahogany. See it at your dealers.

If you are unable to find this chair, write us for the nearest dealer who has it.

JAMESTOWN LOUNGE Company
Jamestown, N.Y.

No Gift Could Be Finer

or more appreciated than this beautiful Miss Marietta bedspread and rug. Distinctive designs and pleasing color combinations enhance the natural beauty of the heavily tufted and durable chenille. These high-quality, full dimensioned spreads styled by Miss Marietta are available in both double and twin-bed sizes at very reasonable prices.

If your favorite store is temporarily out of Miss Marietta spreads and rugs—you may order direct from the factory.

BEDSPREADS
BATH SETS
RUGS

MARIETTA COBB INDUSTRIES INC.
MARIETTA, GEORGIA
CONQUER THE ELEMENTS

COME WINTER—your home retains its summer comfort through the use of Ferro-Therm, the light, flexible, easy-to-handle, steel insulation that reflects 90 to 99% of all radiant heat. It keeps heat where you want it: inside in winter; outside in summer. Guaranteed to remain permanently efficient for the life of the building, your Ferro-Therm insulation will pay for itself many times over by reducing your annual fuel costs 20 to 30%. Insulate now—forever!

EVALUATE BEFORE YOU INSULATE

Write today for the complete story of this modern and permanent insulation.

Ferro-Therm
STEEL INSULATION

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO., INC. • 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N.Y.
HOGAN & COMPANY, Eastern Distributors, 263 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

THE AMERICAN EYE
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DARRELL AUSTIN, still in his thirties, has within six years become a "modern American master." When he made his New York debut in 1940 he was entirely unknown, a young painter from Oregon. The world which Darrel Austin presented to New York was a realm conceived by and viewed completely by Austin's inner eye. It had definite primitive quality (what he painted looked vaguely as though children or peasants had had a hand in it), and it was essentially a dream world: Austin's very personal American dream world. It looked as though Austin had observed it through shattered glass. Austin's domain is verdantly subsistence. It is lit by nacreous moonlight, by eerie phosphorescent light like that in the wake of a ship. This dream world is inhabited by earthy-human figures (many of them frog-footed), by great, curiously half-human forms with magnificent goosed eyes. There is a Fun pipe-sound in Austin's art, and sometimes, somewhere windbells gently tintinnabulate. The paint is thick on his canvases; he applies it with his palette knife. He has been an advertising layout man, a professional sapping partner. Prairie Dust (page 121) is Austin at his best, tending towards a more definite but still magical realism.

ERNST FIENE'S Connecticut River Farm Evening (page 125) is typically New England winter. At fifty-two, Fiene, Rhineeland born, U.S.A. educated, paints in the great American realistic tradition. His canvases, water colors, gouaches, lithographs and etchings are notable for his consistent pursuit of truth. His pictures are inevitably well designed, his subjects well chosen to suit the style which he has developed. He is a realist seeking to re- cord beauty in what we all see about us. His is not a photographic eye, but an interpretive one. He has found beauty in industrial structures, factory towns, Pennsylvania mining lands, muddy streets, Hudson River boats. His Racing the old New York Post Office (a canvas showing men at work on the almost completely demolished Victorian building, pedestrians running heedlessly by through the frigid winter day, modern New York towers glittering sullenly in the background) won him one of the awards in a Carnegie International Exhibition. He has painted one of the largest fresco murals in this country; a huge panoramic view of the history of the needle-trades industry. It contains over two hundred figures. There are fifty-three portraits. But most of all he loves to interpret and record the winter scene. He is the painter of snow, frost, ice. Connecticut River Farm Evening is not only typically New England winter but essentially Fiene.

WALTER STEUMPFig made his New York debut three years ago. Today, at thirty-two, he has pictures in some six major museum collections, in numerous private collections. His paintings are indisputably romantic. Pennsylvania born, Pennsylvania educated, European traveled (by virtue of a scholarship from the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts), he paints the local scene around his 1700-ish North Pennsylvania Dutch farm house, allegories, Cape May beach and shore scenes, childhood recollections, and the mise en scène of childhood. "I hate most modern painting," he says. Also hating interruptions by passing trains, interested bystanders, he paints in a huge studio converted from his farm slaughter house. Within his studio, guided by swiftly noted pen-and-ink or water color impressions, he views nature and the local scene and makes them not only conform to their visible exterior reality, but to some romantic inner vision individually his own. Since what his romantic American eye sees frequently coincides with our ideas of the romantic climate, his canvases communicate his vision instantly, lyrically confirming our own. His early paintings were lush with gorgeous, Italian color. Now his canvases are subdued: his color tends to softly-glows in browns and grays. His rococo Cape May houses, his children playing games or standing on, or near, chalk-scrapped walls, his vistas of dreamlike cities are always viewed through a thin, imperceptible haze, through layers and layers of fine-sprayed illusionary haze. He has no message save beauty. Follow the Leader (page 124) is one of his recent paintings. Here are the children he loves (he has two little boys of his own) playing an ancient childhood game. Here is the Italianate but so-American architecture which crowns the American scene, the worn, plasterly wall, the debris-strewn empty lot. But it is all remade to Steumpf's romantic specifications.

LOREN MACIVER, New York-born, city-bred, thirty-seven-year-old artist, does exactly what she sets out to do. She takes the most mundane objects—broken, blistered pavements; ash covered doorknobs—and permits her personal fantasy to depict them in surprising arrangements of line and color. She sees beauty in almost everything. She transfixes the elusive moment. Her canvases are suffused with nostalgia, with the watery, hazy light of autumn Manhattan skies. Her colors glow quietly, are dreamlike. She is the Katherine Mansfield of contemporary American painting, revealing personalities in everyday objects. She also enhances the poetry of red and blue votive lights, of bud.
THE AMERICAN EYE
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The midget that works like a giant

Zephyr Portable Electric Heaters cost only $24.95. O.P.A. ceiling price ($6.5 higher in Zone 2). For complete details and name of your nearest dealer, mail this coupon with your name and address to—

ZEPHYR CORP., PLANIFIELD, NEW JERSEY

FURNITURE BY

HICKORY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

DECEMBER, 1946
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Electro-Sheet COPPER

KEEPS MOISTURE OUT

Ground moisture will rot foundation timbers if positive protection is not provided. "Electro-Sheet" Copper is a simple, economical answer.

This thin copper sheet is made by electro-deposition in long one-piece rolls. Bonded to tough building paper by various manufacturers it is flexible, impervious to air and moisture, rust-proof and durable. It's ideal for foundation "damp-coursing." Ask your building supply dealer; write for Booklet B-5.

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

Waterbury 88, Connecticut

Offices and Agencies in Principal Cities

Anaconda Copper & Brass

The midget that works like a giant

Zephyr A Cerom-1-Cast Product Listed by Underwriters Laboratory

A new life, like a tree in spring. This painting is a lyric to New York garbage, the richest garbage in the world.

BEN SHAHN is a painter of social protest, not the loud-mouthed, banner headlines protest which makes its point with a big noise, but the quieter, more incisive protest which stays longer and sears more deeply. He paints the lives, times and bitter disasters of the man in the street. He paints victims: to him we are all victims, the murderer, the murdered. He sets them against starkly, realistically suggestive backgrounds: tenements, worn pastures, broken structures. He works from photographs the is an excellent photographer) and distorts his figures, his backgrounds to make his point. His colors are frequently reminiscent of Sunday-tabloid, full-color supplements. Russian born, of a wood-carving family, he came to New York at eight, was educated in our public schools, at City College and New York University. Today he lives in Jersey Homesteads, New Jersey. There he is not only famous for his paintings but as a City Councilman. World's Greatest Comics (page 125) is typically Shahn in design, structure, idea and point. In it he paints what he has defined as "the curious disconcern that children have, despite the agonies that they go through, and their wonderful power of adjustment to environment." In a city playground, two children escape into a fantastic, typically American realm of fun. Although there are only two children to be seen escaping in World's Greatest Comics, the implications for the rest are quite obvious.

ABRAHAM RATTNER is internationally famous, has been internationally coupled with the great French religious painter Rouault. In France he exhibited with leading French moderns. Today, at fifty-one, this Poughkeepsie-born painter lives in America, has emerged as a great painter in his own right. His canvases still blaze with violent stained-glass colors, but his colors have been purified by the American air. His painting is essentially abstract in the tradition of the major French modernists, but his abstractions are becoming less obscure. In Table Still Life (page 124), his colors are electrically rich; his fruits, flowers, the table itself, the chair are clearly discernible in their essential forms. All excess detail has been removed; this is a picture to delight the discerning eye.
to open it until it seems for itself each object's inherent structure. Says Ratl
ner, "Painting here is going through the convulsions of its own life-and-
death struggle—very similar to that life-and-death struggle of the world. It,
too, is seeking that form in which it may most expressively organize the
time-space elements." Ratlmer con-
tinues to fuse the great traditions of French and American painting in an
incessant flow of brilliantly colored,

MILTON AVERY is fifty-three, was
born in upstate New York, studied in
Connecticut. Jacob
Lawrence is twenty-
ine, was born in At-
lantic City, New Jer-
sey, and studied in
New York. Byron
Bowme is thirty-nine, was born in Tonkens,
New York, and stu-
died in Manhattan.

These three are separated by birth-
place, date of birth, educational cir-
cumstances, but all three of them have one thing in common; their
painting techniques are similar. Law-
rence, speaking of his own work, sums
up what these three are trying to do: "In my work, the human subject is the
most important thing. My work is abstract in the sense of having been
designed and composed, but it is not abstract in the sense of having no hu-
man content. An abstract style is simply your way of speaking. You want
to communicate. I want the idea to strike right away." Their ideas strike
because they paint with an intense, poster-like simplicity, with wit, with
vigor. Their colors are flat, good hu-
moredly bright, basic, elemental. The
design is always precisely geometric.
Avery is concerned with his friends, people at parties, an arrangement of
objects on a table, a landscape. In
Still Life with Clock (page 125),
Avery colors a chair-back fireman red,
a table-top lush pink, an alarm clock
brazen blue, and you believe it.

JACOB LAWRENCE is concerned with
the social scene: Negroes at work
and play, Negroes mi-
gi KI\ Sm. Death of a
Fortune

A PORTFOLIO ENTITLED
"....and the Mi-
grants Kept Coming." He is never bitter, nev-
er self-pitying, but his
pictures make you stop, make you think
while their colors and caricature-like
design amuse. Barber Shop (page 122)
is essentially Lawrence: his humorous
observation, his delight in the facts of
daily living, his truthfully comic report
of what goes on, his jazz-rhythm color
more Equator than Harlem, New York.

(Continued on page 211)
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BYRON BROWNE is currently con-
cerned with the circus: its saw-
dust, its performers, its music. His colors are
more lush than Avery's or Lawrence's, his pat-
terns more complicated. But he is indis-
putably a virtuoso of the palette. Looking at
his paintings, it is im-
mediately obvious that
he loves living, that he loves painting. His canvases are rich, gregarious, bom-
astically vital. Women of the Circus
(page 123) is symbolically Byron
Browne. It fuses his talents, concen-
trates his gifts. But Browne can also
paint a reflective, brooding picture—
somewhat reminiscent of abstract Pl-
casso, a little owing to Klee, but always
Browne.

ANNA MARY ROBERTSON MOSES, at
eighty-six, is a housewife, a
Vermont farmer. Fred
Papsdorf, at fifty-nine, is an Indiana milk-
man. Charles Prender-
gast is seventy-eight, has been a
maker of distinguished
picture frames; his
brother was a famous
American early twen-
tieth century painter. Today, "Grand-
ma" Moses, Papsdorf and Prendergast
are also known as three of America's
outstanding painters. They are primit-
ive painters—painters who have
taught themselves—
although Prendergast practices an antique
technique (works on a
panel surfaced with
gesso, plaster of Paris or
gypsum) the way
many Renaissance
painters did. The
primitive painting at-
tracts because it makes us all think that
we too can be artists. These three,
ever paint with a native genius which
sets them apart from
other.

"Grandma" Moses paints her
Vermont farm, the people, the
landscape, the beasts, the
birds, anything which is legitimately
part of her local scene. Church Christmas
Tree (detail on cover) shows her at her
best. Sometimes when she paints snow
she adds to the effect by liberally
sprinkling her canvas with glittering
silver particles. PRENDERGAST, top
of page, paints country fairs, race tracks
and zoos. Central Park Zoo (page 122)
is one of his largest panels, one of his
gayest, most observant. Many of the
men in this have a Charlie Chaplin
look. PAPSDORF, above, loves to paint
flowers. Violets (page 124) has the
unpretentious, joyous innocence for which
he has become famous.
In helping the Baldridges plan their rooms, New York decorator Bruce Butterfield displayed the same sensitive respect for Bermuda tradition which inspired Mr. Baldridge's architecture. The colors are cool and clear, with bold chintzes adding brightness. In the drawing room, a seascape by Frederick Waugh hangs against ice-blue walls, effectively lit from below by a light concealed in a silver bowl.

The bedroom belonging to the Baldridges' daughter, shown on page 141, is rosy gray and has a ceiling like an inverted tray, a hallmark of many Bermuda rooms. The Baldridges found the quaint iron bedsteads in a junk yard on 23rd Street in New York, paid $35 for four of them. The other pair were too battered to use intact, so parts of them were incorporated into the backs of the chairs at the desk and dressing table. Throughout the house, antiques have been mixed with reproductions. They mingle so smoothly that you cannot tell where the old leaves off and the new begins.

Though the house is pure Bermuda in spirit, Mr. Baldridge has not clung rigidly to local building methods. The exterior walls are constructed in such a way as to have air space within them. This, in addition to a small heating unit, prevents dampness from affecting the interiors.

Mr. and Mrs. Lakin Baldridge, who own Burnt House in Bermuda.

In its walls.
Hostess faces Christmas parties with confidence

She serves "The Aristocrat of Southern Delicacies"

Mary B. Merritt's Beaten Biscuit

Superb with slices of that holiday ham or turkey! Ready to eat as they emerge from Cellophane pack, or heated. Canapes can be prepared ahead of time—won't get soggy. Gourmets on your list (guest or gift) will appreciate them.

Mary B. Merritt
Montgomery
Alabama

in keeping with the best Maryland traditions of gracious living...

Costly... but worth it
In fine places coast to coast
From a land of lavish living

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

Small tables set for four are a convenient and pleasant solution to the dining problem. Serve from a buffet and let your guests help themselves. Here is a table set with Pickard china plates in the "Symphony" pattern; sterling silver, The Gorham Co.; Celosheen damask cloth and napkins by Felix Tausend & Sons from Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; Sheffield wine cooler, Platters, Ltd., and champagne from Sherry Wine & Spirits Co., Inc.

(Continued on page 214)

DeLUXE GIFT for the FLAVOR-WISE

Twin Trees "Master Chef" Cabinet

The master-chef's dream of a complete pantry cabinet of exotic flavors. In addition to an intriguing assortment of herbs, spices and condiments, it provides a faultless PepperGrinder and a supply of imported grated Parmesan cheese. Reproduced from an early Long Island cupboard in native pine, mellow honey maple finish. Has built-in salt bin, sturdy 14" stock, size 14"x21"—Complete...$24.75

Surely there is someone on your Christmas List whose good taste and active participation in the preparation of epicurean delights would make this unique cabinet "the ideal gift."

Here is everything to equip a kitchen with the seasoning magic to make meals unforgettable—all arrayed on a "shelf" of unusual charm and convenience. Sold at fine stores or write us direct—Dept. H-1

For a less princely gift—yet one of high merit and interest to the epicure we suggest a flask of Twin Trees Vintage Wine Terrasses Vinegar, Qt. size...$1.50

Lovely to own...THE LUXURY OF QUILTRON

Exquisitely tailored accessories for closets and boudoirs. Quiltro, a new swan-soft quilting encased in brilliant hued satin-smooth plastic, gives new radiance to your home. Soilproof, moth tight, will not crack or peel, and cleans instantly with a damp cloth. Modestly priced. Matching Quiltro by the yard, 36 inches wide, also available at leading stores everywhere. Write for free booklet HG, "How to Decorate with Quiltro."

Quiltro is Made by Protek Products Co., Inc.
347 Fifth Avenue, New York 16

The Badge of Merritt in keeping with the best Maryland traditions of gracious living...
The punch bowl for an all-day open-house is like the spring that never runs dry and always stays ice cold. The gay and colorful ice block shown on page 213 will not prolong the supply of punch, but it will keep it frosty and fresh for about 3 hours. Besides fulfilling its utilitarian purpose, the ice block will be a conversation piece. These instructions are prepared by the owners of the Crown & Feather Antique Shop, in Lahaska, Pennsylvania.

1. Select an open-top metal or water-tight cardboard container of a size and shape that will fit both the punch bowl and your freezer. The container must be smooth, no ridges or dents, so ice block may be easily removed. (Continued on page 215)
TO MAKE ICE BLOCK AND PUNCH

Continued from page 214

2. Fill the container half full of water and freeze from 12 to 24 hours.

3. For a fruit ice block, choose a variety of firm fruit, and arrange it in the container so that it rests on the ice and extends above the edge and over the sides of the container. (Any arrangement of fruit must conform to the size of the freezer unit, so that the container can be replaced for further freezing without crushing the overhanging fruit.)

3A. If flowers are used, wire the stems and arrange them to suit your fancy. A holder may be used to keep them in position.

4. After the fruit or flowers are in place, add enough water to fill the container to the top.

5. Set the container back in the deep freeze unit and leave it until the water is frozen solid.

6. When you are ready to use the ice block, place the container in warm water to loosen the block.

7. The punch should be well chilled before pouring it over the ice.

The kind of punch you serve is a matter of individual preference. Here is a recipe for Fish House Punch à la Crown & Feather (to serve 15-20):

Make a syrup of 5 quarts of strong tea and 1⁄2 to 1 pound of brown or white sugar. Add 5 sticks of cinnamon and 20 whole cloves. Bring slowly to a boil. Pour this mixture over 1 dozen sliced oranges and 1 dozen sliced lemons. Allow it to stand from 12 to 24 hours. Add 2 quarts of Jamaica rum, 1 quart of brandy and about 1 pint of peach brandy. The peach brandy will add an extremely mellow flavor. Let this mixture stand for blending for an additional 2 hours. Dilute to desired strength; usually 1 to 3 quarts of water or weak tea are sufficient.

A Pineapple Punch for a party of 10 (can be doubled for more than 10 guests) may also be used in a punch bowl with the ice block:

Put the pineapple and sugar in a glass bowl and let them stand until the sugar is well soaked in the pineapple. Then add all of the ingredients, except the champagne. Let this mixture stand in the refrigerator for about an hour. Add the champagne and ornament with sliced orange or other fruits. Serve in champagne glasses.
THE GARDENER'S GUIDE
FOR DECEMBER

W ith life largely confined indoors, most of our gardening this month consists of caring for house plants and catching up with our reading on gardens and gardening. Indoor gardening, at this time, is concerned mainly with watering and feeding.

Tips on watering

Water plants only when they need moisture. You can test this by tapping the outside of a pot with your knuckles. If a sharp, clear ringing sound comes from the plant, it is dry. Generally speaking, blooming plants require plenty of water, but Christmas roses and gardenias need less after buds have formed. Christmas cherries, oxalis and most ferns need plenty of water.

Gloxinias, African violets and most of the begonias react badly to water on their leaves, so these are watered from the saucer. A general rule is to spray thin-leaved plants often, thick-leaved less often and hairy-leaved not at all. Use tepid water.

Rules for feeding

In the dark days of the year when growth is slow, hold off feeding. When the stalks lengthen, then start it. Most plants bought from nurseries have already been fed and need no more for six weeks after they are brought into the house these winter days.

Bulbs and begonias need a slow fertilizer—tablespoonful of steamed bone-meal in a gallon of water. For azaleas, poinsettias and hydrangeas, scratch in a small amount of complete fertilizer and water. Tablets for feeding plants are sold under various trade names. The main consideration is when to feed. Certainly when plants are resting or ailing is no time to feed them, since the capacity of a plant to absorb food depends on the size and healthiness of the roots.

Turn the plants around every couple of days, pick off faded leaves and flowers, air the room occasionally, and on nights when temperatures are cool, cover with newspaper against the glass to prevent chills.

Winter reading

Now for a shelf of books we can recommend for your reading this winter. They will also make acceptable Christmas gifts.


Geraniums. By Helen Van Pelt Wilson. Barrows, N. Y. $2.75. If these are your hobby, or if you thought there was only one kind of geranium, this will prove fascinating.

The Friendly Evergreens. By L. L. Kambin, D. Hill Nursery Co., Dundee, Ill. $6.00. Illustrated both in color and black and white, with text by a well-known author.

Camellias in America. By Dr. H. H. Hume. J. Horace McFarland, Harrisburg, Pa. $2.50. A princely book, rich in exact color photographs of many varieties, and written with the authority of a holder of the famous White Medal, who has devoted a lifetime to the study of these shrubs of our southern states and northern greenhouses.
VIGORO TABLETS
ideal for your house plants
Like famous VIGORO, VIGORO Tablets contain the necessary food ele-
ments plants need for best plant growth. Your house plants will be
healthier—have livelier blooms—
if you feed them properly. Just
push VIGORO Tablets in the soil.

PLAN YOUR
PLANTING
NOW WITH
FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES and PLANTS

For 75 years discriminating
hobbyists everywhere have
looked to us for the Best in
Seeds. Bulbs, Plants. Our new
catalog contains many new
varieties of great beauty.

Enjoy them now!

Send for Catalog Today!

F. LAGOMARSINO
AND SONS • Box 1115 S • Sacramento, Calif.

NURSERYMAN Continued from page 145
years to germinate. Hand-seeded seeds
that are unmoistened to moisture such
as Honey Locust, Black Locust and
hard pines, are treated with hot water or
sulfurous acid to soften the coat, or
the coat is cut to allow entrance of
moisture. Seeds of many plants must
first be ripened before the fruit is
collected. They are subjected to chilling.
Birch and dogwood seeds, for example,
are mixed in moist peat moss and placed in a
temperature of 40° F. for two months or
longer. Juniper (Cedar) berries take
two to three years to ripen on the trees
before they are collected.

There is a large number of plants
that, for various reasons, cannot be
raised from seeds. Some, like hydrangea
are sterile and do not set seeds.
Numerous are others either involved in
hybrid origin, a mixture of many
strains, or result from spontaneous
interchange of the plant that
changed its characteristics. Therefore,
seeds collected from these plants will
not reproduce the same variety. The
particular variety in these cases can
only be reproduced vegetatively, that is,
by means of a part of the plant. Per-
niennials, like phlox, are divided up into
pieces, each with roots attached. Cut-
tings (pieces) of the stem or root are
used to increase many shrubs, trees,
evengrasses and vines. A leaf is used to
increase the begonia. All these, when

(Continued on page 138)
set in the proper medium and given the correct temperature, soon set up their own root system.

Most roses, fruits and choice evergreens are increased by the more involved process of budding and grafting. This concerns not only the particular plant that is to be increased, but a second plant (the understock) upon which the variety is budded or grafted. Budding consists of the removal of a stem bud from a particular variety and inserting this in the stem of the understock. This is done in summer. In grafting, a short piece of stem (scion) taken from the particular variety is grafted on to the stem or root of the understock. This takes place during the winter in greenhouses.

Plants are set in rows with ample spacing for development and with the different kinds arranged in blocks. Depending upon the particular kind and the form desired, they are subjected to pruning and training. Evergreens, such as holly, pine and spruce, as well as oak, maple, hick and other shade trees, must be symmetrical in form. They are, therefore, trained to a single central stem with a leader and the side growth is kept pruned or sheared. If, through insect injury or mishap, the leader is broken off, it is replaced by selecting a strong side shoot which is bent upward and tied to a stake. This will carry on an unbroken central stem which is a prime necessity in selecting trees of these kinds. Roses and shrubs are cut back to promote bushy growth. Fruit trees are pruned to form an open head with spreading branches. Constant root pruning produces a mass of fine roots that make for easy transplanting. Weeds are controlled by constant cultivation. A rigid inspection, coupled with dusting and spraying, keeps insects and diseases in check, for nursery plants must be pest-free. All of this is part of the nursery operation and routine.

Besides being subject to the vagaries of the elements, the nursery product is highly perishable. The most critical factor in all plant growth is the moisture content. Not only cultural operations but packing and shipping revolve around this principle. In shipping, moisture must be preserved in the stems and buds as well as in roots, if the plants are to withstand translocation without injury. Facilities are provided in the shape of storage sheds and cellars where thousands of plants, mostly deciduous, are kept. When they are dug each fall, the roots are buried in damp moss and the temperature is kept low. Spring shipments and sales are drawn from this storage.

With each order, instructions on the care of the plants go to the customer. He is urged to unpack the plants on arrival and plant at once. If this is not done, they will not live. (Continued on page 219)

Residence Elevators

This Company pioneered the
House-Lighting-Operated
Residence Elevator

Our unique, simple and versatile lifts—INCLINATOR and "Elevette"—have for years proved the public's confidence. Owner recommendations have been largely responsible for our rapid growth.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
307 So. Cameron St., Harrisburg, Penna., U.S.A.

An unique electrically operated "Stair-Lift". Folds against wall when not in use.

INCLINATOR

For RUST-FREE WATER

COPPER TUBES

Even the modest home can be free of the inconvenience and expense that rustable pipe can cause. You can end reduced flow from rust-choked pipe and red-nasty water with Anaconda Copper Tubes.

Such a rustless copper tube system (assembled with solder type fittings) costs but little more than ordinary pipe. With such an installation, you are assured long life and the elimination of rust-caused repair and replacement.

For additional information, write for the free booklet, "How To Protect Your Home Against Rust."

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
Waterbury 88, Connecticut

Anaconda Copper & Brass

Offices and Agencies in Principal Cities

Anaconda Manufacturing Company

NEWARK & NEW JERSEY
Affiliated with C-O-Tube Fire Equipment Co.

SAFETY SAYS:
Pyrene Tube Fittings stop 50% faster on icy streets... give you winter driving safety.

Pyrene

Keep a Pyrene fire extinguisher handy to put out little fires before they become big fires. Buy one at your home and auto supply dealer today.

"BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE" free booklet of household hints sent on request.

For RUST-FREE WATER

COPPER TUBES

Even the most modest home can be free of the inconvenience and expense that rustable pipe can cause. You can end reduced flow from rust-choked pipe and red-nasty water with Anaconda Copper Tubes.

Such a rustless copper tube system (assembled with solder type fittings) costs but little more than ordinary pipe. With such an installation, you are assured long life and the elimination of rust-caused repair and replacement.

For additional information, write for the free booklet, "How To Protect Your Home Against Rust."

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
Waterbury 88, Connecticut

ANA CONDA

Copper Brass

Offices and Agencies in Principal Cities

Anaconda Copper & Brass

SAFETY SAYS:
Pyrene Tube Fittings stop 50% faster on icy streets... give you winter driving safety.

Pyrene

Keep a Pyrene fire extinguisher handy to put out little fires before they become big fires. Buy one at your home and auto supply dealer today.

"BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE" free booklet of household hints sent on request.
NURSERYMAN

Continued from page 218

possible, he should immerse the roots in water, or heel them in a trench until planting time, which should be at the earliest possible moment.

Each year untold numbers of plants are lost by failure to follow these instructions. The nurseryman is asked to replace them and he usually does, although in many instances the fault lies with the person to whom the plants were sent.

When deciduous plants begin to leaf out and the young growth of evergreens is on the way in spring, nurseries stop sales and shipments, since too great a risk is involved in planting after this stage. In late summer, however, usually towards the end of August, when evergreen foliage has ripened, transplanting operations begin.

The trend now in nurseries, and one which the gardening public should follow, is to lengthen the fall planting season. The region will determine the lateness of the planting operations and if you follow the procedure of the nursery, where the practical aspect alone is considered, you will not be wrong.

Visit the nurseries when you can. The best time is between the busy seasons of spring and fall, then you can inspect the plants at your leisure and see them as they would actually appear in your own garden.

ROOM

Continued from page 134

You may buy the Everfast fabrics shown in our room on page 135 at the following stores:

- CALIFORNIA
  - LOS ANGELES
    - Bullock's
  - SAN FRANCISCO
    - City of Paris Dry Goods Co.

- GEORGIA
  - ATLANTA
    - Rich's, Inc.

- ILLINOIS
  - CHICAGO
    - Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

- MASSACHUSETTS
  - BOSTON
    - Jordan Marsh Company

- MINNESOTA
  - MINNEAPOLIS
    - The Dayton Company

- NEW YORK
  - NEW YORK
    - B. Altman & Co.

- OHIO
  - CINCINNATI
    - The John Shillito Company

- PENNSYLVANIA
  - PITTSGBURGH
    - Kaufmann's

- WISCONSIN
  - MILWAUKEE
    - Gimbel Brothers, Inc.

GIULFORD, CONN., U.S.A.

Guaranteed—Sturdy—Life lasting prideful half a pound. Practical—Beautiful—

Here's a bottle cap remover that's a "dilly." Made of solid Bronze, highly polished, it's 5% broad. Practical—Beautiful—

Guaranteed—Sturdy—Life lasting prideful service. Can be used as an ice-breaker or muddler.

On sale at the better department stores and gift shops. If you can't get one for that hard to please individual write direct to us.

$2.50 LIST PRICE

LE ROUX & CO., INC., PHILA., PA.

Here's a bottle cap remover that's a "dilly." Made of solid Bronze, highly polished, it's 5% broad. Practical—Beautiful—

Guaranteed—Sturdy—Life lasting prideful service. Can be used as an ice-breaker or muddler.

On sale at the better department stores and gift shops. If you can't get one for that hard to please individual write direct to us.

$2.50 LIST PRICE

OLIO-MATIC... THE OIL BURNER BASED ON THE LOW PRESSURE PRINCIPLE OF ATOMIZATION

For the name of your nearest Williams Oil-Matic Dealer, consult the classified section of your telephone directory or write to factory at Bloomingon, Illinois.

"BUY BY CHOICE AND NOT BY CHANCE... INSIST ON WILLIAMS"

OLIO-MATIC

For the name of your nearest Williams Oil-Matic Dealer, consult the classified section of your telephone directory or write to factory at Bloomingon, Illinois.

"BUY BY CHOICE AND NOT BY CHANCE... INSIST ON WILLIAMS"

OLIO-MATIC

For the name of your nearest Williams Oil-Matic Dealer, consult the classified section of your telephone directory or write to factory at Bloomingon, Illinois.

"BUY BY CHOICE AND NOT BY CHANCE... INSIST ON WILLIAMS"

OLIO-MATIC
DUNBAR
MODERN

soon to be available at better furniture stores, furniture departments or through your decorator.

DUNBAR FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CO.
BERNE, INDIANA
1638 Merchandise Mart, CHICAGO 54, ILL.
385 Madison Ave., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

CHILDREN enjoy listening to music if, as Mrs. Finletter says on page 166, it is not forced upon them as a chore—something that must be for their own good. If music enters a child's life easily and pleasantly, he will absorb melodies and musical information without parental nudging. One of the best ways of introducing your child to the music and life history of a great composer is through the Vox Music Master Series. The three albums that have been issued in this series so far are:

**Mozart, His Story and His Music.** Narrated by Josef Furrer; orchestra conducted by Max Goberman. Vox Album 251, $3.75.

**Schubert, His Story and His Music.** Told by Mr. Feerar; orchestra conducted by Mr. Goberman. Vox Album 254, $3.75.

**Tchaikovsky, His Story and His Music.** Narrator, Floyd Mack; orchestra conducted by Mr. Goberman. Vox Album 257, $3.75.

Each of these albums tells the story of the composer, is accompanied by melodies from many of his great compositions. The series is well conceived and well written by Professor Joseph Machlis of Queens College. Vox is to be commended, too, for the comprehensive listing on the back of each cover of all available selections by these composers recorded by other companies. Other good albums for:

**School-age children**


**Brahms: Sonata #1.** Yehudi Menuhin, violinist; Hephzibah Menuhin, pianist. RCA Victor Album M-967, $4.85.

**Brahms: Symphony #1.** N. Y. Philharmonic conducted by Artur Rodzinski. Columbia Album MM-621, $5.85.

**Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite.** Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Eugene Ormandy. RCA Victor Album M-1020, $3.35.

**Schubert: Symphony #8.** (Unfinished.) Serge Koussevitzky and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. RCA Victor Album M-1039, $3.35.

**Shostakovich: Symphony #5.** Cleveland Orchestra conducted by Rodzinski. Columbia Album MM-520, $5.35.

**Haydn: Symphony #97.** The London Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham. RCA Victor Album DM-1395, $3.35.

For pre-school children

**Hansel and Gretel.** Basil Rathbone assisted by a fine supporting cast in a dramatic adaptation of this beloved children's opera. Superb Christmas gift for youngsters because it combines all the elements of a play, an opera and a musical entertainment with narrative. Columbia Album M-MM-632, $4.85.

**Goldilocks and the Three Bears.** Narrated by Margaret O'Brien with sound effects and music. Capitol Album CB-32, $2.25.

**The King Who Couldn't Dance.** Narrated by Gene Kelly, orchestra conducted by Lehmnn Engel. Columbia Album J-25, $1.50.

**See the Piccolo.** Narrated by Paul Wing, with Ross Case and orchestra. RCA Victor Recordrama Album Y-322, $2.50.


**Bozo at the Circus.** Full-color picture book timed with records for added fun. Capitol Album BRX-34, $2.70.

On the serious side

**Songs of Rachmaninoff.** Jennie Tourel's beautiful mezzo-soprano makes this a very pleasurable album. Erich Korngold as the piano. Columbia Album M-625, $3.85.

**Bizet: Carmen.** Excerpts from this colorful opera sung by Gladys Swarthout, Ramon Vinay, Robert Merrill, Lucienne Browning. RCA Victor Recordrama Album M-1078, $7.00.

**Mozart: Concerto in E-flat Major** for two pianos. Vronsky and Babin play this concerto with gaiety and vigour. Columbia Album MM-628, $3.85.

**Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto #1.** Egon Petri, with the London Philharmonic, conducted by Walter Goehr. Columbia Album MM-318, $4.85.

On the lighter side


**Frank Sinatra Conducts Music of Alec Wilder.** Sinatra turns conductor for this unique album of modern variations for woodwind solo and orchestra. Columbia Album M-637, $3.85.

**Robertia:** Jethone Kern's memorable score—sung by Alfred Drake, Kitty Carlisle, Paula Laurence, Jeffrey Alexander and Harry Sennis's orchestra. Decca Album DA-74, $5.25.

These prices do not include taxes.
THE CHANGING SCENE
Winter 1947

Exciting new things are happening in home fashions today... colors, textures, designs are intriguingly different, glowingly alive. Carpets, fabrics, wallpapers lift rooms out of the ordinary... stimulate home lovers to create new beauty. Take, for example, Schumacher's lush "Strawberry Patch", above, with its room-flattering complements. It's one of the very newest Schumacher ensembles now being shown at your decorating source.

F. Schumacher & Co., 60 West 40th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
10 delicious reasons why

Nothing serves like Dubonnet.

Now that Dubonnet is made here and more Americans are discovering its versatility of this famous drink of France, no other drink pleases so many or has so many uses. A little sweet, a little tangy, Dubonnet has a zestful flavor and "mix-ability" all its own. Come by a 100-year-old secret formula Dubonnet today! Always serve chilled that way it's best.

It's smart to say "I'll take Dubonnet!"

DUBONNET MANHATTAN
5 Dubonnet, 3/4 gin. Stir with cracked ice. Strain into cocktail glass and add small twist of lemon peel.

DUBONNET AND BRANDY
1 oz. Dubonnet, one-half oz. brandy. Stir thoroughly with ice and strain into cocktail glass for serving.

DUBONNET OLD-FASHIONED

DUBONNET LIBRE

DUBONNET MERRY MAKER
1/2 jigger of Dubonnet, 3/4 dry port. Stir with ice and strain into cocktail glass for serving.

DUBONNET AND SHEathed
1 Dubonnet, 3/4 dry St. Germain. Add ice cubes. Stir roughly with ice cube and strain into cocktail glass for serving.

DUBONNET APERITIF WINE
PRODUCT OF U.S.A.
COPYRIGHT 1946
DUBONNET CORP., PHILADELPHIA, PA.